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ubject of video coding is of fundamental importance to
in engineering and the sciences. Video engineer-

ckly becoming a largely digital discipline. The digi-
issionoftelevision signals via satellites is common-

d widespread HDTVterrestrial transmissionis slated
in 1999, Video compression is an absolute require-
the growth and success of the low-bandwidth trans-
fdigital video signals. Video encoding is being used
digital video communications, storage, processing, ac-
and teproduction occur. The transmission of high-

imedia information over high-speed computernet-
Central problem in the design of Quality of Services

r digital transmission providers. The Motion Pictures
iP (MPEG)has already finalized two video coding

YMPEG-1 and MPEG-2,that define methodsfor the
tonof digital video information for multimedia and

Fmats. MPEG-4 is currently addressing the trans-
Very low bitrate video. MPEG-7 is addressing the
tion of video storage and retrieval services (Chap-

Id 9.2 discuss video storage and retrieval). A central

nof
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aspect to each of the MPEGstandards are the video encoding
and decoding algorithms that make digital video applications
practical. The MPEG Standards are discussed in Chapters 6.4
and 6.5.

Video compression notonly reducesthe storage requirements
or transmission bandwidth ofdigital video applications, butit
also affects many system performance tradeoffs. The design and
selection of a video encoder therefore is not only based onits
ability to compress information. Issues such as bitrate versus
distortion criteria, algorithm complexity, transmission channel
characteristics, algorithm symmetry versus asymmetry, video
sourcestatistics, fixed versus variable rate coding, and standards
compatibility should be considered in order to make good en-
coderdesign decisions.

The growth of digital video applications and technology in
the past few years has been explosive, and video compression
is playing a central role in this success. Yet, the video coding
disciplineis relatively young and certainly will evolve and change
significantly over the next few years. Research in video coding has
great vitality and the body ofworkis significant. It is apparent
that this relevant and important topic will have an immense
affect on the future ofdigital video technologies.
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2 Introduction to Video Compression

Video or visual communications require significant amounts
of information transmission. Video compression, as consid-
ered here, involves the bitrate reduction ofa digital video signal
carrying visual information. Traditional video-based compres-
sion, like other information compression techniques, focuses
on eliminating the redundant elements of the signal. The de-
gree to which the encoder reducesthebitrate is called its cod-
ing efficiency; equivalently, its inverse is termed the compression
ratio:

codingefficiency = (compression ratio)’
= encodedbitrate/decodedbitrate. (1)

Compression can be a lossless or lossy operation. Because of
the immense volumeofvideo information,lossy operations are
mainly used for video compression. The loss of information or
distortion measure is usually evaluated with the mean square
error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE)criteria, or peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR):

1 MN A
MSE = —— dG, jp -I1G py

l M oN a
MAE= 5 3) Wa p-1G p

1 j=l

PSNR = 20]og,, ( (2)Gat) >
for an imageI andits reconstructed imageI, with pixel indices
1<i< Mandl <j < N,image size N x M pixels, and
n bits per pixel. The MSE, MAE, and PSNRasdescribed here
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Handbookof Image and Video Wh
are global measures and do not Necessarily 9} a
cation of the reconstructed image quality, In aa a
the human observer determines the quality oft i
image and video quality. The conceptofdistor er :
ing efficiencyis one of the most fundamentala
technical evaluation of video encoders. The to ae
quality assessment of compressed images and he of p
in Section 8.2. a

Video signals contain information j :

dimensions are modeledas spatial ondaa :
video encoding.Digital video compression my,2hdl! C
imize information redundancy independently in ext
The major international video compressionstandar:
MPEG-2, H.261) use this approach.Figure } schematies
picts a generalized video compression system thatimpli
the spatial and temporal encodingof a digital ima 4
Each image in the sequence J is defined as in
spatial encoder operates on imageblocks, typically 9)
of 8 x 8 pixels each. The temporal encoder generally.
on 16 x 16 pixel image blocks. Thesystem is designe
modes of operation, the intraframe mode and the
mode.

The single-layer feedback structureofthis generali
is representative of the encoders that are recom
the International Standards Organization (ISO) and.
tional Telecommunications Union (ITU) video coding st
MPEG-1, MPEG-2/H.262, and H.261 [1-3]. The feed
is used in the interframe mode of operation and ¢
prediction error between the blocks of the current
the current prediction frame. The prediction is generé
motion compensator. The motion estimation unit create
vectors for each 16 x 16 block, The motion vectors

ously reconstructed frame are fed to the motion compen
create the prediction.

 Variable
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‘ejntraframe modespatially encodesanentire current frame
neriodic basis, eB» every 15 frames, to ensure that system-
rors do not continuously propagate. The intraframe mode
“» be used to spatially encode a block wheneverthe inter-
encoding mode cannot meetits performance threshold.

frame versus interframe modeselection algorithmis
scluded in this diagram.It is responsible for controlling the
Fon of the encoding functions,data flows, and output data

¢for each mode.
Jntraframe encoding mode does not receive any input
be feedback loop. 1x is spatially encoded, andlosslessly

od by the variable length coder (VLC) forming Ij,which
mitted to the decoder. The receiver decodes I. produc-
reconstructed image subblock J,. During the interframe

‘gmode,the current frame prediction P, is subtracted from
rent frame input J, to form the current prediction error

prediction error is then spatially and VLC encoded to
.,andit is transmitted along with the VLC encoded mo-

etors M Vy. The decoder can reconstruct the current frame
sing the previously reconstructed frame heey (stored in

coder), the current frame motionvectors, and the predic-
ror, The motions vectors M V; operate on iy to generate

ic rre nt prediction frame P,. The encoded prediction error
coded to produce the reconstructedpredictionerror Ex.

ediction error is addedto the prediction to form the cur-
ef. The functional elementsofthe generalized model
ibed here in detail.

atial operator: this element is gencrally a unitary two-
Hensional linear transform, but in principle it can be

nitary operator that can distribute mostofthe signal
gy into a small numberofcoefficients, i.e., decorrelate
ignal data. Spatial transformationsare successively ap-

1 edto small image blocks in order to take advantage of
@high degree of data correlation in adjacent image pix-
The most widely used spatial operator for image and

© codingis the discrete cosine transform (DCT). It is
plied to 8 x 8 pixel image blocks andis well suited for

transformations becauseit uses real computations
st implementations, provides excellent decorrela-
‘signal components, and avoids generation of spu-
Omponents between the edges of adjacent image

atizer: the spatial or transform operator is applied to
eS in orderto arrange thesignal into a more suit-
oe at for subsequent lossy and lossless coding oper-
< = Shoperates on the transform generated
eanaisa lossy operation that can result ina sig-

Hi thiskina ee the bitrate. The quantization method
EM. The oe: video encoder is usually scalar and non-

ation a6 ar quantizer simplifies the complexity of
n-unjforme? to vector quantization (VQ).

quantization interval is sized according

copts and Techniques of Video Coding and the H.261 Standard 557

to the distribution of the transform coefficients in order

to minimizethe bitrate and the distortion created by the
quantization process. Alternatively, the quantization in-
terval size can be adjusted based on the performance of
the humanVisual System (HVS). The Joint Pictures Expert
Group (JPEG) standard includes two (luminance and color
difference) HVS sensitivity weighted quantization matri-
ces in its “Examples and Guidelines” annex. JPEG coding
is discussed in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.

3. Variable length coding: The lossless VLC is used to ex-
ploit the “symbolic” redundancy contained in each block
oftransform coefficients. This step is termed “entropy cod-
ing” to designate that the encoderis designed to minimize
the source entropy. The VLC is applied toaserial bit stream
that is generated by scanning the transformcoefficient
block. The scanning pattern should be chosen with the
objective of maximizing the performance of the VLC. The
MPEG encoderfor instance, describes a zigzag scanning
pattern that is intended to maximize transform zero coef-
ficient run lengths. The H.261 VLCis designed to encode
these run lengths by using a variable length Huffman code.

The feedback loop sequentially reconstructs the encodedspa-
tial and prediction error frames and stores the results in order
to create a current prediction. The elements required to do this
are the inverse quantizer, inverse spatial operator, delayed frame
memory, motion estimator, and motion compensator.

1. Inverse operators: The inverse operators Q~' and T™! are
applied to the encoded current frame J;,, or the current
prediction error E,, in order to reconstruct and store the
frame for the motion estimator and motion compensator
to generate the next prediction frame.

2. Delayed frame memory: Both current and previousframes
must be available to the motion estimator and motion

compensatorto generate a prediction frame. The number
ofprevious frames stored in memorycan vary based upon
the requirements of the encoding algorithm. MPEG-1 de-
fines a B framethatis a bidirectional encoding that requires
that motion prediction be performedin both the forward
and backward directions. This necessitates storage ofmul-
tiple frames in memory.

3. Motion estimation: The temporal encodingaspectofthis
systemrelies on the assumption that rigid body motionis
responsible for the differences between two or more suc-
cessive frames, The objective of the motion estimatoris to
estimate the rigid body motion between twoframes. The
motion estimator operates on all current frame 16 x 16
image blocks and generates the pixel displacement or mo-
tion vector for each block. The technique used to generate
motion vectorsis called block-matching motion estimation
and is discussed further in Section 5.4. The method uses

the current frame J; and the previous reconstructed frame
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fy as input. Each block in the previous frameis assumed
to have a displacement that can be found bysearching for
it in the current frame. The search is usually constrained
to be within a reasonable neighborhoodso as to minimize
the complexity of the operation. Search matching is usu-
ally based on a minimum MSE or MAE criterion. When a
matchis found, the pixel displacement is used to encode
the particular block. Ifa search does not meet a minimum
MSE or MAEthreshold criterion, the motion compen-
sator will indicate that the current block is to be spatially
encoded by using the intraframe mode.

4, Motion compensation: The motion compensator makes
use of the current frame motion estimates MV; and the
previously reconstructed frame fyto generate the cur-
rent frame prediction P,. The current frame prediction is
constructed by placing the previous frame blocks into the
current frame according to the motionestimate pixel dis-
placement. The motion compensator then decides which
blocks will be encoded as prediction error blocks using
motion vectors and which blocks will only be spatially en-
coded.

The generalized model does not address some video compres-
sion system details suchas the bit-stream syntax (which supports
different application requirements), or the specifics of the en-
coding algorithms. These issues are dependent uponthe video
compression system design.

Alternative video encoding models have also been researched.
Three-dimensional (3-D) video information can be compressed
directly using VQ or 3-D wavelet encoding models. VQ encodes
a3-D block ofpixels as a codebook index that denotesits “closest
or nearest neighbor”in the minimum squaredorabsolute error
sense. However, the VQ codebook size grows on the orderas the
numberofpossible inputs. Searching the codebookspacefor the
nearest neighboris generally very computationally complex,but
structured search techniques can provide goodbitrates, quality,
and computational performance. Tree-striuctured VQ (TSVQ)
{13] reduces the search complexity from codebooksize N to log
N, with a correspondingloss in average distortion. The simplicity
of the VQ decoder(it only requires a table lookup for the trans-
mitted codebook index) and its bitrate-distortion performance
makeit an attractive alternative for specialized applications. The
complexity of the codebook search generally limits the use of
VQ in real-time applications. Vector quantizers have also been
proposed for interframe, variable bitrate, and subband video
compression methods [4].

Three-dimensional wavelet encodingis a topic ofrecent inter-
est. This video encoding methodis based on thediscrete wavelet
transform methods discussed in Section 5.4. The wavelet trans-
formisa relatively new transform that decomposes a signal into
a multiresolution representation. The multiresolution decompo-
sition makes the wavelet transform an excellent signal analysis
tool because signal characteristics can be viewed in a variety of

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Handbook of Image and Video
time-frequencyscales. The wavelet tran
practice by the use ofmultiresolution o
The waveletfilterbank is well suited fo
ofits ability to adapt to the multires

video signals. Wavelet transform encodingsare nanyrang
chicalin their time-frequency represen tation and
able for progressive transmission[6]. Theyhaye also
to possess excellent bitrate-distortion character;a

Direct three-dimensional video compression,a ‘
from a major drawback for real-time encoding a .e
sion. In order to encode a sequence of images in a
the sequence mustbe buffered. This introduces a buff
computational delay that can be verynoticeable int
interactive video communications, J

Video compression techniquestreating visual info
accordance with HVS models have recently been in
These methodsare termed “second-generation or ab
methods, and attemptto achieve verylarge compre
by imitating the operations of the HVS. The HVS me,
also be incorporated into moretraditional video com
techniques by reflecting visual perception into varioy
of the coding algorithm. HVS weightings have been d
the DCT ACcoefficients quantizer used in the MPEGene
A discussion of these techniques can be found in Chapte

Digital video compressionis currently enjoyingtre!
growth,partially because of the great advances in V
and microcomputertechnologyin the past decade. Th
nature of video communications necessitates the use of

purpose andspecialized high-performance hardwaredey
the near future, advancesin design and manufacturingtech
gies will create hardware devices that will allow greatera
ability, interactivity, and interoperability of video appli
These advances will challenge future video compressi
nology to support format-free implementations.

Sform js imple
T subbandfly

T Video enco
olution charag

4

i

3 Video Compression Application
Requirements

A widevariety ofdigital video applications currently 60s
range from simple low-resolution and low-bandwidth a
tions (multimedia, PicturePhone) to very high-resolutior i
high-bandwidth (HDTV) demands.This section will P
quirementsofcurrent and future digital video applical
the demandstheyplace on the video compression syst

As a way to demonstrate the importance of video:
sion, the transmission ofdigital video television sight
sented. The bandwidth required by a digital television
approximately one-half the number of picture cleme
els) displayed per second. The analogpixelsize m®
dimensionis the distance between scanninglines8
zontal dimensionis the distance the scanning spot ™°
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B, = (cycles/frame)( Fr)

= (cycles/line)(Nz)(Fr)

(0.5) (aspect ratio)(Fr)(Ni)( Rx)
084

= (0.8)(Fr)(Mz)(Rx)s (3)

= system bandwidth,
= numberof frames transmitted per second(fps),
= numberof scanninglinesper frame,

_= horizontal resolution (lines), proportional
to pixel resolution.

ional Television Systems Committee (NTSC) aspect ra-

i /3, the constant0.5 is the ratio of the numberofcycles to
mumberoflines, andthefactor 0.84is the fraction ofthe hor-

anning interval that is devoted to signal transmission.
NTSC transmission standard used for television broad-

nthe United States has the following parameter values:
= 29.97 fps, N, = 525 lines, and Ry = 340 lines. This

video system bandwidth By of 4.2 MHz for the NTSC
system. In order to transmita colordigital video signal,

digital pixel format mustbe defined. Thedigital colorpixelis
of three components: one luminance (Y) component oc-

8 bits, and two color difference components (U and V)
uiring 8 bits. The NTSC picture frame has 720 x 480 x 2

inance and color pixels. In order to transmit this in-
n for an NTSC broadcast system at 29.97 frames/s, the

ing bandwidth is required:

tal By ~ Ybitrate = ¥,(29.97 fps) x (24 bits/pixel)

x (720 x 480 x 2 pixels/frame)

= 249 MHz.

tesents an increase of ~59 times the available system
th, and ~41 timesthe full transmission channel band-
)for current NTSC signals. HDTVpicture res-

E- “€Quires up to three times more raw bandwidth than
ple! (‘Two transmission channels totaling 12 MHz are

Or terrestrial HDTV transmissions.) It is clear from
F iple that terrestrial television broadcast systems will

$¢ digital transmission and digital video compression
e the Overall bitrate reduction and image quality re-

or HDTVsignals,
ple not only points outthe significant bandwidth
$ for digital video information, but also indirectly

® the issue of digital video quality requirements. The
“tweenbitrate and quality or distortion is a funda-

nent
Ip

asic Concepts and Techniques of Video Coding and the H.261 Standard 559i

mental issue facing the design of video compression systems.
To this end, it is important to fully characterize an applica-
tion’s video communications requirements before designing or
selecting an appropriate video compression system. Factorsthat
should be consideredin the design and selection ofa video com-
pression system include the following items.

1. Video characteristics: video parameters such as the dy-
namic range, sourcestatistics, pixel resolution, and noise
content canaffect the performance of the compressionsys-
tem.

. Transmission requirements: transmission bitrate require-
ments determine the power of the compression system.
Very high transmission bandwidth, storage capacity, or
quality requirements may necessitate lossless compression.
Conversely, extremely low bitrate requirements may dic-
tate compression systems that trade off image quality for
a large compression ratio. Progressive transmissionis a key
issue for selection of the compression system.It is gen-
erally used when the transmission bandwidth exceeds the
compressed video bandwidth. Progressive codingrefers to
a multiresolution, hierarchical, or subband encoding of
the video information. It allows for transmission and re-

construction ofeachresolution independently from low to
high resolution. In addition, channelerrors affect system
performance and the quality of the reconstructed video.
Channelerrors can affect the bit stream randomly or in
burst fashion, The channelerror characteristics can have

different effects on different encoders, and they can range
from local to global anomalies. In general, transmission
error correction codes (ECC)are used to mitigate the ef-
fect of channelerrors, but awareness and knowledge ofthis
issue is important.

3. Compression system characteristics and performance: the
nature of video applications makes many demandson the
video compression system. Interactive video applications
such as videoconferencing demand that the video com-
pression systems have symmetric capabilities. Thatis, each
participantin the interactive video session must have the
same video encoding and decoding capabilities, and the
system performance requirements must be met by both
the encoder and decoder. In contrast, television broad-

cast video has significantly greater performance require-
ments at the transmitter because it has the responsibility
of providing real-time high quality compressed video that
meets the transmission channel capacity. Digital video sys-
tem implementation requirements can vary significantly.
Desktop televideo conferencing can be implemented by
using software encoding and decoding, or it may require
specialized hardware and transmission capabilities to pro-
vide a high-quality performance. Thecharacteristics ofthe
application will dictate the suitability of the video com-
pression algorithm for particular system implementations.

bs
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The importance of the encoder and system implementa-
tion decision cannot be overstated; system architectures
and performancecapabilities are changing at a rapid pace
and the choice ofthe best solution requirescareful analysis
ofthe all possible system and encoderalternatives.

4. Rate-distortion requirements: the rate-distortion require-
mentis a basic consideration in the selection of the video

encoder. The video encoder must be able to provide the
bitrate(s) and video fidelity (or range of video fidelity)
required by the application. Otherwise, any aspect of the
system maynot meetspecifications. For example,if the bi-
trate specification is exceeded in order to support a lower
MSE,a larger than expected transmission error rate may
cause a catastrophic system failure.

5. Standards requirements: video encoder compatibility with
existing and future standards is an important considera-
tion if the digital video system is required to interoperate
with existing or future systems. A good exampleis that ofa
desktop videoconferencing application supporting a num-
ber of legacy video compression standards. Thisresults in
requiring support ofthe older video encoding standards on
new equipment designed for a newer incompatible stan-
dard. Videoconferencing equipment not supporting the
old standards would not becapable or as capable to work
in environments supporting older standards.

These factors are displayed in Table 1 to demonstrate video
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4 Digital Video Signals and Formats |

Video compression techniques make use of signal m,
order to be able to utilize the body of digital sigiaill
sis/processing theory and techniques that have been ; a
over the past fifty or so years. The design of a video ¢,
sion system,as represented bythe generalized mode] in
in Section 2, requires a knowledge of the signal chara
and the digital processesthat are used to create the digital
signal. It is also highly desirable to understand vide
systems, and the behavior of the HVS.

4.1 Sampling of Analog Video Signals

Digital video information is generated by sampling
sity of the original continuous analog video signal
in three dimensions. The spatial componentofthe yi
nal is sampled in the horizontal and vertical dimension
and the temporal componentis sampledin the time dim
(1). This generatesa series ofdigital images or image
I(1, j, k). Video signals that contain colorized informa

whoseintensities are likewise sampled in three dimensj
sampling process inherently quantizes the video signal di
the digital word precision usedto representtheintensityvt

and technology to implement.

compressionsystem requirements for some commonvideo com-
munications applications. The video compression system de-
signer at a minimum should consider these factors in making
a determination aboutthe choice of video encoding algorithms

TABLE 1 Digital video application requirements

  Application Bitrate Req. Distortion Req.

Networkvideo 1.5 Mbps High
on demand 10 Mbps medium

Video phone 64 Kbps High distortion

Desktop multimedia 1.5 Mbps High distortion
video CDROM to medium

Desktop LAN 10 Mbps Medium
videoconference distortion

Desktop WAN 1.5 Mbps High distortion
videoconference

Desktop dial-up 64 Kbps Very high
videoconference distortion

Digitalsatellite 10 Mbps Low distortion
television

HDTV 20 Mbps Low distortion

DVD 20 Mbps Lowdistortion

10

video representation can be reproduced witharbitrary cl
to the original analog video signal. The topic ofvideo:sam}
andinterpolation is discussed in Chapter7.2.

pling theorem. This theorem defines the conditions und

Transmission Req. Computational Req. Standards Req.

Internet MPEG-1 MPEG-1

100 Mbps MPEG-2 MPEG-2
LAN MPEG-7

ISDN p x 64 H.261 encoder H.261
H.261 decoder

PC channel MPEG-1 decoder MPEG-1
MPEG-2
MPEG-7

Fast ethernet Hardware decoders MPEG-2,

100 Mbps H.261
Ethernet Hardware decoders MPEG-1,

MPEG-4,
H.263

POTS and Software decoder MPEG-4,
internet H.263

Fixed service MPEG-2 decoder MPEG-2
satellites

12-MHz MPEG-2 decoder MPEG-2
terrestrial link

PC channel MPEG-2 decoder MPEG-2
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FIGURE 2 Nyquist sampling theorem, with magnitudesofFourierspectrafor (a) input !; (b) sampled

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

analog signals can be “perfectly” reconstructed. If these
M$ are not met, the resulting digital signal will contain
OMponents which introduce artifacts into the recon-

The Nyquist conditions are depicted graphically for
ensional case in Fig.2.

dimensional signal / is sampled atrate f;. It is band-
‘85 are all real-world signals) in the frequency domain

Per frequency boundoffs. According to the Nyquist
orem, ifa bandlimitedsignal is sampled, the result-

“Spectrumis made up of theoriginal signal spectrum
fplicates of the original spectrum spaced at integer

f the sampling frequency f;. Diagram (a) in Fig. 2
"€ magnitude |L| of the Fourier spectrum for /. The

ME of the Fourier spectrum |L,| for the sampled sig-
own for two cases. Diagram (b) presents the case

ce original signal | can be reconstructed by recovering
7 sPectral island. Diagram (c) displays the case where

Sampling criteria has not been met and spectral
8. The spectral overlap is termedaliasing and oc-

i p< 2 fz.When f, > 2 fg, the original signal can be
poe by using a low-pass digital filter whose passband

input J,, with f, > 2 fg; (c) sampled input /,, with f; < 2 fp.

is designed to recover |L{, These relationships provide a basic
framework for the analysis and design ofdigital signal process-
ing systems.

Two-dimensional or spatial sampling is a simple extension of
the one-dimensional case. The Nyquist criteria has to be obeyed
in both dimensions;i.e., the samplingrate in the horizontal direc-
tion must be two timesgreater than the upper frequency bound
in the horizontal direction, and the samplingratein thevertical
direction must be two times greater than the upper frequency
boundin thevertical direction.In practice, spatial sampling grids
are square so that an equal numberofsamples per unit length in
each direction are collected. Charge coupled devices (CCDs) are
typically used to spatially sample analog imagery andvideo, The
sampling grid spacing of these devices is more than sufficient
to meet the Nyquist criteria for most resolution and applica-
tion requirements.Theelectrical characteristics of CCDs have a
greater effect on the image orvideo quality thanits samplinggrid
size.

Temporal samplingofvideosignals is accomplished by captur-
ing a spatial or image frame in the time dimension. The temporal
samples are captured at a uniform rate of ~60fields/s for NISC

11
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television and 24 fps fora motionfilmrecording. These sampling
rates are significantly smaller than the spatial samplingrate. The
maximumtemporalfrequency that can be reconstructed accord-
ing to the Nyquist frequencycriteria is 30 Hz in the caseoftelevi-
sion broadcast. Therefore any rapidintensity change (caused, for
instance, by a moving edge) between two successive frameswill
cause aliasing because the harmonic frequency content of sucha
steplike function exceeds the Nyquist frequency. Temporalalias-
ing of this kind can begreatly mitigated in CCDsby the use of
low-pass temporalfiltering to remove the high-frequency con-
tent. Photoconductor storage tubes are used for recording broad-
cast television signals. They are analog scanning devices whose
electrical characteristicsfilter the high-frequency temporal con-
tent and minimize temporalaliasing. Indeed, motion picture
film also introduces low-pass filtering when capturing image
frames. The exposure speed and the responsespeed ofthe photo
chemical film combineto mitigate high-frequency content and
temporalaliasing. These factors cannot completely stop tempo-
ral aliasing, so intelligent use of video recording devicesisstill
warranted, That is, the main reason movie camera panningis
doneveryslowly is to minimize temporal aliasing.

In manycases in which fast motions or moving edgesare not
well resolved because of temporalaliasing, the HVSwill interpo-
late such motion and provideits own perceived reconstruction.
The HVSis very tolerant of temporalaliasing becauseit uses its
ownknowledge ofnatural motionto provide motionestimation
and compensationto the image sequences generated by tempo-
ral sampling. The combination of temporalfiltering in sampling
systems and the mechanismsofhumanvisualperception reduces
the effects of temporal aliasing such that temporal undersam-
pling (sub-Nyquist sampling) is acceptable in the generation of
typical image sequences intendedfor general purpose use.

4.2 Digital Video Formats

Sampling is the process used to create the image sequences used
for video and digital video applications. Spatial sampling and
quantization of a naturalvideo signal digitizes the image plane
into a two-dimensional set of digital pixels that define a digi-
tal image. Temporal sampling of a natural video signal creates
a sequence of image framestypically used for motion pictures
and television. The combination of spatial and temporal sam-
pling creates a sequenceofdigital images termeddigital video.
As describedearlier, the digital video signal intensity is defined
as I(i, j,k), where 0 < i < M,0 < j < N arethe horizon-
tal and vertical spatial coordinates, and 0 < k is the temporal
coordinate.

The standard digital video formats introduced here are used
in the broadcastfor both analog and digital television,as well as
computer video applications. Compositetelevision signaldigital
broadcasting formats are introduced here because oftheir use
in video compression standards, digital broadcasting, and stan-
dards format conversionapplications. Knowledgeofthese digital
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TABLE2 Digital composite television Paramie

Description NTsc

Analog video bandwidth (MHz) 42
Aspect ratio; hor. size/vert, size 4/3
Frames/s 29.97
Lines/s 525
Interlace ratio; fields:frames 2
Subcarrier frequency (MHz) 3 58
Sampling frequency (MHz) l4 4
Samples/active line 957
Bitrate (Mbps) 114.5

video formats provides backgroundfor understan
national video compression standards developed by:
the 1SO. These standards contain specific recomr
use of the digital video formats described here.

Composite television digital video formats are
digital broadcasting, SMPTE digital recording, and.
of television broadcasting formats. Table 2 contains by
anddigital system parameters for the NTSC and Phy
ing Lines (PAL) composite broadcast formats.

Componenttelevision signaldigital video formats
defined by the International Consultative Comnitte
(CCIR) Recommendation601. It is based on compo
with one luminance (Y) and twocolordifference signs
C,). The raw bitrate for the CCIR 601 formatis 162

contains important systems parameters of the CCIR,
video studio component recommendationfor both}
PAL/SECAM (Sequentiel Couleur avec Memoire).

The ITU Specialist Group (SGXV) has recommend
formats that are used in the ITU H.261, H.263, and IS

video compression standards. They are the Standard In}
mat (SIF), Common Interchange Format (CIF), andthi
rate version of CIF, called Quarter CIF (QCIF). Toget
formats describe a comprehensive set of digital vide
that are widely used in current digital video applica
and QCIF support the NTSC and PAL video formats

TABLE3 Digital video component television
parameters for CCIR 601

Description NTSC PA LISES
Luminance channel

Analog video bandwidth (MFIz) 5.5 a
Sampling frequency (MHz) 13.5 Be 4
Samples/active line 710 re
Bitrate (Mbps) 308 voi

Colordifference channels

Analog video bandwidth (MHz)
Sampling frequency (MHz)
Samples/active line
Bitrate (Mbps) at

22 22
6.75 6.75)

358.55
3 a
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SIF, CIE, and QCIF digital video formats
SIF

NTSC/PAL CIF QCIF

352 360(352) 180(176)
stal resolution (Y)

240/288 288 144

: al resolution 176 180(176)
ee
sion (Cr, Cp) 120/144 ued vie
Is

eel (bpp) 8 8 8
ne fields:frames lil til Ll
ate (fps) 30 30, 15, 10, 7.5 30, 15, 10, 7.5

«ratio; hor.size/ 4:3 4:3 43
24.9 6.2

) Mbps @ 30 fps 12.4 3.1
(U, V) Mbps @ 30 {ps

parameters, The SIF format defines different vertical reso-
values for NTSC and PAL. The CIF and QCIF formats also

the H.261 modified parameters. The modified parame-
integer multiples of eight in order to support the 8 x 8

dimensional DCToperation. Table4lists this set of
video standard formats. The modified H.261 parameters
din parentheses.

 

mpression systems generally comprise two modesthat
einformation redundancyin the spatial and the temporal

Ns, Spatial compression and quantization operates on a
mage block, makinguse ofthe local image characteristics

¢ the bitrate. The spatial encoder also includes a VLC
after the quantization stage. The VLC stage generates
Encoding of the quantized image block. Lossless cod-

ssed in Chapter5.1. Temporal domain compression
foptical flow models (generallyin the formofblock-

Motion estimation methods) to identify and mitigate
i undancy,
On presents an overview ofsomewidely accepted en-

iques used in video compression systems. Entropy
lossless encoders that are used in the VLC stage of
Pression syste, They are best used for information
are memoryless (sources in which each valueis in-

*Y Benerated), and they try to minimizethebitrate by
aiecodes for the input values according to

Stmatim ensityfunction(pdf). Predictive coders are
h Value has nOUTEES that have Memory,Le., a source 1n

nd/or 5a Statistical dependency on some number
aBaFwit values. Predictive coders can pro-

DYthan the of n significantly less statistical variation
iginal. The transformed source can then

ncepts and Techniques of Video Coding and the H,261 Standard 563

be fed to a VLC to reduce the bitrate. Entropy and predictive
coding are good examples for presenting the basic concepts of
statistical coding theory.

Block transformations are the major technique for represent-
ing spatial information in a formatthat is highly conduciveto
quantization and VLC encoding. Block transforms can provide
a coding gain by packing mostofthe block energy into a fewer
number ofcoefficients. The quantizationstage of the video en-
coder is the central factor in determining the rate-distortion
characteristics of a video compression system. It quantizes the
block transform coefficients according to the bitrate and dis-
tortion specifications. Motion compensationtakes advantage of
the significant information redundancyin the temporal domain
by creating current frame predictions based upon block match-
ing motion estimates between the current and previous image
frames. Motion compensation generally achievesa significant in-
crease in the video codingefficiency over purespatial encoding.

5.1 Entropy andPredictive Coding

Entropy codingis an excellent starting point in the discussion of
coding techniques because it makes use ofmanyofthe basic con-
cepts introducedin thediscipline of Information Theory or Sta-
tistical Communications Theory [7]. The discussion of VLC and
predictive coders requires the use ofinformation source models to
lay the statistical foundation for the developmentofthis class of
encoder. An information source can be viewed as a processthat
generates a sequence of symbols froma finite alphabet. Video
sources are generated from a sequence of image blocks thatare
generated froma “pixel” alphabet. The numberofpossiblepixels
that can be generated is 2”, when 7 is the numberofbits perpixel.
Theorder in which the image symbols are generated depends on
how the image block is arranged or scanned into a sequence
of symbols. Spatial encoders transform the statistical nature of
the original image so that the resulting coefficient matrix can be
scanned in a mannersuchthat the resulting source or sequence
of symbols containssignificantly less information content.

Two useful information sources are used in modeling video
encoders: the discrete memoryless source (DMS), and Markov
sources. VLC coding is based on the DMS model, and the pre-
dictive coders are based on the Markovsource models. The DMS

is simply a source in which each symbolis generated indepen-
dently. The symbolsare statistically independent andthe sourceis
completely definedbyits symbols/events and theset ofprobabili-
ties for the occurrencefor each symbol; i.e., E = {€), e2,... €n}
and theset { p(e,), p(e2),-..» p(€,)}, where 1 is the numberof
symbolsin the alphabet.It is useful to introduce the conceptof
entropyat this point. Entropyis defined as the average informa-
tion content ofthe informationsource. The information content

of a single event or symbolis defined as

1
j= 4I(e;)=log ple” (4)
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The base of the logarithm is determined by the number of
states used to represent the information source. Digital infor-
mation sources use base 2 in order to define the information

content using the numberof bits per symbol or bitrate. The
entropy ofa digital source is further defined as the average in-
formation content of the source,i.e.,

UW 1

H(E) = X p(e;) log, peo
=- > p(e;) log, p(e;) bits/symbol. (5)i=]

This relationship suggests that the average numberofbits per
symbol required to represent the information content of the
sourceis the entropy. The noiseless source coding theoremstates
that a source can be encoded with an average numberofbits per
source symbolthat is arbitrarily close to the source entropy. So
called entropy encodersseekto find codes that performcloseto
the entropy of the source. Huffman and arithmetic encoders are
examples of entropy encoders.

Modified Huffman coding[8] is commonlyused in the image
and video compression standards. It produces well performing
variable length codes without significant computational com-
plexity. The traditional Huffman algorithm is a two-step process
that first creates a table of source symbol probabilities and then
constructs codewords whose lengths grow according to the de-
creasing probability of a symbol’s occurrence. Modified versions
ofthe traditional algorithmare used in the current generation of
image and video encoders. The H.261 encoder uses two sets of
static Huffman codewords (one each for AC and DC DCTco-
efficients). A sct of 32 codewordsis used for encoding the AC
coefficients. The zigzag scannedcoefficientsareclassified accord-
ing to the zero coefficient run length and first nonzero coefficient
value. A simple table lookupisall that is then requiredto assign
the codewordfor eachclassified pair.

Markovand randomfield source models (discussed in Chap-
ter 4.2) are well suited to describing the source characteristics of
natural images. A Markov source has memory of some number
of preceding or adjacent events. In a natural image block, the
value of the current pixel is dependent on the values of some the
surroundingpixels becausethey are part of the same object, tex-
ture, contour, etc. This can be modeled as an mth order Markov

source, in which the probability of source symbol e; depends on
the last m source symbols. This dependence is expressed as the
probability of occurrence of event e; conditioned on the occur-
rence of the last m events, 1e., p(e; | ei-1, €;-2) ».-> @i-m). The
Markov source is made up ofall possible n'states, where 1 is
the numberof symbols in the alphabet. Each state containsa set
of up to n conditional probabilities for the possible transitions
between the current symbol and the next symbol. The differen-
tial pulse code modulation (DPCM)predictive coder makes use
of the Markov source model. DPCMis used in the MPEG-1 and
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H.261 standards to encodethe set of quantized De
generated by the discrete cosine transforms, %

The DPCMpredictive encoder modifies the y
source modelconsiderably in order to reduce i
does not rely on the actual Markov source sta
it simply creates a linear weighting ofthe last 7
order) to predict the next state. This significantly pedi
complexity of using Markov sourceprediction at the,
an increasein the bitrate. DPCM encodes the d ifferen ,
between the actualvalue andthepredicted value,je
wherethe prediction é is a linear weighting of m previ
Theresultingdifferential signal d generally has redyg
as comparedto the original source. DPCM is used in
tion with a VLC encoderto reducethebitrate. Thesim
entropy reduction capability of DPCM makesit a g
for use in real-time compression systems. Third orde
tors (1 = 3) have been shown to provide good perfoxs
natural images [9].

Se of @
ts co ple
tistics

5.2 Block Transform Coding: The Discrete”
Cosine Transform a

Block transform coding is widely used in image andy;
pression systems. The transformsusedin video encode
tary, which meansthat the transformoperation hasa
eration that uniquely reconstructs the original input. |
successively operates on 8 x 8 imageblocks, andit is us
H.261, H.263, and MPEGstandards. Block transforms

of the high degree of correlation between adjacent imi
to provide energy compaction or coding gainin the tra
domain. The block transform coding gain, Grc;is dé
ratio of the arithmetic and geometric meansofthe
block variances,i.e.,

wherethe transformed imageblock contains N sub
o?is the variance of each block subbandi, for 0S
Grc also measuresthe gain ofblock transform codin
coding. The coding gain generated by a block transi
alized by packing most theoriginal signal energy con
a small numberof transform coefficients. This resulteo
less representation ofthe originalsignal that 1s mo
quantization. Thatis, there may be many transfo
containinglittle or no energy that can be complete
Spatial transforms should also be orthonormal,1-6
correlated coefficients, so that simplescalar quan®
used to quantize the coefficients independently. .

The Karhunen—Loéve transform (KLT) creates S
coefficients, andit is optimal in the energy packi 2
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t is not widely used in practice. It requires the calcu-
image block covariance matrix so that its unitary

al eigenvector matrix can be used to generate the KLT
ts, This calculation (for which no fast algorithms ex-

fic fh3 transmission ofthe eigenvector matrix,is required
y transformed image block. 7
DCT is the most widely used block transform for digital
and yideo encoding.It is an orthonormal transform, and
ei found to perform close to the KLT [10] forfirst-order

sources. The DCTis defined on an 8 x 8 array ofpixels,
7 7 *

a (2i+1)F(us y) = 3ouCr ) ) FG jy) cos ( 16 =)
i=0 j=0

os (Se), (7)

0 nor

inverse DCT (IDCT)is defined as
a

. ; 2 (25+ letPX! }) = C,Cy >> F(u, v) cos (2)u=v v=0

(2) + lvcos (ce), (8)

foru=0, C, = 1 otherwise,al

—_

bo

forv=0, C, =1otherwise

i ind j are the horizontal and vertical indices ofthe 8 x 8
tray, and u and v are the horizontal and vertical indices

coefficient array. The DCTis the chosen methodfor
ansforms for a couple of important reasons. The DCT

MH log 1) implementations using real calculations.It
Mpler to compute than the DFT because it does not

use of complex numbers.
cond reason forits success is that the reconstructed

HM IDCTtendsnot to produce anysignificant discon-
the block edges. Finite discrete transformscreate a
zi Signal that is periodic. Periodicity in the recon-
a al can producediscontinuities at the periodic edges

~_ OF Pixel block. The DCTis not as susceptible to
tee the DFT. Since the cosine function is real and
a a cos(~x), and the input F(u, v) is real, the
€s.a function that is even and periodic in 2n, where

aS _ the Original sequence. In contrast, the IDFT
~Nstruction that is periodic in #, but and nec-

5 earomenen is illustrated in Fig .3 for the
Bae Fi).

ed and Ne sequence (i) depicted in part Fig. 3(a) is
reconstructed in Fig. 3(b) by using the DFT-

niques of Video Coding and the H.261 Standard 565

ft) fi)
an

(a) (b)

Ltllinatll
i

(c)

FIGURE 3 Reconstruction periodicity of DFT vs. DCT: (a) original sequence;
(b) DFT reconstruction; (c) DCT reconstruction.

IDFT transform pairs, andin Fig. 3(c) by using the DCT-IDCT
transform pairs. The periodicity of the IDFT in Fig. 3(b)is five
samples longandillustrates the discontinuity introduced by the
discrete transform. Theperiodicity of the IDCTinFig. 3(c) is 10
samples long, as a result of the evenness of the DCT operation.
Discontinuities introduced by the DCTare generally less severe
than those of the DFT. The importanceof this property of the
DCTis that reconstruction errors and blockingartifacts are less
severe in comparisonto those of the DFT. Blockingartifacts are
visually striking and occur becauseofthe loss of high-frequency
components that are either quantized or eliminated from the
DCT coefficient array. The DCT minimizes blocking artifacts
as compared to the DFT becauseit does not introduce the same
level ofreconstruction discontinuitiesat the block edges.Figure 4
depicts blockingartifacts introducedbygross quantization ofthe
DCTcoefficients.

This section ends with an example of the energy packing capa-
bility of the DCT. Figure 5 depicts the DCT transform operation.
Theoriginal 8 x 8 image subblock from the Lena imageis dis-
played in Fig. 5(a), and the DCTtransformed coefficient array
is displayed in Fig. 5(b).

The original image subblockin Fig. 5(a) containslarge values
in every position,andis not very suitable for spatial compression
in this format. The coefficient matrix (b) concentrates most of

the signal energy in the top left quadrant. Thesignal frequency
coordinates (u, v) = (0, 0) start at the upperleft position. The
DC component equals 1255 and contains the vast majority of
the signal energybyitself. This dynamic range and concentration
of energy should yield a significant reduction in nonzero values
and bitrate after the coefficients are quantized.

5.3 Quantization

The quantization stage ofthe video encodercreatesa lossy repre-
sentation of the input. The input,as discussedearlier, should be
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(a)

FIGURE 4 Severe blocking artifacts introduced by gross quantization of DCT coefficients: (a) original, (b) recon-
structed, (Sce color section, p. C~27.)

conditioned with a particular method of quantization in mind.
Vice versa, the quantizer should be well matched to the character-
istics of the input in order to meet orexceed the rate-distortion
performance requirements. As is always the case, the quantizer
has an effect on system performance that must be taken under
consideration. Simple scalar versus vector quantization imple-
mentations can havesignificant system performance implica-
tions.

Scalar and vector are the two major types of quantizers. These
can be further classified as memoryless or containing memory,
and symmetric or nonsymmetric. Scalar quantizers control the
values taken by a single variable. The quantizer defined by the
MPEG-1 encoderscales the DCT transform coefficients. Vec-

tor quantizers operate on multiple variables, i.e., a vector of

136 141 143 153 152 154 154 156
143 150 153 156 160 156 155 155
149 155 161 163 158 155 156 155

. | 158 161 162 161 160 158 160 157
sa 157 161 160 162 [61 157 154 155

160 160 16) 160 160 156 156 156
160 161 160 161 J61 157 157 156
162 162 161 161 162 157 157 157

(a)

1255 -8 -9 -6 1 -1 -3 !
-26 -20 -S 4 = nn) !
=] 5 1-1 0 oOo -l 0

Flw,v) = -6 -2 0 1-1 0 oO 0I 0 l 2 Qo -! -l 0
-2 12 0 1 1 Oo =!
-1 0 Oo ~2 0 0 1-1

1 0 -! ~2 0 1 -l 0

(b)

FIGURE 5 8 x 8 DCT:(a) original lena 8 x 8 image subblock; (b) DCT coef-
ficients.
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(b)

variables, and become very complex as the numberof
increases. This discussion will introduce the reader to th
scalar and vector quantizer concepts thatare relevantto
and video encoding.

The uniform scalar quantizer is the most fundamen al
quantizer. It possesses a nonlinearstaircase input-outp’ 1
acteristic that divides the input range into outputlevels
size. In order for the quantizer to effectively reduce the.
the numberof output values should be muchsmaller
numberofinputvalues. The reconstruction valuesare¢
be at the midpoint ofthe outputlevels. This choice is exp
minimize the reconstruction MSE whenthe quantizatior
are uniformlydistributed. The quantizers specified in the!
H.263, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2 video codersare nearly
They have constantstep sizes exceptfor the larger dea
(the input range for which the outputis zero).

Non-uniform quantizationis typically used for non-t
input distributions, such as natural image sources. The
quantizer that produces the minimum MSEfor a non-U
input distribution will have non-uniformsteps. Compa
the uniform quantizer, the non-uniform quantizer has i
ingly better MSE performance as the number of quan
steps increases. The Lloyd—Max [11] is a scalar quant
that utilizes the input distribution to minimize the MS
given numberofoutputlevels, The Lloyd—Max places th
structionlevels at the centroids of the adjacent inputqUS
tion steps. This minimizes the total absolute error WI ny
quantization step based upon the input distribution... —

Vector quantizers (discussed in Chapter 5.3) decomp
input into a length n vector. An image for instances ©
vided into M x N blocks of n pixels each,or the image ble
be transformedinto a block oftransform coefficient®
sulting vectoris created by scanning the two-dimensi? :
elements into a vector of length n, A vector, X is que
choosing a codebook vector representation X that's a
match.” The closest match selection can be made by ™
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», ie., choose X = X;suchthat the MSEoverall
tors is minimized:

‘ _1¢ S
min MSE(X, X;) — min :2 _ x) (9)‘ =

<j of the vector %; denotes the codebook entry that
receiver to decode the vector. Obviously the com-
decoder is much simpler than the encoder. The size

debook dictates both the coding efficiency and recon-
juality. The raw bitrate of a vector quantizeris

log,m
n
 

bitrateyq — bits/pixel, (10)

mis the numberofbits required to transmit the
f the codebook vector Xj. The codebook construction

9 important issues that are pertinent to the perfor-
the video coder. Theset ofvectors that are included in
sok determine the bitrate and distortion characteris-

constructed image sequence. The codebooksize and
determines the search complexityto find the minimum

ution for Eq. (9). Two important VQ codebookdesigns
he Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) [12] and TSVQ [13]. The LBG

ed on the Lloyd—Maxscalar quantizer algorithm.It
ed because the system parameters can be generated

of an input “training set” instead of the true source
he TSVQ design reduces VQ codebook search time

{0 increase theefficiency of video encoders. Motion
d-video encoders are implemented in three stages.

Stage estimates objective motion (motion estimation)
the previously reconstructed frame and the current

fhe secondstage creates the current frame prediction
Mpensation), using the motion estimates and the

€constructed frame. Thefinal stage differentially en-
® Prediction and the actual current frame as the pre-

ror, Therefore, the receiver reconstructs the current
-Y using the VLC encoded motion estimates and the

w\ encoded predictionerror.
Ae.mation and compensation are commontech-
eethe temporal aspect of a video signal. As

a techooasemot ion compensation and motion
Of the Blessetnin video compression systems areca-

Metentations Teduction in the raw signal bitrate. Typical
ofa. ernerally outperform pure spatial encodings
; ncaa: The interframe redundancycontained in
Wesignalen ofa digital imagesequence accounts for

encoders, |peincapability that canbe achieved
atic back - Interframe redundancycan be simply mod-

Stounds and movingforegroundsto illustrate
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the potential temporal compression that can be realized. Over a
shortperiodoftime, image sequencescan be described asastatic
background with movingobjects in the foreground.If the back-
ground does not change between two frames, their difference is
zero, and the two background frames canessentially be encoded
as one. Therefore the compressionratio increase is proportional
to two timesthe spatial compression achieved in the first frame.
In general, unchanging orstatic backgrounds canrealize additive
coding gains,i.e.,

Static Background Coding Gain «

N # (Spatial Compression Ratio of Background Frame),
(11)

where N is the numberofstatic background frames being en-
coded.Static backgrounds occupya great deal of the image area
and are typical of both natural and animated image sequences.
Somevariation in the background always occursas a result of
random and systematic fluctuations. This tends to reduce the
achievable background coding gain.

Moving foregrounds are modeled as nonrotationalrigid ob-
jects that move independently of the background. Moving ob-
jects can be detected by matching the foregroundobject between
two frames. A perfect match results in zero difference between
the two frames. In theory, moving foregroundscanalso achieve
additive coding gain. In practice, moving objects are subject
to occlusion, rotational and nonrigid motion, and illumination
variations that reduce the achievable coding gain. Motion com-
pensation systems that make use of motion estimation methods
leverage both background and foreground coding gain. They
provide pure interframe differential encoding when two back-
groundsarestatic; i.e., the computed motionvectoris (0,0). The
motion estimate computed in the case of moving foregrounds
generates the minimum distortion prediction.

Motionestimationis an interframe prediction processfalling
in two general categories: pel-recursive algorithms [15] and
block-matchingalgorithms (BMAs)[16]. The pel-recursive me-
thods are very complex and inaccurate andrestrict their use in
video encoders. Naturaldigital image sequences generally display
ambiguous object motion that adversely affects the convergence
properties of pel-recursive algorithms. This hasled to the intro-
duction of block-matching motion estimation, which is tailored
for encoding image sequences. Block-matching motion estima-
tion assumes that the objective motion being predictedis rigid
and nonrotational. The block size of the BMA for the MPEG,
H.261, and H.263 encoders is defined as 16 x 16 luminance

pixels. MPEG-2 also supports 16 x 8 pixel blocks.
BMAspredict the motion of a block of pixels between two

frames in an image sequence. The prediction generates a pixel
displacement or motion vector whosesize is constrained by the
search neighborhood. Thesearch neighborhood determines the
complexity of the algorithm. The search for the best prediction
ends when the best block match is determined within the search

neighborhood. The best match can be chosenas the minimum
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Search Neighborhood

I’"itx, jy)

MV(m=x, n=y)
Best Match in

Framek-! 
FIGURE 6 Best match motion estimate.

MSE,which for a full search is computed for each block in the
search neighborhood:

BestMatchyse

a, 7) — KG +m, j+n)P, (12)
I

. 1= min —,
mu N2 4 ci=] j

N

where k is the frame index, / is the temporal displacement in
frames, N is the numberofpixels in the horizontal and vertical
directions ofthe image block, i and j are the pixel indices within
the image block, and mandnarethe indices ofthe search neigh-
borhoodin the horizontal andvertical directions. Therefore the

best match motion vector estimate MV(m = x, m = y) is the
pixel displacement betweenthe block I*(i, j) in frame k, and
the best matched block I*~'(i-+x, j + y) in the displaced frame
k — 1. The best matchis depicted in Fig. 6.

In cases in which the block motion is not uniform orif the

scene changes, the motion estimate may in fact increase the bi-
trate over a spatial encodingofthe block. In the case in which the
motion estimate is not effective, the video encoder does not use

the motion estimate and encodesthe block by using thespatial
encoder.

The searchspacesize determines the complexity ofthe motion
estimation algorithm.Full search methodsarecostly and are not
generally implementedin real-time video encoders, Fast search-
ing techniques can considerably reduce computational complex-
ity while maintaining good accuracy. These algorithms reduce
the search process to a few sequential steps in which each sub-
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sequentsearchdirection is based upon the results ofthe ;
step. The procedures are designedto find local optimal soli
and cannot guarantee selection of the global optimal gai
within the search neighborhood. The logarithmicsearch
gorithmproceeds in the direction of minimum distortion
the final optimal value is found. Logarithmic searching h ni
implemented in some MPEG encoders. The three-step
[18] is a very simple techniquethat proceeds alonga best
path in three steps in whichthe search neighborhoodig redt
for each successive step. Figure 7 depicts the three-
algorithm.

A 14 x 14 pixel search neighborhoodis depicted, The
area sizes for each step are chosen so thatthetotal search:
borhood can be covered in finding the local minim
search areas are square. The length ofsides of the search at .
step 1 are chosento belarger than or equal to ¥, the length
range of the search neighborhood(in this example the
areais 8 x 8). The length ofthe sides are reduced by Yy aft
of thefirst two steps are completed. Nine points for each
compared by using the matching criteria. These consist
central point and eight equally spaced points along thep
ter of the search area. The search areaforstep 1 is cente;
the search neighborhood. The search proceedsby centeri
search area for the next step over the best match from the
ousstep. The overall best match is the pixel displacement«
to minimize the matching criteria in step 3. The totaln
of required comparisonsfor the three-step algorithm is 2
represents an 87% reduction in complexity versusthefull seare
methodfor a 14 x 14 pixel search neighborhood.
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FIGURE 7 Three-step search algorithmpictorial.
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( iGoncepts and

Jeo Encoding Standards and H.261
rnationally recognized video compression stan-

developed by the ISO, the International Elec-
(IEC), and the ITU standardsorgani-

r inte

e been ;
nical Commission

PEG is a working group operating within ISO and IEC.
arting its activity in 1988, MPEGhas produced ISO/IEC
\{PEG-1) and ISO/IEC 13818 (MPEG-2). The MPEG- I
Hon was motivated by T1 transmission speeds, the CD-

ndthe multimedia capabilities of the desktop computer.
anded for video coding upto the rate of 1.5 Mbps, and it
ged of five sections: system configurations, video cod-

ridio coding, compliance testing, and software for MPEG-1
+ The standard does notspecify the actual video coding

but only the syntax and semanticsofthe bit stream, and
generation at the receiver. It does not accommodate
video, and it only supports CIF quality format at 25

tivity for MPEG-2 was started in 1991. It was targeted for
itrates, broadcast video, and a variety of consumer and

unications video and audio applications. The syntax
hnical contents of the standard were frozen in 1993. It is

offour parts: systems, video, audio, and conformance
MPEG-2 was also recommended by the ITU as H.262.

is considering more advanced forms of video appli-
eractivity that technology will make possible in the

years. The MPEG-4 project is targeted to give users
sibility to achieve various forms ofinteractivity with the

al content of a scene, and to mix synthetic and nat-
dio and video information in a seamless way. MPEG-4

gy comprises two major parts: a set of coding tools for
visual objects, and a syntactic languageto describe both the

ols and the coded objects. From a technical viewpoint,
notable departure from traditional coding standards

thepossibility for a receiver to downloadthedescription
mn tax used to represent the audiovisual information. The
ormation will not be restricted to the format of con-
al-video, i.€., it will not necessarily be frame based. Thisis
d to produce significant improvements in both encoder
yand functionality.
U Recommendation H.261 was adopted in 1990 and

ideo encoding standard for videoconferencing and
© services for transmission over the Integrated Ser-

tal Network (ISDN) at p x 64 Kbps, p = 1,...+30.
ctides the video compression methodsthat werelater
‘agmae standards and is presented in the fol-
hon pi Experts Group for Very Low Bit-Rate

Public svt ne has produced the H.263 recommenda-
th Decen ted Telephone Networks (PSTN), which was
pportin ane 1995 [18]. It is an extended version of

“A sti i irectional motion compensation and sub-
**N¢encoderisbased on hybrid DPCM/DCT cod-

a
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ing and improvements targeted to generate bitrates of less than
64 Kbps.

6.1 The H.261 Video Encoder

The H.261 recommendation [3] is targeted at the videophone
and videoconferencing application market running on
connection-based ISDN at p x 64 kbps, p = 1, ..., 30. It ex-
plicitly defines the encoded bit stream syntax and decoder, while
leaving the encoder design to be compatible with the decoder
specification. The video encoderis required to carry a delay of
less than 150 ms so that it can operate in real-time bidirec-
tional videoconferencing applications. H.261 is part of a group
of related ITU recommendations that define visual telephony
systems. This group includes the following.

1, H.221: defines the framestructurefor an audiovisual chan-

nel supporting 64-1920 Kbps.
2. H.230: defines frame control signals for audiovisual sys-

tems.

3. H.242: defines audiovisual communications protocol for
channels supporting up to 2 Mbps.

4, H.261: defines the video encoder/decoder for audiovisual

services at p x 64 Kbps.
5. H.320: defines narrow-band audiovisual terminal equip-

ment for p x 64 Kbps transmission.

The H.261 encoder block diagrams are depicted in Fig. 8(a)
and 8(b). An H.261 source coder implementation is depicted
in Fig. 8(c). The source coder implements the video encoding
algorithm that includes the spatial encoder, the quantizer, the
temporal prediction encoder, and the VLC. Thespatial encoder
is defined to use the two-dimensional 8 x 8 pixel block DCT
and a nearly uniformscalar quantizer, using upto a possible 31
step sizes to scale the AC and interframe DC coefficients. The
resulting quantized coefficient matrix is zigzag scanned into a
vectorthatis variable length coded using a hybrid modified run
length and Huffman coder. Motion compensation is optional.
Motion estimation is only defined in the forward direction be-
cause H,261 is limited to real-time videophone and videocon-
ferencing. The recommendation does not specify the motion
estimation algorithm orthe conditionsfor the use of intraframe
versus interframe encoding.

The video multiplex coder creates a H.261 bitstream that is
based on the data hierarchy described below. The transmission
buffer is chosen not to exceed the maximum coding delay of
150 ms, andit is used to regulate the transmission bitrate by
meansofthe coding controller. The transmission coder embeds
an ECCinto the video bit stream that provides errorresilience,
error concealment, and video synchronization.

H.261 supports most of the internationally accepted digital
video formats. These include CCIR 601, SIR, CIF, and QCIF.
These formatsare defined for both NTSC and PAL broadcastsig-
nals. The CIF and QCIF formats were adopted in 1984 by H.261
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FIGURE 8 ITU-T H.261 block diagrams: (a) video encoder; (b) video decoder; (c) source encoder implementation.

in order to support 525-line NTSC and 625-line PAL/SECAM
video formats, The CIF and QCIF operating parameters can be
foundin Table 4. The raw data rate for 30 fps CIF is 37.3 Mbps
and 9.35 Mbps for QCIF. CIF is defined for use in channels in
which p > 6 so that the required compression ratio for 30 fps
is smaller than 98:1. CIF and QCIF formats support framerates
of 30, 15, 10, and 7.5 fps, which allows the H.261 encoder to

7! achieve greater codingefficiency by skipping the encoding and
transmission ofwhole frames. H.261 allowszero, one, two, three

| | or moreframes to be skipped between transmitted frames.
} H.261 specifies a set of encoder protocols and decoder op-

erations that every compatible system must follow. The H.261
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video multiplex defines the data structure hierarchythat
coder can interpret unambiguously. The video data MI
defined in H.261is depicted in Fig. 9. They are the pietv
group of block (GOB) layer, macroblock (MB)layer ane
sic (8 x 8) block layer. Each layeris built from the pr
lowerlayer and containsits associated data payload, a
that describes the parameters used to generate
Thebasic 8 x 8 block is used in intraframe DCT ¢
MBis the smallest unit for selecting intraframe or
encoding modes,It is made up offour adjacent 8 * 3
blocks and two subsampled 8 x 8 color aireti
and Cr as defined in Table 4) corresponding t0 C

neodi
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Group of Blocks GOB (QCIF)

 
Macroblock Structure

FIGURE 9 H.261 block hierarchy.

ne GOBis made up of 176 x 48 pixels (33 MBs) and
oconstruct the 352 x 288 pixel CIF or 176 x 144 pixel

picturelayer.
aders for the GOB andpicturelayers contain start codes

the decoder can resynchronize whenerrors occur. They
tain other relevant information required to reconstruct

Sequence. The following parameters used in the head-
data hierarchy complete the H.261 video multiplex.

yer:

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

etute start code (PSC), 20-bit synchronization pattern
400000000 0000 0001 0000).

poral reference (TR), 5-bit input frame number.
Information (PTYPE), indicates source format, CIF =

= P= 0, and other controls.
inserted bits,

P Ofblocks start code (GBSC), 16-bit synchronization
00 0000 0000 0001).

number (GN)
Per CIF frame,

Information (GQUANT), indicates one of 31
Step sizes to be used in a GOBunless overrid-

Macroblock M‘ UANinserted bits. QUANT parameter.

» 4-bit address representing the 12

Macroblocklayer:

* Macroblock address (MBA) is the position of a MB within
a GOB.

* Type information (MTYPE)for one of 10 encoding modes
used for the MB. This includes permutations of intraframe,
interframe, motion compensation (MC), and loopfilter-
ing (LF). A prespecified VLC is used to encode these
modes.

* Quantizer (MQUANT), 5-bit normalized quantizer step
size from 1-31.

* Motion vector data (MVD), up to 11-bit VLC describing
the differential displacement.

* Coded block pattern (CBP), up to 9-bit VLC indicating the
location of the encoded blocks in the MB.

Block layer:

« Transformcoefficients (TCOEFF) are zigzag scanned and
can be 8-bit fixed or up to 13-bit VLC.

« End of block (EOB), symbol.

The H.261bit stream also specifies transmission synchroniza-
tion anderror codecorrection by using a BCH code [19] that
is capable of correcting 2-bit errors in every 511-bit block. It
inserts 18 parity bits for every 493 data bits. A synchronization
bit is added to every codeword to be able to detect the BCH
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codeword boundaries. The transmission synchronization and
encoding also operates on the audio and control information
specified by the ITU H.320 Recommendation.

The H.261 video compression algorithm depicted in Fig. 8(c)
is specified to operate in intraframe and interframe encoding
modes. The intraframe mode provides spatial encoding of the
8 x 8 block andusesthe two-dimensional DCT.Interframe mode

encodes the prediction error, with motion compensation being
optional. The prediction erroris optionally DCT encoded. Both
modes provide options that effect the performance and video
quality of the system. The motion estimate method, modeselec-
tion criteria, and block transmission criteria are not specified,
although the ITU has published reference models [20, 21] that
makeparticular implementation recommendations. The coding
algorithm used in the ITU-T Reference Model 8 (RM8) [21] is
summarizedin three steps, and is followed by an explanation of
its important encoding elements.

1, The motion estimator creates a displacement vector for
each MB. The motion estimator generally operates on the
16 x 16 pixel luminance MB.The displacement vectoris
an integer valuc between +15, which is the maximum size
of the search neighborhood. The motion estimate is scaled
by a factor of 2 and applied to the Cp and Cz component
macroblocks.

2. The compression mode for each macroblockis selected
by using a minimumerrorcriteria that is based upon the
displaced macroblock difference (DMD),

DMD(i, j, ) = bi, j,) — bi — dh, j — ch, k—-1),

(13)

where bisa 16 x 16 MB, i andj areits spatial pixel indices,
k is the frame index, and d; and a are the pixel displace-
ments ofthe MBin the previous frame. The displacements
range from —-15 < ad, d) < +15. When d) and d) are
set to zero, the DMD becomes the macroblock difference
(MD). The compression mode determinesthe operational
encoder elements that are usedfor the current frame. The

H.261 compression modes are depicted in Table 5.

TABLES H.26! MB video compression modes 

Mode MQUANT MVD CBP TCOEFF

Intra

Intra J
Inter
Inter
Inter + MC
Inter + MC

Inter + MC Jv
Inter-+ MC + LP
Inter + MC + LF
Inter-+MC+LF J

244444 aNAAKA ho
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3. The video niultiplex coder Processes
generate the H.26] video bit st7 Team wh,discussed above, Whose:

There are five basic MTYPE encodinF : m de
carried out in step 2. Theseareasfoll, cae diows.

* Use intraframeorinterframe mode?
* Use motion compensation?
* Use a coded block pattern (CBP)?
* Use loopfiltering?

+ Change quantizationstepsize MQUANT?

To select the macroblock compression mode, theivar
of the input macroblock, the MD, and the DMD.
by the best motion estimate) are compared as foll

1. If VAR(DBD) < VAR(MD) then interfr
compensation (Inter + MC)codingis selec
the motion vector data (MVD)is transmitte
dicates that there are three Inter + MC mod
for the transmission ofthe prediction error.
or without DCTencoding of someorall ofthe
basic blocks.

2. “VARinput”is defined as the variance ofthe
roblock. If VAR input < VAR(DMD)and VA
VAR(MD), then the intraframe mode (Intra
Intraframe modeuses DCTencodingofallfou
blocks.

3. IfVAR(MD) < VAR(DMD), then interframemi

is selected. This mode indicates that the motie

zero, and that someorall of the 8 x 8 predi
(MD)blocks can be DCT encoded.

The transform coefficient CBP parameteris used)
whethera basic block is reconstructed using thecor
basic block from the previousframe,orifit is encodes
mitted. In other words, nobasic block encodin,
the block content does not change significantly.
rameter encodes 63 combinationsof the four lumin
and two color difference blocks using a variable
The conditions for using CBP are not specified
recommendation, . ‘

Motion compensated blocks can be chosen to belt
tered before the prediction error is generated by un
loop. This modeis denoted as Inter + MC + LF in 4
low-passfilter is intended to reduce the quantization
feedback loop, as well as the high-frequency noise #
introduced by the motion compensator. H.261 dei
teringas optional and recommendsa separable two-e
spatial filter design, which is implemented bycasca0™
tical one-dimensionalfinite impulse response €
coefficients ofthe 1-D filter are [1, 2, 1] for pixels 7Ka
and [0, 1, 0] (nofiltering) for pixels on the ne

The MQUANTparameteris controlled by ;
transmission buffer in order to prevent overflow 0
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The dynamic range of the DCT macroblock coeffi-
i s between [—2047,..., 2047]. They are quantized

[-127, «++» 127] using one of the 31 quantizerstep
Ecemined by the GQUANTparameter. The step size
: snteger in the range of [2,..., 62). GQUANT can

‘aden at the macroblock layer by MQUANTto clip or
atherange prescribed by GQUANTsothat the transmis-

eS better utilized. The ITU-T RM8liquidlevel control
es the inspection of 64-Kbit transmission buffers

ding 11 macroblocks. The step size of the quantizer
increased (decreasing the bitrate) if the bufferis full;
the step size should be decreased (increasing the bi-

uffer is empty. The actual design of the rate contro]
1is not specified.
(CT macroblock coefficients are subjected to variable

ding before quantization. The threshold is designed to
the numberof zero valued coefficients, which in turn

sthenumberofthe zero run lengths and VLCcodingeffi-
e |TU-T RM8provides an example thresholdingalgo-

the H.261 encoder. Nearly uniform scalar quantization
dead zone is applied after the thresholding process. All
‘cients in the luminance and chrominance macroblocks

ed to the same quantizer, exceptfor the intraframe DC
Theintraframe DC coefficientis quantized by using
scalar quantizer whosestep size is 8. The quantizer

Jevels are not specified, but the reconstructionlevels are
in'H.261 as follows.

QUANTodd,

L = QUANTx (2 x COEFF_VALUE+ 1),

for COEFF_LEVEL > 0,

EVEL = QUANT x (2 x COEFF_VALUE— 1),

for COEFF_LEVEL < 0.

 $e QUANTeven,

SSLEVEL = QUANT x (2 x COEFF_VALUE + 1) — 1,

, for COEFE_LEVEL > 0,

ELEVEL — QUANT x (2 x COEFF_VALUE — 1) +1,
for COEFF_LEVEL < 0. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

.vOLOE = 0, then REC_LEVEL = 0, where
int © Teconstruction value, QUANTis '4 the mac-

Ure Step size ranging 1-31, and COEFF_VALUE
CT coefficient.

antling efficiency, lossless variable length cod-
Reanned € quantized DCTcoefficients. The coefficient

SFzerooun mannerin order to maximize the
the comeen run lengths. The VLC encadesevents
Bion ination of a run length of zero coefficients

; 7€ro coefficient, and the value of the nonzero
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coefficient, ie, EVENT = (RUN, VALUE). The VLC EVENT
tables are defined in [3].

7 Closing Remarks 

Digital video compression,although only recently becoming a
standardized technology, is strongly based upon the informa-
tion coding technologies developed over the past 40 years. The
large variety of bandwidth and video quality requirements for
the transmission and storage of digital video information has
demanded that a variety of video compression techniques and
standards be developed. The major international standardsrec-
ommended by ISO and the ITU makeuse ofcommonvideo cod-
ing methods. The generalized digital video encoder introduced
in Section 2 illustrates the spatial and temporal video compres-
sion elements that are central to the current MPEG-1, MPEG-

2/H.262, H.261, and H.263 standards that have been developed
over the past decade. They addressavast landscapeofapplication
requirements, from low- to high-bitrate environments,as well
as stored video and multimedia to real-time videoconferencing
and high-quality broadcast television.

The nearfuturewill drive video compression systemsto incor-
porate support for more interactive functions, with theability
to define and download newfunctions to the encoder. New en-

coding methods currently being explored by the MPEG-4 and
MPEG-7standards look toward object-based encoding in which
the encoder is not required to follow the international video
transmission signal formats. These object-based techniques are
expected to produce significant improvements in both encoder
efficiency and functionality for the end user.
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6.2
Spatiotemporal Subband/

: Wavelet Video Compression 
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lapter is devoted to subband and wavelet video compres-
Vestart out by showing the unity between these two ap-

They will be revealed to be essentially the same for
0; hence our chaptertitle of subband/wavelet com-

Thus our chapter can be viewed as a companion to
lapters on wavelets (Chapter 4.1) and wavelet image
10n (Chapter 5.4), We review image and video com-

Sics from the standpoint of subbands and wavelets.
bband/wavelet video compressionitself in the next
luding the hybrid orrecursive as well as nonrecursive

that Use a subband/ wavelet transformation in the tem-
sction also. Thereis the possibility of improving com-
Rircin by performing the temporal filtering along

Gen- sane ifmotion estimationis employed.In both
Evels in be improved by coding across thescales or

y introducing a special zero symboland forming
Structure,

-a”initially related to compression efficiency,
isahas been pursued, This means that

as being made up from separate objects

00 bby Aesdenae —
y fon in any form) reserved

moving and deformingin time. The main advantagesofobject-
based coding have turned out to be in the areas of provid-
ing additional functionalities, such as object-based scalability
and compression capability for composited images and videos.
Wepresent an object-based version of spatiotemporal subband/
wavelet coding. Then webriefly present the topic ofinvertible
motion compensated spatiotemporal coding. Here, even in the
presence of half-pixel motion compensation, the synthesis op-
eration can reconstruct the exact source video in the absence of

quantization errors. These two techniques could be combined
to achieve invertible subband/wavelet coding of spatiotemporal
objects.

Currently with this writing, the JPEG 2000 standards body
is adopting a subband/wavelet method for image coding. How-
ever, existent and emerging video compression standards are
based on block processing using the discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) as the decorrelating transformation, followed by
quantization and variable length coding. In this chapter we
will review various methods for replacing the DCT by more
general subband/wavelet transformations, both in hybrid cod-
ing employing spatial subbands, and in 3-D (spatiotemporal)
subbands.
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FIGURE 1 1-D subband/wavelet analysis and synthesis filter bank.

1.1 Subbands and Wavelets Reviewed

Subband methodsstarted from work indigital signal process-
ing in the area of speech compression. A major step was the
invention of quadrature mirrorfilters (QMFs) by Esteban and
Galland [1] in 1977. A very often used set of QMF filters ap-
peared in Johnston's 1980 paper [2]. Thesefilters, when applied
in a 2-D separable manner, were found to be good for image
coding too [3]. We summarize someresults below. Moredetails
on subband/wavelet filters can be foundin [4].

1.2 Subband/Wavelet Filter Sets

In Fig. 1, neglecting the coding errors and transmission losses,
we can write

X(@) = Vy [Go(w) Ho(w) + Gi(w) Hi (@)] X(@)
+f, [Go(w) Ho(w + 17)
+ Gi(w) Hi, (w + 1)|X(o +7). (1)

or equivalently in the Z transform domain:

GotPODLTX() = ¥. x)
~ ? law] La@AaC2) X(—2z)

A commongoalis to design this analysis/synthesis filter bank
to have the perfect reconstruction (PR) property, i.e., X(w) =
X(o).

The second term in Eq. (1) is dueto aliasing, which can be
madeto disappear (necessary andsufficient) bysetting

Go(w) Ho(w + 7) + Gi(@) Ayo +7) = 0. (2)

The necessary and sufficient solution to Eq. (2) in the Z-trans-
form domainis

ae | fee|=—C 3eee | _ E(—2)
for some C(z), whichis usually taken to be a constant c. In the
Fourier domain,this is then equivalentto

Go(w) = cH (w+ 1),

Gi(o) = —cHo(w4+ 7), (4)
and in the spatial (time) domain,

go(n) = c(—1)"hy(n),

gi(m) = —c(—1)"Ap(n). (5)
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Uponcancellation ofthe aliased componentin the g
overall transfer function is given by utputa

X(w)

 

c

T(w) = X) = 3 Hal) Ai(w +7) — Ho(w + TAG
X(z) c

T(z) = X@ > 3 blo (2) i (—2) — Ho(—2) H(z).

Ideally the filter bank output should be a delayed replica gf
input: 4Of‘|

T(w) = eJ8?,

The necessary and sufficient condition for this is [5]

fo[ H(z) Ay (—z) — Ho(—2) Hi(2)] = const 2-7"!

where Z denotes the set of integers.
Here, we summarize some design considerationsforsuk

wavelet filters, some of which are conflicting. For ima
video coding, these criteria need notbesatisfied exactly af
approximationsaresufficient.

1. Easy to implement (computationally efficient). Th
be achieved through one or more: symmetric fi
efficients, short-length filters, multiplierless imple
tion of the convolution, and fast transform equiy
the convolution.

2. The wavelet basis functions generated by fiare orth
Thatis, the impulse responseoffilter hg andits shifted
sions (by even shifts) form an orthogonalset. This enguit
that there is no redundancy in the transform coeff

3. For the same reason as above, the wavelet basis fi

generatedby hg and h, should be orthogonal.
4. PR holdsin the absence of coding and channeler
5. Thealiased componentsin the subbands should bt

This is because the upper subband mayhave to be
because of bit-rate constraints.It is achieved

the frequency responseofhy as close as possible to HM
an ideal half-bandfilter. 3

6. Thefilters should have linear phase, which is imp®
image compression.

7. The overall transfer function T(w) should be
flat at zero frequency. Thisis important becauset
in images is concentrated near zero frequency;
undesirable to introduce much distortion there: ae

8. The coding gain should be maximized. This would
signal adaptive design ofthefilters.

9. The filters should be such that the energy of the
concentrated in a single subband(as much asi
This criterion is necessary for coding efficiency:

10. Step responseofthefilters should have small ©
Otherwise, ringing artifacts occurin the enco

11. Regularity: Iterated synthesis applied to @ sequi
sisting of only one nonzero entry should look
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n after several iterations. This feature is needed
ce band is made zero while encodingatlow bitone sub

«ality, the subband signals should be uncorre-
; Fotis,azero-mean wide-sense stationary (WSS)

qnput 2(7)>
| EBiai(xj} a 078;;5u Vk, l, i, j € {0, 1}. (9)

ee. Bauld let us encode various subbandsandtheir com-
ents independently,in the Gaussian case.

ay'a subband filter set is orthogonal if criteria 2 and
tishied. We note that considerations 5 and 10 conflict.

ne cannot achieve zero overshoot andalso an ideal
cyresponse, one can use a cost function for the opti-
n;which isa combination ofboth the step and frequency

sg of thefilters. Numerous approaches have beenre-
the literature to design filters hj and g;,i1=0,1, that

xactly or approximately Eqs. (5) and (7), in addition
meof the other considerations given above. The QMFfil-

he property that the high-pass and low-passfilters are
mmetric about w = 1/2, but with only approximate
construction. The biorthogonal case is a generaliza-
e PR orthogonal design wherein separate orthogonal

ters can be used for analysis and synthesis. In such a case
d g; are less constrained than the orthogonal case in

). It has been claimed thatthis extra freedomcanresult in
hificant improvementin codingefficiency. Biorthogonalfilter

nis considered in [6,7], and the now widely used wavelet
orthogonalfilter set wasfirst used for image codingin [6].
orthogonal and biorthogonalPRfilter banks having the reg-
‘property are related to wavelet theory (cf. Chapter 4.1).

elet transformsplits the signal space in two,and then recur-
its the lower frequencyhalfspace in two, and so on. This
for images by separablefiltering, as mentioned above;

terthe rowsfirstand then the columns (cf. Chapter 5.4), For
deoextension, one can continue this separable approach by
49n of temporal domainfiltering to accomplish an overall

H spatiotemporal subband/wavelet transformation.

Ptimal Subband/Wavelet Filters
der (8] designed a linear phase biorthogonalfilter, using

“ination of step-response and frequency-response errors
‘Objective function.

“dices [9, 10] design a paraunitary filter bank that opti-
; . coding gain for a given input signal. Assuminga con-

; iMantizer Performance factor [11], the coding gain over
de modulation (PCM) of a two-band subband scheme
rthogonalfilter bank is given by

(a; +02)
aylh 7

(aia?)
02 and 2 ; . ;% and @,, are the variances ofsubband signals xo(m) and

Csz¢ = (10)

577

x(n), respectively. Maximizing this gain involves findingthefil-
ter set that minimizes the variance of one of the two subbands.

Whenthe spectrum of the input signal x(11) is nonincreasing
and has components beyond w = w/2, whichis true for many
natural images, the design goal would be to approximate ideal
half-bandfilters. A definitive treatment of this approach to op-
timal orthonormalcodersis given by Vaidyanathan [12], where
it is argued optimal biorthogonal coders cannot beat the per-
formance of orthonormal codersif the power spectrum of the
signalis flat over the subbands. Signal adapted finite-order fil-
ter design has been presented by Moulinet al. [13]. Again, by
means of separable or row-columnprocessing, this method can
be extended to images and then onto image sequencesorvideo.

1.4 Comparison of Two Subband/Wavelet
Filter Sets

The poweroffilter sets for compression depends,of course, on
the nature of the frequency decomposition as well as the na-
ture ofthefilter. For this reason,it is of interest to compare the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance ofsome ofthese
filters on a standard 10 subband wavelet decomposition versus
a 16 subband full decomposition. The latter non-wavelet de-
composition is sometimes called the ‘wavelet packet’ case. Some
authors have found better PSNR performance ofthe full band
case [14] over the wavelet, sometimes called dyadic or octave
band, decomposition.

Knowingofthe varietyoffilters that are available, there arises
the question ofhow thesevariousfilters work in a coding context.
Here wereport on ourtest for the Lena image only and for two
popularfilters, the biorthogonal Daubechies 9/7 set [6] and from
the oldest QMFdesign,weselect Johnston’s 16B [15]. The 168is
one ofthe first QMF filters and has beenused for both audio and

image coding from the early times. The more recent 9/7 filter
has come from wavelet theory and is generally regarded as the
best nonadaptedfilter to use currently for image compression.
Both filters are used in a dyadic or octave band decomposition
as well as a full or complete tree decomposition. The octave
band decompositionis for three levels resulting in a traditional
wavelet decomposition with 10 subbands. The full decomposi-
tionis for two levels andresults in 16 subbands. A more thorough
study of the effects of using different filters has been done by
Villasenor [16]. Many notable individual coding results are
posted at the website www.icsl.ucla.edu/“ipl/psnr_results.html.

We look at the Lena image and just twofilters. The coder
used is a one-class version of subband finite-state scalar quanti-
zation (SB-FSSQ) described in [17], and so does not implement
prediction across the subbandsorscales. The PSNRresults are
contained in Table 1, but can be summarized as follows. First

the 16-band or nonwavelet decomposition is best at or above
0.5 bits/pixel, j.e., at higher qualities. At lower rates the 10-
band octave or traditional wavelet decomposition works better.
Having said this, we note that the PSNR difference between the
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TABLE1 PSNR comparison of Daubechies 9/7 vs. Johnston 16B
filter sets on the Lena image 

Daub 9/7 Johnston 16B
10-band 16-band 10-band 16-band

bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR’ bpp PSNR

0.96 39.2 100 39.5 1.00 38.6 1.01 39.4
0.74 38.0 0.76=38.2 0.73 37.2 0.74=38.0
0.49 36.2 0.50 36.3 0.50 35.8 0.50 36,2
0.25 33.2 0.24 32.9 0.25 33.0 0.24 32.9
0.13 30.4 0.12 29.5 0.12 30.2 0.13 29.7 

four cases at any given bit rate is never more than | dB and
often much less. For example at 0.5 bpp, a 16-subband John-
ston filter decompositionresults in a PSNRof36.2 dB, while the
Daubechies 9/7results in 36.3 dB,only a 0.1-dBdifference. Both
filter results are better for the full subband decomposition than
for the wavelet decomposition.Ifwe use a full 16-subbandtree,
the maximum observed difference is 0.2 dB. Visual differences

are not judged assignificant.

2 Video Compression Basics 

Here we review some video compression basics relevant to spa-
tiotemporal coding. We look at motion estimation and compen-
sationfirst. This is followed by the transformation and quantiza-
tion. Then we introducethe issue of scalability, which has been
an interesting research topic, as well as being of concern to in-
ternational standards bodies. The scalability properties of the
spatiotemporalor 3-D filtering approaches has been considered
one of their foremost advantages.

2.1 Motion Compensation

The motion estimation problem (cf. Chapter6.1) for spatiotem-
poral subband/wavelet coding is somewhat different than that
ofhybrid coding.Thisis because in the scalable case, which is the
main focus of the spatiotemporal coding, the lower frame-rate
sequencesare created by the motion compensated spatiotempo-
ral filtering. Thusthis is the ideal low frame-rate image sequence
being communicated to the receiver. Any artifacts created by
motion field errors will be seen directly in the lower frame rate
output.

2.2 Transformation and Quantization

The role of the transformation is generally to reduce the de-
pendencebetweenthe video samples. For example, linear trans-
formations such as DCT and subband/waveletfilter trees and

banks are knownto reduce the correlation between transformed

samples. In the Gaussian case, correlation and dependence are
synonymous. More generally correlation and dependence typ-
ically reduce together, thoughthis is not always the case.It is
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importantto note that the transformation
tropy. A scalar or vector quantizer is the
vide the desired data compression, Whil
tizer (from a mean-square error viewpoint) will h mal
performance, most modern coders use uniform es
quantizers, with a central dead zone to reject noj P 3
subband. seine

does not
N called

e the opti,

2.3 Scalabilities

Many applications of video coding require some sort
bility, that is, the ability to usefully decode from only ;
of the full compressedfile. Thatis to say, we want one
codedfile, consisting of a telescoping set of embedded:
offers increasingly greater spatial resolution, higher
or a bettersignal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One motivationfowe
ability is for multicast on a heterogeneous computer nety
a certain partof the net contains only low-resolution terp
then only that part of the scalable bit stream has to Pp
there. Some receiving computers of varying clock sp
only be able to keep up with lowerresolution or lower
rate parts of the transmitted signal. Then an SNRscalablee
and appropriate decoder software will permit them all!
usable image and keep up with the transmission. Alterhy
for a resolution or frame-rate scalable coder, we avoidthe!
widthinefficiency of the ad hoc solution of dropping’
the receiver.

3 Subband/Wavelet Compression

Thereare basically two types ofsubband/wavelet videoco
sion. One makes use of a frame-difference coderfortheten
direction amountingto a temporal differential PCM (
loop. Such a coderis called a hybrid coder when couph
eitherablock transformor a subband/waveletbased coder
spatial dimension. The other optionis to use subband.
coding for the temporal dimension too. Before presenun
3-D or spatiotemporal subband/wavelet coder, we pause
at the hybrid coderbriefly.

3.1 Hybrid Subband/Wavelet Coder
This is motion compensated predictive coding with:s :
wavelet filters used for the transformation instead ofth
used in a standards-based coder like MPEG. Most SU%
wavelet video coders are hybrid coderstoo. The classof
coders is characterized by a very efficient one-frame es
structure. While very efficient for implementation, and :
the need for motion compensation to a frame-by-fram!
this recursive structure can be a problem with regard &
propagation, scalability, picture in fastforward, an¢OF4
tion of the coder. The latter arises because of the dep’
framenature ofthe hybrid coder’s recursive structure.
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4 temporal Subband/Wavelet Video Compressionatid!

tiotemporal Subband/Wavelet Coder
of coderis a spatiotemporal or 3-D subband/wavelet

mation, in contrast to the hybrid coder, which uses sub-
pavelet filters only for the spatial transformation. There

‘versions ofthese spatiotemporal subband/wavelet coders
ly:ofinterest; they differ in their use of motion compen-

1 Without Motion Compensation
i he simplest type of spatiotemporal subband/wavelet
The advantages of no motion compensation are

“i ymputational simplicity,
reedom from motionartifacts,

r transmission error concealment, and
ted error propagation.

umber ofsuch 3-D subband coders have been advanced in
ature [18-20]. Somehaveclaimedto offer pictures equi-

to those of MPEG2at similar rates [18, 21]. This is re-
e since no motion compensationis used. Of course the

gmance will vary with the motion content in the scene and
ther the motion estimatoris able to track it or not. For track-

erate to high motion,webelieve that motion compen-
till the best approach. Without motion compensation,

serious disadvantage for scalable frame-rate coding.

With Motion Compensation
afford to use motion compensationin our video coder,

gain the addedefficienciesofthis method. There are two

the simpler of which uses just one global motion vec-
hich is suitable for camera-pan compensation [22]. Stud-

ndicated that camera pan constitutesa large portion of
On seen in entertainmenttelevision. Thenextstep is to

€d-size block-based motion estimate and compensation.
omputation even can yield a variable block size and more
alemotion field [23-25], or still denser near-continuous

fields. These latter two more accurate motion fields
POrtant for spatiotemporal scalable methods, in which

Stion compensated filter is used to generate the low frame-
£08, which are the ideal videosthat will be subject to the
Ment coding, Any motion compensation artifacts in these

Poral subbandswill inevitably show upin thereceived
ed lower frame-rate videos.

=m

Hidleco

ero Coding and Embedding
Pecially when high compression ratios are needed, the

“~F Step size for the high-frequency subbandsis large.
Y the central dead band of the normally used scalar
>this makes its zero output value quite probable. Zero

579

coding is a way to take advantage of this fact by attempting
to code clusters or runs of these zero values together. This is
done in MPEG bycoding the run lengths in a so-called zigzag
scan of the DCTcoefficients. In subband/wavelet image coders,
not only zero runsbut zero clusters have beenefficiently coded,
most notably in the zero-tree image coder of Shapiro [26], who
codesthe zerosacrossspatial scales by introducing a special sym-
bo] called the zero-tree root for the often occurringsituation in
which a quantizer zero at one scale is associated with zero val-
uesat all finer spatial scales. This coder has been improved by
Said and Pearlmanin their set partitioning in hierarchical trees
(SPIHT) [27], which processeslists of symbols related to signif-
icant and insignificant sets of wavelet coefficients. This image
coder has been extended to video as 3-D SPIHTin [21]. These
coders are made embedded by codingbit planes of coefficients
in a most-significant-bit-first strategy, whichresults in a coded
bit stream in which one can stop decoding after eachbit plane
and get the image or video represented to that level of signifi-
cance. Thus this embedded propertyfacilitates the SNR type of
scalability that is desirable when compression is done once for
many possible decodings at various quality levels, such as the
computationally limited PC mentioned above. Resolution and
frame-rate scalability were not addressedin these papers. Inter-
estingly, the four class SB-FSSQ coder [17] has better PSNR than
the embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) coder [26] on the Lena
image.

4 Object-Based Subband/Wavelet
Compression 

At least two problems have prevented object-based video coding
systems from outperforming standard block-based techniques.
Object segmentation is a very difficult problem becauseofits
sensitivity and complexity. Also, we have the additional need to
transmit the contouror shapeofthe object, leading to additional
bit rate. So, the gain in coding the objects must outweigh the need
to transmit the additional contour information.

An object-based coder addressing these issues was presented
in [28]. The extraction of the moving objects is performed by a
joint motion estimation and segmentation algorithm based on
Markov random field (MRF) models(cf. Chapter 4.2). In this
approach, the object motion and shape are guided by the spa-
tial color intensity information, thus utilizing the observation
that in an image sequence, motion and intensity boundaries
usually coincide. This not only improves the motion estima-
tion/segmentation processitselfin extracting meaningfulobjects
true to the scene, butit also aids the process of codingthe object
intensities because a given object has a certain spatial cohesive-
ness. The MRF formulationalso allows temporallinking of the
objects, thus creating spatiotemporal objects. This helps stabilize
the object segmentation process in time, and more importantly
for coding, allows the object boundaries to be predicted tem-
porally by using the motion information. Anefficient temporal
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updating scheme to encode the object boundaries results in a
significant reduction in bit rate while preserving the accuracy
of the boundaries. With the linked objects, uncovered regions
can be deducedin a systematic fashion. New objects are detected
by utilizing both the motion and intensity information. The
interiors of the objects are encoded adaptively, meaning that ob-
jects well described by the motion parameters are encoded in an
“inter” mode, while those that cannot be predicted in time are
encoded in an “intra” mode. This is analogousto P blocks and I
blocks in the MPEG codingstructure (cf. Chapters6.4 and 6.5),
where we now have P objects and I objects. I-object coding is
feasible because the object segments are based on intensity in-
formation. The subband/wavelet approach [29] is adopted in
spatial coding the objects. Both hybrid [28] and spatiotempo-
ral [30] versionsofthis object-basedsubband/waveletcoderwere
developed.

4.1 Joint Motion Estimation and Segmentation

The main objective is to segmentthe video scene into objects that
are undergoingdistinct motion andto find the parameters that
describe the motion. We have adopted a Bayesian formulation
based on an MRF modelto solvethis challenging problem. The
MREapproach wasinitially used in motion segmentation and
motionestimationin separate works. Becauseofthe interdepen-
dency ofthe two problems,algorithms to perform the motiones-
timation and segmentation jointly have been proposed[31,32].

4.1.1 Problem Formulation

Let I‘ represent the frame at time t of the discretized image se-
quence. The motionfield d‘ represents the displacement between
I’ and I‘! for each pixel. The segmentation field z' consists of
numericallabels at every pixel, with each label representing one
moving object, Le. 2'(x) = n(n = 1, 2,..., N), for each pixel
location x on the lattice A. Here, N refers to the total numberof

moving objects. With the use of this notation, the goal ofmotion
estirmation/segmentationis to find {d', z') given I‘ and I'"!. We
further assumethat d'~! and z'~! are available, makingit possi-
ble to impose temporal constraints andto link the object labels.

We adopt the maximum a posteriori (MAP) formulation to
provide estimates d', 2" by maximizing the joint conditional
density p(d', z' | I, I'~!). With the use ofBayes’ rule, this is sim-
plified to the equivalent maximization of the product of mixed
conditional densities and probabilities:

pat |d'z',1p(d'|z', 1) Pat (1), (11)

each of which will be explained in the paragraphsthat follow,
where we incorporate various assumptions and models about
our motion and segmentation field in formulating these terms.

4.1.2 Probability Models

Thefirst term of Eq. (11) is the likelihood functional that de-
scribes how well the observed images match the motion field
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data. It reflects the relationship between the
between frame t — 1 and ¢ that are corrupte
Thus, the actual observed imageI! is Tegar.
sion ofthe original image G', or I'(x) = G(x) 4 9
ing such factorsasillumination changes, we assuragth
of gray level between the two frames to be only dise
motion, and we have G'(x) = G(x — d(x)), If the !
assumed to be white Gaussian with zero mean anal
o7, p(I''|d', z', I') is also Gaussian with pi! lat,
Qy! exp{-U(I“"|d',1)) where the energy
Ui! 14,1) = DyealG0 — Ix — 4! 00))7/2? ana
normalization constant. a

The second term of Eq. (11) is the a priori density
tion p(d'|z',I') and thus enforces prior constraint
motion field. We adopted a coupled MRF model in[
govern the interaction between the motion field and seg ;
tion field both spatially and temporally. The probabi
and corresponding energy function is given as pdt}.
Qj! exp{—Ug(d' | z")} and

Btay-leyel| a
d byadditive
ded as a n

 

Uald'|2') = di > DN— aP8(e@ — 2
x yen,

+ho ¥* Iid'@o — dx — a’)?

— Aa D8!) — 2x — d'Qx))).

where refers to the usual Kronecker delta function},

Euclidean norm in R’, and; indicates a small neighborh
x. The first term encourages motion vectors be locally: n
but only within each object. The secondterm links the1
vectors along the motion trajectory. The last term enco
the object labels to be consistent along the motion traject

Nowasto the third term onthe right-handside of Bq
P(z'|I'), it models our a priori expectations for
ject label field itself. In the temporal direction, weta
ready modeled the object labels to be consistent alc
motion trajectories. Our model incorporates the spa
tensity information (I') based on the reasonable»
tion that object discontinuities coincide with spatial,
sity boundaries. The segmentation field is a discret
MRE, P(z! |I') = Qy! exp{—U-(z' |I‘)} with the energy
tion given as U,(z' |I') = >>, yy cN, V, (zy), 2(y) LE

—y if 2(x) =2(y), 5) =
0 if z(x) =2(y), s@) FM

if z(x) # 2(y), 8%)=99)
0 if z(x) # 2(y), 5) #50

V.(2(x), 2(y) |1') =

on field that 1Here, s refers to the spatial segmentati ie
termined from I. Asa simplification, we treat 5 25 4

. _ nits Q run\'The Kroneckerdelta function 8(-) assigns the value 5 = 1 whe ;
is 0 and 8 = 0 otherwise.
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+ can be calculated uniquely from I alone. According
4 jf the spatial neighbors x and y belong to the

ensity-based object (s(x) =s(y)), then the two pix-
couraged to belong to the same motion-based ob-

6 achieved by the +y terms. In contrast, if x and
Sto different intensity-based objects (s(x) #s(y)), we
e force z to be either way, and hence the 0 terms in

‘This slightly more complex model ensures that the
object segments we extract have some sort of spa-

vesivencss as well. This is a very important property for
ptive coding strategy, presented in the paragraphs that

faximation Approach
t of the equivalence of MRFs and Gibbs densities, 1.e.,

snsities that can be written as the exponentialof the neg-
an energy function (cf. Chapter 4.2), the MAP solution

ntsto a minimization of the sum ofthese energies. To ease
, sputation, a two-step iterative hierarchical procedureis
nented, in which the motion and segmentationfields are

n an alternating fashion, assuming the otheris given.
fean field annealing is used for the motion field estimation,

fe the object label field is found by a deterministic iterated
nal modes (ICM)algorithm [33].

ideo Object Segmentation Results
s. 2 and 3, the segmentation results for Miss America are

d in a horizontal versus time plot, corresponding to a
ical position. We see that the segments generally follow

bject in the scene and are coherent over time. We can see

MRF modelproduced smoothvectors within the objects
mts Gefnitive discontinuities at the intensity boundaries. Also,

al ibe observed that the object boundaries relate well to the
al objects in the scene.

  
22 Mi

lage Suavamerica horizontalvs.time display. (Reprinted by permission
ideo Cormtpression, P. Topiwala,ed., Kluwer AcademicPublishers
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FIGURE 3 Segmented horizontalvs. time display. (Reprinted by permission
from Image and Video Compression, P. Topiwala,ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers
1998.)

4.2 Coding of Video Objects

The codingof the object interior is performed by adaptive cod-
ing. Objects that can be described well by the motion were en-
coded by motion compensated predictive (MCP) codingin hy-
brid object-based (OB)-MCP [28], and those that cannot were
encodedin the “intra” mode. The coding was done indepen-
dently on each object, using spatial subband/wavelet coding.
Since the objects are arbitrarily shaped, the efficient signal ex-
tension method proposed by Barnard [29] was applied.

Although the motion compensation wasrelatively good for
most objects at most frames,the flexibility to switch to the intra-
mode (I mode) in certain cases is inevitable. For instance, when
a new object appears from outside the scene, it cannot be prop-
erly predicted from the previous frame. Thus, these new objects
must be coded in the ] mode. This includes the initial frame

of the image sequence, whereall the objects are considered new.
Even for “continuing” objects, the motion might be too complex
at certain frames for our modelto describe properly, resulting in
poorprediction. This is another case when objects should be en-
codedin the I mode.Suchclassification of objects into I objects
and P objects is analogous to P blocks and I blocks in current
MPEGvideo standards (cf. Chapters 6.4 and 6.5). Each ofthese
linked spatiotemporal objects can also be coded by a 3-D spa-
tiotemporal coder as in [30], offering scalability and robustness
advantages over the hybrid OB-MCP method,andwith,it turns
out, almost the same performance.

4.2.1 Object Motion Field

The motion analysis provides us with the boundaries of the
moving objects and a dense motion field within each object.
An affine parametric representation can provide a smooth and
efficient fit to each object’s motion. Potential new objects can
be found for regions where the fit fails. By modeling the mo-
tion ofthe temporally linked objects with affine parameters, one
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TABLE2 PSNRresults for OB-3DSBCneEEEUEEEEEEEEESEEEE

Bit Rate OB-3DSBC ——H.263

Sequence (kbps) Channel (PSNR) (PSNR)

Miss America (15 fps) 20 Y 37.5 37.9
U 38.9 38.5
Vv 37.6 37,4

Carphone(15 fps) 40 Y 33,1 33.4
U 38.3 38.6
Vv 38.9 38.1 

Source: From Image and Video Compression, P. Topiwala, ed., Kluwer
Academic Publishers 1998.

reducesthebit rate to encodethe object boundariessignificantly
[28,30]. Furthermore,one canextract uncovered regions simply
by comparing the object location and motion parameters be-
tween two frames.

Becausethe objects are linked in time, covered/uncovered re-
gion extraction merely involves projecting the motionvectors in
time and comparinglabels. More specifically, for the uncovered
regions in frame t to be found, each pixel is projected back to
frame t — 1 accordingto its synthesized motion vector. The un-
covered pixels are simply those whose object labels dom’t match
along the trajectory.

4.2.2 Coding the Object Boundaries

Wehave already seen that temporally linked objects in an object-
based coding environmentoffer various advantages. However,
the biggest advantage comes in reducing the contour informa-
tion rate. Using the object boundaries from the previous frame
and the affine transformation parameters, one can predict the
boundaries with a good deal of accuracy. Some small error oc-
curs near boundaries, and one can simply encode theseby using
1-bitflags.

4.3 Object Motion/Segmentation Coding

The object-based 3-D subband/wavelet coding (OB-3DSBC)
coder was tested on the QCIF resolution Miss America and

Carphone sequences. Simulations were performedat the frame
rate of 15 frames/s, The object segmentation and motion analy-
sis from [28] was used. Thetarget bit rate was 20 kbps at the full
frame rate for Miss America and 40 kbps for Carphone, with the
bits being divided equally amongthe group of pictures (GOPs)
exceptfor thefirst one. The first GOP was assigned twice as many
bits as the other GOPsto accountfor the I-tLL band. For com-

parison, we obtained results at the same frame and bit rate with
an H.263 standard coder(cf. Chapter 6.1). The average PSNRs
are summarized in Table 2.

Figure 4 displays full-rate reconstructionresults from the var-
ious methods for Carphone, with corresponding H.263 results
shown in Fig. 5. In terms of the PSNR, we can see that the
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FIGURE 4 OB-3DSBC coder result. (Reprinted by permission fro)
Video Compression, P. Topiwala, ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers 199

OB-3DSBCis somewhatworse (by 0.2-0.4 dB) thanth
coder. The OB-MCPcoderresultsareslightlybetter inpS
are shown in |28]; however, the difference in visual qua
OB-3DSBCis minimal. On theplusside, the OB-3DSRE
us a naturalscalability option in framerate,i.e., the flexi
decoding the givenbit streamat multiple frame-rates

5 Invertible Subband/Wavelet
Compression

The spatiotemporal codingpresented in Section 3 hasth
lem of requiring interpolation to create the lower
videos. Even in the absence of any quantizationerror, the!
polation step will cause somedistortion in the lower fram

work that well for high quality (read high bit rates). To
the technique to high quality and also high resolution;we

necessary for high-efficiency coding. Also, the motion con
sation itself is a big cause ofartifacts at the lower fram
whereit is more inaccurate.

 
  

  

Ls ari
FIGURE 5 H.263coderresult. (Reprinted by permissionfromJase
Compression. P. Topiwala, ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers 1998.)
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, ariotemporal Subband/Wavelet Video Compression

se ofits high-energy compaction and nonrecursive cod-
ture, spatiotemporal (3-D) subband/wavelet coding

otion compensation (MC-3DSBC) has been demon-
to outperform conventional hybrid coders in compres-
ciency (23, 25, 34] and in robustness for video trans-

 

widely acknowledged that motion compensation with
s| accuracy is necessary in orderto effectively reduce the
sf the displaced frame difference (DFD). Since the high-

acy output of the temporal two-tap analysis filter bank
in [34, 35] is the scaled difference of the previous and
frames, they adopted half-pixel accuracy for MC tempo-
ng in orderto reduce the energy of the high-frequency

‘The images therein hadto be interpolated at both analy-
synthesis stages; andthe resulting systems were thus not

Hble. Therefore, reconstruction error was introduced even
hot any coding distortion. This excluded the technique from
qualityvideo coding applications andalso limited the num-

yalysis/synthesis stages allowed. In [25,34], two stages of
al decomposition were applied in order to avoid buildup

gnstruction error from the analysis/synthesis system. For
"V application, only one stage could be used in [36].

ther enhance codingefficiency, the images of the lowest
fal band from the same GOPwere encoded by temporal
i Therefore, the overall system still could not fully avoid

ive coding structuresandtheir disadvantages.
17], we presented an invertible 3-D or spatiotempo-
band/wavelet system with half-pixel-accurate motion

tion for video coding. We term it invertible motion-
sated 3DSBC, or IMC-3DSBC. There we looked at

il decomposition of the progressively scanned image
@ as a kind of downconversion of the samplinglattice

interlaced format to the progressive format, follow-
\ggestion in [38]. We thus extended the methodof[38],

‘ for interlaced/progressive scan conversion,to ouranal-
Sed system IMC-3DSBC. An important feature of the

em is that it guarantees perfect reconstruction while
ergy compactionis retained.
frown that optimal bit allocation for conventional hy-

tSis very complex because of the frame-to-frame
Hantization structure resulting from the DPCM cod-
-In contrast,in a subband-basedcoder, coefficients

aeoare quantized and coded independently.
ry. cation is therefore possible. However, since

: Been used to encode framesofthe lowest tempo-
Stitntend paeae [25, 34], bit allocation could
mposed j or the GOPs. In the new system,the input
btionefour temporalstages without build-up
ay “i ea The GOP consisting of 16 frames does
fside is ent coding structure at all. Therefore, if

éhicoded i, mation are neglected, each GOPcan be
‘shows PNROe rate-distortion sense.
“MPEG.> coding results versus bit rate of OB-

* (TMS) for the color SIF version of the
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""" IMC-3DSBG

*-.": MC-30SBC

 

FIGURE 6 Mobile Calendar PSNRvs.bit rate for hybrid and spatiotemporal
subband/wavelet object coders + MPEG2 (TMS).

Mobile Calendar test clip. Note that the improvement of MC-
3DSBCdropsoff, and will actually saturate, at the higherbit rates,
while IMC-3DSBC does not. Notice the 2-3 dB improvement
over MPEG-2, whichis largely due to optimization, but which
in turn is easier for nonrecursive coders.

6 Summary and Look Forward

This chapter has presented 3-D or spatiotemporal coding us-
ing subband/wavelet methods. We have first reviewed avail-
able filters and comparedresults. We related the spatiotemporal
methods to hybrid methods such as MPEG and hybrid sub-
band/wavelet. We have presented spatiotemporal coding for a
low bit-rate, object-based coder, and we addressed the needs
for higher rates and resultant quality by showing a method for
invertible motion compensated spatiotemporal coding. We be-
lieve that future work should extend the invertible coder to code

objects andat higher qualities and bit rates.
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Tntroduction

entional digital image and image sequence codinghashis-
ally relied on a numberof simple yet powerful concepts.
riginal imageis convertedinto a digital format by sampling
ace and time, and by quantizing in brightness or color.

sages defined by using this basic data format are referred
ing in “canonical form” Codewords have been assigned
£es in a variety of ways, motivated by the information

y framework. Examples of messagesincludepairs of adja-
‘Pixels, groups of pixels within a geometrically simple data

ndent structure (e.g., a square image block), or a linear
ole transform of these pixels (such as the discrete cosine
tm, or DCT). Statistical distributions of the messages
en used to determine optimal codeword assignments.

-Mpression performance of these types of schemes satu-
Luickly, Natural images and image sequencesare anything

fationary, meaningthatthestatistical properties of image
fs Variable over space and time. Although interesting, adap-

Pling is impractical. Furthermore, the entropyofa nat-
Mn the reyknown and dependsheavily,ifnot uniquely,

: el used to estimate imagestatistics andstatistical
€Ncies. Last but not least, data independent structures

Tlesian sampling grids (or square data blocks,as used
» for €xample) cannot describe nonstationarities and

E Ca) : ;
iServe as efficient data structures for images and

“quences,

Provements have c
ns,

| ih

d ome by representingvisual data in termsefined by their contour and texture, possibly corre-
"O26

aD Atadenil: Press
: Mon in any formreserved,
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Object-Based Video Coding 
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spondingto objects or to parts of objects. This approach closes
the gap betweentechnical systems and the humanvisual system
(HVS), the latter usually beingthe last elementof an image pro-
cessing system.It also makesitpossible to emphasize visually sen-
sitive data while neglecting visually insignificant information. Of
course, the raw data resulting from sampling and quantization
mustbe transformed into this representation. Once the regions
are obtained,thereisstill a challenging step to connect regions
belonging to the samevisual object. As a byproduct to compres-
sion and representation efficiency, this approach has paved the
way to a numberofnew functionalities, such as interaction with
regions and objects. This so-called second-generation concept
is now widely accepted and has becomethebasic philosophy of
the new MPEG-4 standard (Chapter 6.5).

Unfortunately, there is no single compression methodoralgo-
rithm that can efficiently compressall possible image regionsor
objects, just as there is no single tool to repair a car. The ultimate
tepresentationis then to assignthe too]to the information. Each
type ofvisual information, region or object, can be compressed
by the mostefficient algorithm. The label of the algorithm is
appendedto the data and algorithms are accumulated in a tool
box. This approachis called dynamic coding.

The chapter is organized as follows. In the next section,
second-generation coding is presented as the basis for object-
based coding. Section 3 describes an efficient and relatively sim-
ple way ofencoding video information using objects.It has three
main components based on the handling, respectively, of shape,
motion, and texture. The componentsofthe scheme are designed
in such a way that each one allows progressive transmission
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orretrieval. Integrating these components into an overall pro-
gressive coding schemeis described in Section 4. The dynamic
coding concept, together with a few illustrations, is developed in
Section 5, before the conclusions in the last section.

2 Second-Generation Coding 

The most widely used approach to represent still and moving
pictures in the digital domainis based on pixels. This is mainly
because pixel-based acquisition and reproductionofdigital vi-
sual information are mature and relatively cheap technologies,
as they produce uniformly sampled data. In parallel, we can view
the lowest level of the HVS (rods and cones in the retina) as a

non-uniformly sampled acquisition system [1, 2]. Compared to
its technical counterpart, this system has, however, incredible
complexity and sophistication in its higher levels. In a pixel-
based representation, an image or a video is modeled as a set of
pixels (with associated properties such as a given color or mo-
tion) the same way the physical world is made of atoms. Until
recently, pixel-based image processing wasthe only digital repre-
sentation available for the processing ofvisual information, and
therefore the majority of techniques knowntoday rely on this
representation. It was in the mid-1980s that, for the first time,
motivated by studies of the mechanismsofthe humanvision sys-
tem, researchers developed other representation techniques [3].
The mainidea behind this effort was that, since the HVSis in the

majority of cases the final stage in the image processing chain,
thena representation that matches the HVSwill be moreefficient
in the design ofimage processing and codingsystems. Non-pixel-
based representation techniquesfor coding (also called second-
generation coding) have been found to be superior in coding
efficiency at very high compressionratios, when they are when
compared with pixel-based representation methods [3].

Figure 1 depicts a representation pyramid illustrating various
methodsused to represent visual information andtheir relation-
ships. Linear transform and (motion-compensated) predictive
coding, which canbe considered special casesofpixel-based rep-
resentation techniques, have also shown outstanding results in
compressionefficiency for the codingofstill images and video.
Onereasonis that digital images and video are captured and
therefore mainly available in a pixel-based form, as this is the
only way we can acquire them today. In order to apply a non-
pixel-based approach,either the input data should be captured in
a non-pixel-based form, or the available pixel-based data have to
be converted to a non-pixel-based representation, which brings
additional complexity butalso otherinefficiencies. Examples of
such conversionsare depicted in Fig. } and can vary from simple
visual primitive extraction methods to more sophisticated ob-
ject segmentation and tracking techniques. An important class
of non-pixel-based representation schemes is that of content-
basedrepresentation. In this approach, an image is seen as a set
of visual primitives (edges, contour, texture, etc.) containing the
most salient visual informationin the scene.
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Pixel-based representation oY

FIGURE 1 Visual information representation pyramid and itsstructure.

Amongcontent-based representations, region-baseda
mately object-based visual data representationsare very in
tant classes. Here, regions are defined as segmentsin ant
that share a common property, while objects are define
of regions that represent a semantically meaningful entityin
image [4]. In object-based representations, objects reple
els, An imageor a video is seen as a set of objects that ¢a
broken into smaller elements. In additionto texture (col

motion properties, shape information is also needed in/OF
to completely define any object. The shape in this case a
seenas a force field keeping togetherthe elements ofan ime
video object like atoms in a molecule or a physical object: 0
you grab a cornerofanobject, the rest comeswith it becaul
forcefield has gluedall atoms of the object together. The
true inan object-based representation, wheretherole ofth
field is played by shape. Thanks to this property, object-b
representation brings a very importantfeature at no cost,CAN
interactivity. Interactivity is defined by someas the element!
defines multimedia [5]. This is one of the main reasons forw
an object-based representation was adoptedin the MPEG
dard; see Chapter 6.5 and [6]. As pointed out earlier, becatis
the fact that the majority ofdigital visual information 8%
pixel-based representations, converters are needed in order
from onerepresentation to another. The passage from PE
based representation to an object-based representation
performed by using manual, semiautomatic, or autom
mentation techniques. This subject will not be covered here
is addressed in Chapter4.8. The inverse operation Is achie!
rendering, blending, or composition, which are typically 45%
computer graphics applications, Object-based renee
are also very suitable to be cast in the same framewor 2
ural and synthetic data coding, since synthetic objects 4
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pe treated in the same way as any natural object and
the scene (see Fig. 1). A large numberofobject-based

re mes have been proposedin theliterature, The main
ee hese techniquesreside in oneofthe following

erices amongt

emethod usedfor the codingofshapesofobjectshe specifi ; ;
j d used for the coding oftexture andcolor infor-fhemethod us
tion in objects

e method used to estimate and to code the motion of
jects - :

“theway in which the complete system is integrated, using
the above components

jis chapter, we will not cover all possible variants and
aches to object-based video coding.Interested readers can
to tutorial articles and books for this purpose [18, 20].
r, the remainderofthis chapterwill concentrate on object-
(video coding algorithmsthat provide majorfunctionalities
ted from such an approach while providing other useful

thedata representation pyramid, onecouldthinkofyet an-
representation in which visual information is represented

ding a semantics-based representationis to start from an
t-based or content-based representation,as again, it seems
lumansdoit this way [1, 2]. An example of an implementa-

a semantics-based representation would be a descriptor
e that describes objects and their properties (position,
nt color, texture, shape, etc.), as well as their relations
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to each other(close, far, connected, above, etc.). The semantic

description can be based on other simpler semantic descriptors
in a hierarchical manner. For instance, a house could be byit-
self a semantic descriptor, which can be also divided into other
semantic descriptors such as doors, windows, roof, walls, etc.,
which could each be divided into simpler semantic descriptors
(geometric objects with various shapes, colors and textures,etc.).
The difficulty in a semantics-based representation is to make the
description as application independentas possible. The coding
scheme described in this chapter provides a mechanismthat
allowsefficient accessto the salient visual information in an im-

age sequence that is useful for semantics-based representation,
while still providing other features desired in a content-based
and object-based representation, such as interactivity with ob-
jects and compressionefficiency.

3 Object-Based Video Coding 

This section describes a complete object-based video coding
scheme that addresses many requirements desired in applica-
tions that would necessitate a content-, object-, or even seman-
tics-based representation.It starts by giving a general overview
of the algorithm used for the coding ofarbitrarily shaped video
objects. The general block diagram ofthis techniqueis depicted
in Fig. 2. As in other object-based coding schemes, one would
expect to distinguish three key components, namely, shape, mo-
tion, and texture coding blocks. In this scheme, shape coding
is replaced by geometric coding, which refers to information
aboutthe outline of objects (shape) as well as its internal visual
primitives (edges, corners, etc.).

In addition to the above, as in many video coding schemes,
the algorithm operateseither in intramode(I), when an object

Mesh desi jen |—A _————_?
 

_ p! Geometry coding |
| ——-> Meshupdate =

> Flat approximation |.
|

Motion coding

wiealsiiq

  Xe
FIGURE 2 Overview ofthe object-based video object coding structure.
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 Triangle values

SA-DCT

Geometry data

 

 Texture data

FIGURE 3 Overview ofthe intracoding mode syntax.

 
is coded independently, or in a predicted (P) intermode, when a
video object is coded taking into account informationavailable
on its past. Intramode provides random accesspointsin the bit
stream, as well as some robustness to propagation of transmis-
sion errors as it does notrefer to any prior information.Ideally,
intracoded video objects should occur at each scene change,
when new objects appear. In practice, they occur at a prede-
fined,fixed rate, e.g., every 0.5s. Figure 3 gives an overviewofthe
intracoding mode syntax. The geometric information is coded
first. The object shape is encoded by using a progressive polyg-
onal approximation, which amounts to a simple vertex coding
method whena lossy representation or quasi-lossless shape cod-
ing is good enough. Given the mesh outer boundary, interior
nodesare selected at high-gradient points by using a minimum
distance constraint. The object’s outer boundary and innerver-
tices form a triangular mesh, whichis described by coding each
vertex position. The entropy associated with a vertex position is
in general a function of the size of the video object. By taking
into account the forbidden positions, one can reducethis en-
tropy and consequently the amountofbits needed to code the
geometry.

Once the geometry (mesh) is coded, the mean color value of
each triangle is directly transmitted. The pointwise difference
between the original image and the mean value constitutes the
texture error image. A shape-adaptive DCTis applied to encode
the resulting zero-meantriangular error patches. The transform
is followed by uniform quantization ofthe AC coefficients, zigzag
scan, run-length representation, and adaptive arithmetic coding,
as in MPEG. At the decoder side, the inverse operations are
applied.

Figure 4 gives an overview of the intermode coding syntax.
First, the geometric update is encoded:a list ofdeleted boundary
vertices, a list of inserted boundary vertices and their positions,
shape motion vectors for predicted vertices, and texture motion
vectors for every node (boundaryaswell as interior). The sign
and the absolute value of each vector components are encoded
separately with an adaptive arithmetic code (Chapter 5.1), and
a special value is defined to indicate that the nodeis deleted.
Then, texture updates are encoded. For each triangle, a one-
bit flag indicates to the decoder whetherit is updated or not.
The choice ofwhether to update a triangle or not dependsonits
error measure and a thresholdvalue thatis a function oftargeted
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bitrate or desired quality. To perform an u
adaptive DCTis applied to each error tr
uniform quantization of the AC coeffici
length representation, and adaptivearit]
intramode. At the decoderside,
inverse DCT are applied.

It is important to mention at this point that ina
a mechanism to generate video objects (by manual, ¢
semiautomatic, or fully automatic segmentation) ’
should also design a content-based mesh on the vides
by selecting nodes on high spatial gradient points stch’a
describedin [7, 9, 13]. In this case, an adaptivetriangy
partition is constructed from theresultingset ofnode
of Delaunay triangulation [17]. Only the node POsitio
geometry) need to be transmitted for the decoderto reco)
this content-based partition. Ifan arbitrarily shaped video
is considered,its outer boundaryis approximated byap
(vertices), transmitted to the decoder, and constrained De
triangulation is applied. Consecutive occurrences of vi
jects are predicted by meansofforward node tracking,
compensation is based on an affine triangular warping.
wherethe motionof anypixelis linearly interpolated froy
of surrounding triangle vertices. Only the node motion
needto be determined and transmitted to the decoder to
the mesh deformation along the video sequence. “a

The bitstream syntax is organized in a separable fash
as to allow efficient and independentaccess to geomé
shape), motion, and texture information in a quality
way, so that the salient information comesfirst and can
coded without the need to reconstruct all of the data.

information includes a coarse shape description by polygo
tices; mesh nodepositions (whichare selected based
image features, such as edges and corners); coarsete
in intraframes (for instance, one DC componentper
angle — flat image approximation); and coarse mesh.
(defined bythe tracking trajectories of a limited set of 8
cant vertices). This codec provides many functionalities: p
for video compression, video object coding, and manip
as well as content-based retrieval in video databases (13

In the following paragraphs the major components'¢
coding algorithm are described in further detail, and m«
sights are provided.

Pdate,thesa
langle, comb;
ents, Zigzagsos

rithmetic coding,
motion compensation

dai

 Shape update

Geometry data

Texture data oe
: tax.

FIGURE 4 Overview ofthe intercoding mode sy?!
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Object Shape and Geometry Coding

ject-based coding techniques, information aboutthe shape
Video objects has to be coded and madeavailable in the bit-

m. This componentis the major difference between object-
d and more conventional pixel-based techniques, as the
@ information is not needed in the latter and is therefore

coded. A progressive contour coding based on a polygo-
ipproximation of the shape boundaryis used to code the
ineof every video object [12]. The corresponding progres-

lygonal encoding (PPE) method exploits the previously
ed coarser polygonsto achieveefficient compression of

quent contourrefinements, defined either geometrically or
n ‘code (whenlossless shape codingis desired). This rep-

‘aon offers severalinteresting features. First, being quality
wn geometrical, and semantic,it is particularly suitable for

based retrieval that is based on video object shapes,as
OT video Manipulation. Indeed, the decoder can easily
he first bits in the shapebit stream that correspond to

4 Salient vertices, typically high-curvature points along
© contour, Figure 5 gives an example ofa video object
‘been decoded in a progressive manner from coarse to

v
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Embedded polygonal approximation

Lossless
4 Quasi-lossless
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FIGURE 5 Exampleofvideo object decoding,using PPE from coarseto fineto lossless. (See color section, p.C—28.)

fine, and up toalossless level. Shape matching methods such
as vertex-based modal matching or comparisons based on the
Hausdorff distance can then directly exploit this coarse vertex
representation [10, 13]. Second, a geometrical shape boundary
description can beintegrated into an object-based mesh coding
scheme. Coarsevertices simply define the outer mesh boundary,
and constrained Delaunay triangulation can be applied to de-
finea correspondingarbitrarily shaped triangular meshpartition
[1, 9, 17, 19].

In order to support lossless shape representation, as required
by high-quality applications for appropriate object texture ren-
dering, a solution has to be designed to efficiently and losslessly
compress video object shapes while maintaining a reasonable
complexity. Such a solution is based on altered boundarytrian-
gles, which is enabled by a specific property of the PPE repre-
sentation:the lossless contour refinementis constrained into a

geometrical stripe one or two pixels wide on bothsides of the
coarser polygonal approximation,if the latter was defined under
an accuracy of one or twopixels respectively. The boundary tri-
angles in the mesh can then beeasily adaptedto fit thelossless
shape boundary, by checking only pixels in a thin stripe along
the mesh boundary,as illustrated by Fig. 6. A detailed example of

Level | polygonal vertex

add pixels i
lossless contour

FIGURE 6 Lossless shape refinement with altered triangles. Left: mesh triangle andits
correspondingoriginal contour, whichis no farther than onepixel away from the boundary
edge; right: it is possible to obtain the original shape by adding and removingpixels where
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O interior pixel

W@ exterior pixel

FIGURE 7 Exampleofrefinement along a boundaryedge, resulting in analtered triangle.
Squares indicate 2-D pixels; circles and Jines represent the interpixel discrete segment.(a) Coarse
shape boundary;(b) localstripe to refine; (c) refined pixels; (d) final lossless shape boundary.

this stripe-based boundaryrefinementis given in Fig. 7. Figure 8
shows the coarse mesh,the refined mesh, and the correspond-
ing updated pixels for a mesh-basedpartition of a typical video
object.

In the intermode, a temporally predicted shapecan be used in
orderto reduce the shape coding overhead and to take advantage
of ternporal correlation regarding the contour information. To
this end,the progressive polygonal approximation methodis ap-
plied to each occurrenceofvideo objects, and the resulting coarse
vertices are matchedto the previous correspondingvideo objects
(polygon matching). Information about deleted, inserted, and
trackedvertices is sent to the decoder in the form ofbinarylists,
followed by the prediction motion vectoror the inserted vertex
position dependingon the transmittedvertex status. Refinement
vertices are still intra-encoded by meansofthe PPEalgorithm,
as they are likely to correspondto details that are expected to be
temporally unstable. Experimentalresults show a gain of about
40% by using such predicted shape coding schemes when com-
pared with intrashape codingfor rigid andevenslightly nonrigid
video objects [13].

3.2 Object Motion Estimation, Compensation,
and Coding

In triangular mesh-based video codecs, the motion at each node
defining the mesh is determined and transmitted to the de-
coder,whichapplies affine warping as the motion compensation
method to interpolate the motion in each meshtriangle [8, 9,
15, 16, 19]. Various node motion estimation methods have been

 
FIGURE 8 Left: triangular meshpartition; center left: coarse boundary; center right: exact boundary with altered triangles;
right: pixels processed in a slape-refinementprocess (black: removed pixels; white: added pixels).
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investigated so far in the literature. The simplest technig
sists of performing block matching by defining a sq ‘
centered on the nodeto track. Forward orbackward blo
ing may be used [15], the former being moresuited tej)
trajectory tracking along the video sequence[19]. A vari
this method, called pixel matching, consists ofweighting! 1
ror computation in the block matching process so tha
importanceis given to the error at and immediately a
nodeitself, as the aim is a node motion estimation ra
a block motion estimation [15, 16]. Experimental resul
that block matching methods outperform pixel matchin
rithms in terms of motion compensation quality, esp
the presence of mild to complex motion [13]. The ma
back of block matching as well as pixel matchinglies int
that they do not take into accounttheaffine warping‘px
the motion optimization. Consequently, the compensa
ror is not exactly the computed error in the motion estin
procedure, and a suboptimalsolution may be obtained. —

To overcomethis limitation, two major methods h
reported in theliterature: closed-form connectivity-pre
solutions [8] and hexagonal matchingrefinement[14].
methodoperates on a dense opticalflowfield, possiblyder
from a prior video segmentation and tracking stage. The {
motionfield requirement together with its relative comp!
explain its infrequent use in practice. The hexagonal mateh
refinement methodaims at taking into account the w
based motion compensation in the motion estimationprt
It was initially applied to regular (hexagonal) triangular
tions [14], but several authors have adaptedit to content
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9 Hexagonal matching refinement. Left: triangulation is applied
n the positions of predicted refinement nodes and previously deter-

‘coarser nodes; right: the refinement nodeposition is actually optimized
inimize the warping error in the corresponding surrounding polygons.

ar meshes,fitting arbitrarily shaped video objects [9, 16].
roachrelies on an initial guess for mesh node motion,

plyprovided by a block matching technique. Based on this
solution, the motion vector at each nodeis optimized by

uimizing the affine compensationerrorin connected trian-
uming the motion ofconnected nodesis fixed (see Fig. 9).
timization is repeated for each node and iterated over the

oleset of nodes until stability is reached. Each pass of the
rithm guarantees that the error decreases when compared

h the initial guess error. However, in addition to its complex-
algorithm may also suffer from other limitations, such as
ptimality and high sensitivity to initial guess values, as

ed in [22]. In practice, while being much more complex
of both implementation and computation,the hexago-

ching refinement method doesnotnecessarily generate
‘results than the direct block matching method. Thelatter

ore preferred as the motion estimation algorithm, and
d here (and for the base layer in the progressive coding

ne described further).

 
 

® Texture Representation

mplete video compression scheme, texture approxima-
dencoding are needed in the intracoding mode, butalso
coding modes when prediction residual errors should

Ged, Until very recently, mesh-based video representations
n embedded in standard video coding schemes with
tion devotedto their efficient integration |21]. The

i dbject-based coding algorithm is designed to provide aBevle and consistent video compression scheme, where the
Fepresentation methodis suitable to the triangular par-

Oclated with the warping motion model and applicable
Atracoding and intercoding modes,

sical intraframe mesh-based image approximation
ae? MKensity values are transmitted only at the mesh nodes,

_.. Pixel values are interpolated from them;for instance,
of an affine model applied to the meshtriangles. The

heiofthis approachis the underlying assumption of
; Mage surface, which clearly does not support edge
«discontinuities. As pointed outearlier, a flat approx-

i ae to representthe intensity of eachtriangle which
Ng One value per meshtriangle. Figure 10 shows

59}

an example of such a coarse representation, based on nodes
selected on features such as edges and corners. This coarse field
correspondsto salient features easily accessed in the bit stream
and suitable for fast discrimination between images, for instance
in a content-based retrieval scheme [13]. The corresponding re-
constructed imageis thenfurtherrefined by means of transform
codingoftheresidualtextureerror.

In order to efficiently approximate and encode the texture
data in intracoding as well as intercoding modes, a transform
methodis used. Such methods are very popular in image and
video compression. Their major drawback lies in the fact that
they were originally designed for pixel-based compression of
rectangular images, as opposed to content-based approaches.
However, with the emergence of the MPEG-4 standard,different
solutions have been recently proposed that partly overcomethis
problem,such as padding and shape-adaptive transforms[6, 11].

In the framework of mesh-based compression, both Wang
[21] and Altunbasak[7, 8] have reportedthe use of quadrilateral
warping combined with conventional block-based DCT. How-
ever, the major drawback of this methodlies in the additional
low-pass filtering effect introduced in the compression scheme
bythe direct andinverse digital warping procedures [22]. There-
fore, rather than transforming the triangles to fit a quadrilat-
eral region over which conventional transforms maybe applied,
another approach consists of directly applying a transform to
the triangular domain, such as the pseudo-orthonormal shape-
adaptive discrete cosine transform (PO-SADCT)[11]. Withsuch
a transform,there are as many coefficients to code as there were
pixels in the shape. In addition, these coefficients are gathered
in the top-left part of the shape’s bounding box, which makes
further quantization and run-length coding similar to the con-
ventional DCT coding scheme. The decoderonly needs the shape
information to apply the inverse operations and reconstruct the
approximated segment. Theefficiency ofthe SADCThas beenas-
sessed in the case of 8 x 8 boundary blocks (conventional blocks
partly overlapping the border of a video object), for both intra-
texture and displaced framedifference (DFD) coding.Variants of
the SADCT method have been described in [11]. Among them,

 
FIGURE 10 Example of application of texture coding.Left: Nat approximation
(meanor DC intensity values of meshtriangles); Right: PO-SADCTcodingof
remaining AC coefficients pertriangle (compressionratio, 32:1; PSNR,30.6 dB).
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the PO-SADCT method has been shownto be suitable for cod-

ing zero-mean texture data, such as DFD anderror coding in
general. Here, this transform is applied to partition triangles
correspondingto intracoding modeas well as intercoding mode
prediction residual errors. It is then followed by conventional
uniform quantization, zigzag scan, run-length representation,
and adaptive arithmetic coding, as in MPEG.

Figure 10 shows an example ofthe application ofthis texture
coding schemeandits codingefficiency for compressionofastill
picture.

4 Progressive Object-Based Video Coding

The object-based video compression schemediscussed in the
previous section mayalso be adapted to achieve progressive cod-
ing desired in a numberofapplications. As contour and texture
coding techniquesused in this coding algorithm are both inher-
ently progressive, the key to achieve an overall progressive coding
scheme would be to adopt a progressive geometry (mesh) and
motion coding.

Let us consider a progressive mesh from its coarsest to finest
levels. At the coarsest level, the mesh is designed as usual, us-
ing a minimum distance constraint. By progressively reducing
this constraint, one may define new nodes along image edges.
This technique enables a progressive mesh design. The shape
accuracy may be improved at the same time by using the PPE
method. Examples of a few levels of a progressive mesh built
on top of a typical video object according to the above process
are given in Fig. 11. When encodingthe location of a node at a
given resolution level, some positions within an 8-neighborhood
arounda previously transmitted node (contourorinterior node,
from coarser levels or from the current layer) are invalid. The
entropy associated with this node locationis therefore reduced
accordingly, as well as the numberofbits neededfor its coding.

As the mesh node density progressively increases, the quality
of the resulting motion approximation will improve,as long as
the meshhas not reached the optimal size [9, 13]. The motion
codingcost also increases with the number of motion vectors
to transmit. It may therefore beinterestingto first transmit the
major node trajectories, then progressively refine them as more
bits becomeavailable. In order to improve the rate-distortion
performance,it is possible to exploit the previously transmitted
motion information when encoding the refinement motion vec-
tors. In particular, under the hypothesis of a reasonably smooth

 
FIGURE 11 Example of a progressive geometry (mesh) construction by suc-
cessive refinements fromleft to right.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

  
 

 
  
 
  
  
 

  
 

  
  
 

  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 

predicted mation

FIGURE 12 Exampleofprogressive motion prediction
tors for level ! + 1 nodes are known,it is possible to predlevel | nodes.

Once the
ict motio,

motion field, coarse motion vectors can be used as pred:
of the refinementtrajectories,as illustrated by Fig, u
of compression,sucha predictionwillbe efficient asl
hypothesis ofa smooth motionfield remainstrue, Inde
case, if motion estimation andresulting motion vectoy codin
are performedrelative to the predicted position, rather th,
reference position, null and small displacements beco
likely. 1

By enabling a suitable motion predictionfor refineme
at both the encoder and decodersides, progressive mo
mission also facilitates local optimizationofthe refinemen
tion vectors. Indeed, under the hypothesis thattheinitial
tion derived from coarser motionvectors providesa sati
initial guess, triangulation can be applied atthis stage,
ment motion vectors can then be further optimized by:
hexagonal matching refinement,asillustrated in Fig. 9
posed to direct block matching, this method takes into
the warping-based rendering process in the optimal d
ment computation. Asexplained earlier, its major drawba
in its inherent complexity andin the fact that it imposes
triangulation, which is suboptimal when theinitial gue
from the local optimum.By predicting the refinement
from displacementvectors at surrounding coarser nodesyh
ever, the initial guess is expected to be close enough to’
nal solution. In addition, many nodes correspondingto ¢
motion and contour approximation are fixed, which é
the search space and accordingly the necessary computall!
particular, if all the nodes connected to a refinement no
fixed (e.g., nodes v, to vg in Fig. 9), there is no need 't
the optimization on the corresponding polygon, whichac
ates convergence. For the reasons mentioned above, he
matchingis performedfor estimation ofmotion vectors Of
resolution mesh from a coarser one. Experiments show'
approach produces superiorresults in terms ofrate di
when compared with other motion estimation methods

A complete progressive schemecan then be designedb
bining progressive shape, geometric, and motion C0 me
texture refinement, applied at each layer to the error ima
erated at the previous coarser layer and cropped by thy
shape mask [13]. Such a progressive transmission scheimt
be required when both high-quality decoders and low
codersreceive the encodedbit stream, so that the a
take advantage ofall of the data while the latter only ¥
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uate petBased Video Codinga)

part of it. Independent ofthe decoder performance,scal-
smission also provides decoders with the possibility to

browse and preview a coarse versionofthe video,at a
f the resources required by complete decoding.

igure 13 depicts results from a progressive decoding of a
video object using the described coding algorithm. When

opressive representation is achieved by meansofa quality-
feschemecarefully designedto this end, the availability of

lata layer enables specific processing at the decoderside.
cular,it facilitates sequence matching, indexing,retrieval,

the analysis stage performed at the encoderfor the sake
dression can be exploited (and saved) at the decoderside,

ontour extraction or motion analysis. In this coding
m, examples of information potentially exploitable at
include the following: the shape contour information,
urate or approximated bya set of vertices; the mesh

iy) where nodes are defined along edges and in highly
d areas; the motionvectors;the node trajectories; and the
olor representation.

‘hature. In multimedia applications, all sort of visual
uld be transmitted between terminals. Amongall the
ues already investigated in the literature, some perform

AN Patticular regions of an image than others. Typically,
! uWavelet schemes are known to perform well in areas

ture, Whereas techniques based on object representation,
Phological Operators perform well in areas with sharp

contours, Similarly, methodsusinglinear transforms
Corresults in areas with text or graphics. Dynamic
ee to solve the drawbacks existing in a given

itestill maintaining its strong performance where
te. The basic idea behind dynamic coding is simple

23}. Thevisual information (a frame ofvideo, or
1 me is subdivided into several regions with similar

Using ont compression method. Each region is en-
feche Multitude of compression techniques. Among

Ques, the one whichis the most efficient is cho-

Objec
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FIGURE 13 Example of progressive decoding of a typical video object. Fromleft to right are decodedresults from lowest
quality (70 kbps) to medium quality (170 kbps), to highest quality (320 kbps). The original video object is shown to the
right side.

sen, and the compressedbit streamofthe region using the best
coding technique is sent to the decoder along with informa-
tion specifying which technique was chosenfor its coding. As
an example,in areas with texture, a subband/wavelet technique
would be used, while areas with strong edges and contourswill
be coded with morphological-based or other more appropriate
techniques. Similarly, text areas will use an encoding technique
mote appropriate for an efficient compressionof such data.

The concept of dynamic coding implicitly defines a general
coding syntax. Video objects are further segmented into regions,
each represented by their respective representation model. The
syntax therefore relies on two degrees of freedom, namely, the
video object partition into its constituting regions and their as-
sociated representation models.

As depicted in Fig. 14, the resulting syntax is both open and
flexible. Indecd, different classes of partitioning can be consid-
ered, ranging fromthe whole imageasasingle object to arbitrar-
ily shaped video objects segmented into regions of predefined
or arbitrary shapes. Additionally, each region resulting from a
particular segmentation can be coded with respect to a model
chosen from a multitude of representation methods. Figure 15
gives an example of dynamic coding of a rectangularstill im-
age by putting in competition a linear and a nonlinear subband
decomposition scheme. As it can be seen fromthis figure, the
highly texture regions are best represented whena linearfilter
bank is used for subband decomposition, while sharp edges and
contours are better maintained by using a nonlinear filter bank.
A dynamic approachappliedto this image allowsthe use of the
best configuration in the region whereil is appropriate and pro-
duces the best results.

6 Conclusions 

In this chapter an object-based video coding scheme waspre-
sented that supports arbitrarily shaped video objects, possibly
with a lossless shape accuracy. To this end, a progressive polyg-
onal contour approximation is integrated in a complete, con-
sistent, coding scheme. In this context, various node motion
estimation methods are used, and the application of the shape-
adaptive DCT transformto residual error representation in a
content-based, triangular meshpartitionis described. The adap-
tation of this scheme to achieve progressive compression was
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FIGURE 14 Dynamiccodingprinciple.

also discussed and solutions were presented for geometric and
motion representations. As opposed to standard compression
schemes, including MPEG-4, the proposed scheme supports a
separate, content based, quality-scalable syntax where the most
salient information is transmitted first and the shape, motion,
and texture information fields can be accessed separately in the
bit stream. This hierarchical, semantic organization of the en-
coded datais of particular interest for content-based indexing
andretrieval applications, while still allowing an efficient im-
plementation of this scheme for compression and object-based
interactivity.

The secondpart ofthe chapterbriefly introduced the notion
ofdynamic codingofvisual information. Dynamic coding offers

 
FIGURE 15 Dynamic codingofa still picture at a compression factor of 50:1, (a) Compressed bya linear subband
decomposition; (b) compressed by a nonlinear subband decomposition; (c) compressed by dynamic coding that pits the
two methods against each other.
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Representation
model to code

each region

 
the opportunity of combining several compression techni
on different objects or regions where most appropriate: It
shownin a simple example how a dynamic coding app: a
provide superior results by a clever combinationof algom
in regions where specific compression techniques produce
results.
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EG-1 Video Coding Standard

Introduction

Background and Structure of MPEG-1
Mdards Activities

sevelopmentofdigital video technology in the 1980s has
possible to use digital video compressioninvarious kinds

WPpACations. Theeffort to develop standards for coded rep-
_of movingpictures, audio, and their combination

Out in the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG).
8roup formed underthe auspicesofthe International
ion for Standardization (ISO) and the International
inical Commission (IEC). It operates in the frame-

ont ISO/IEC Technical Committee 1 (JTC 1) on
Technology, which was formerly Working Group
£Sub-Committee 29 (SC29). The premiseis to set

Ed for Coding moving pictures and the associated au-
wa Storage media at ~1.5 Mbit/s so that a movie can

€d and stored in a CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read
a - The resultantstandard is the international stan-

eaBiecompression, ISO/IEC 11172 or MPEG-
sist e ra Experts Group-Phase 1). MPEG-1 stan-
2) dio (1 Parts, including systems (11172-1), video

= atio 172-3), conformancetesting (11172-4), and
part 1(11172-5). In this chapter, we will focus only
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Theactivity of the MPEG committee started in 1988 based on
the work of ISO JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) [1]
and CCITT Recommendation H.261: “Video Codec for Audio-

visual Services at p x 64 kbits/s”[2]. Thus, the MPEG-1 standard
has much in commonwith the JPEG and H.261 standards. The

MPEGdevelopment methodology wassimilar to that of H.261
and wasdivided into three phases: requirements, competition,
and convergence [3]. The purpose of the requirements phase is
to precisely set the focus of the effort and determinethe rule for
the competition phase. The documentof this phase is a “pro-
posal package description”[4] and a test methodology [5]. The
next step is the competition phase, in which the goalis to obtain
state of the art technology from the bestof academic and indus-
trial research. The criteria are based onthe technical merits and

the tradeoff between video quality and the cost of implementa-
tion of the ideas andthe subjectivetest [5]. After the competition
phase, various ideas and techniquesare integrated into one solu-
tion in the convergencephase. Thesolutionresults ina document
called the simulation model. The simulation model implements,
in somesort of programming language, the operation ofa ref-
erence encoder and a decoder. The simulation modelis used to

carry out simulations to optimize the performanceof the cod-
ing scheme[6]. A series of fully documented experiments called
core experiments are then carried out. The MPEG committee
reached the Committee Draft (CD) status in September 1990
and the Committee Draft (CD 11172) was approved in Decem-
ber 1991. International Standard (IS) 11172 for the first three
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Frame N-1

FIGURE1

parts was established in November 1992. The IS for the last two
parts was finalized in November 1994.

1.1.2 MPEG-1 Target Applications and Requirements

The MPEGstandardis a generic standard, which meansthatit is
notlimited to a particular application. A variety ofdigital stor-
age media applications ofMPEG-1 have been proposed based on
the assumptionsthat the acceptable video and audio quality can
be obtained fora total bandwidth of ~1.5 Mbits/s. Typical stor-
age mediaforthese applications include CD-ROM,DAT(digital
audio tape), Winchester-type computer disks, and writable op-
tical disks. The target applications are asymmetric applications
in which the compressionprocess is performed once andthe de-
compression processis required often. Examplesofthe asymmet-
ric applications include video CD, video on demand,and video
games. In these asymmetric applications, the encoding delay is
not a concern. The encoders are needed only in small quanti-
ties, whereas the decoders are needed in large volumes. Thus,
the encoder complexity is not a concern, whereas the decoder
complexity has to be low in orderto result in low-cost decoders.

The requirements for compressed videoin digital storage me-
dia mandate several important features ofthe MPEG-1 compres-
sion algorithm. The importantfeatures include normal playback,
frame-based random access and editing of video, reverse play-
back, fast forward/reverse play, encoding high-resolutionstill
frames, robustness to uncorrectable errors, etc. The applications
also require MPEG-1 to supportflexible picture sizes and frame
rates. Another requirementis that the encoding process can be
performedin reasonable speed by using existing hardware tech-
nologies and that the decoder can be implemented by using a
small numberofchips at low cost.

Because MPEG-1 video codingalgorithm is based heavily on
H.261, in the following sections wewill focus only on those that
are different from H.261.

1.2 MPEG-1 Video Coding Versus H.261

1.2.1 Bidirectional Motion Compensated Prediction

In H.261, only the previous video frameis used as the reference
frame for the motion compensated prediction (forward predic-
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Frame N

A video sequence, showingthe benefits of bidirectional prediction.

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Frame N+1

tion). MPEG-1 allows the future frame to be used as the,
frame for the motion compensated prediction (backwa
diction), which can provide better prediction. For ¢
showninFig.1, if there are movingobjects, andifonl
ward prediction is used, there will be uncovered areas
the block behind the car in Frame N) for which we may
able to find a good matching block from the previousret
picture (Frame N— 1). In contrast, the backward predict
properly predict these uncovered areassince they area
the futurereference picture,i.e., frame N+1in this exam
also shownin Fig.1, if there are objects movinginto the}
(the airplane in the figure), then these new objects cannot bt
predicted from the previous picture but can be predictee
the future picture.

1.2.2 Motion Compensated Prediction
with Half-Pixel Accuracy
The motion estimation in H.261 is restricted to only
pixel accuracy. However, a moving object often movestoa.p0si
tion thatis not on the pixel grid but betweenthe pixels.
allowshalf-pixel-accuracy motionvectors. By estimatin,
placement at a finer resolution, we can expect improve
diction and, thus, better performance than motion es
with integer-pixel accuracy. As shownin Fig.2, since th
pixel value at the half-pixel locations, interpolationis
to produce the pixel values at the half-pixel positions:
interpolation is used in MPEG-1 forits simplicity. As
the motion estimation is performed only on luminance}

pepegrid xa9X Pixel values on integer?

@ arid using bilinear int
pixel values on integer

Half-pixel grid

FIGURE 2 Half-pixel motion estimation.
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Hina motion vectoris scaled by 2 and applied to the
ae blocks. This reduces the computation but may not
| fe optimal. Motion vectors are differentially encoded
y! to the motion vector in the preceding adjacent mac-

e reason is thatthe motion vectors ofadjacent regions
correlated, asit is quite commonto haverelatively uni-
on over areas of picture.

G-1 Video Structure

purce Input Format
A MPEG-1 input format is the source input format

was derived from CCIR6O1,a worldwide standard for
studio. CCIR601 specifies the Y Cb Cr color coor-

here Y is the luminance component(black and white
ion), and Cb and Cr are two color difference signals
ance components). A luminance sampling frequency

z was adopted. There are several Y Cb Cr sampling
uch as 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1, and 4:2:0. In 4:4:4, the sam-

‘rates of Cb and Cr are one quarter of that of Y. The
of¥ Cb Cr samples for 4:4:4, 4:2:2, 4:1:1, and 4:2:0 are

ig. 3.
ing analog TV signals to digital video with the 13.5-
ling rate of CCIR601 results in 720 active pixels per
tive lines for PAL (Phase Alternating Line) and 480

ne s for NTSC (National Television System Committee)).
in a720 x 480 resolution for NTSC and a 720 x 576

ig CCIR601at 30 frames/s is then ~166 Mbits/s. Since

cult to compress a CCIR601 video to 1.5 Mb/s with good
ty, in MPEG-], typically the source video resolution

ted to a quarter of the CCIR601 resolution byfiltering
pling. The resultant formatis called source input for-

chthas a 360 x 240 resolution for NTSC and a 360 x 288
for PAL.Since in the video coding algorithmthe block

® 16 is used for motion compensated prediction, the
els in both the horizontal and the vertical dimen-

id be multiples of 16. Thus, the four leftmost and
Pixels are discarded to give a 352 x 240 resolution for
ems(30 frames/s) and a 352 x 288 resolution for PAL

‘frames/s). The chrominancesignals havehalfofthe
“Honsin boththe horizontalandvertical dimensions

0: Chrominance samples

 
Minance and chrominancHL, (d) 4:29, € samplesin formats for (a) 4:4:4, (b)
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ISSPESEESOSSESSEED
Groupof pictures | Group of piclures 

FIGURE 4 MPEG groupofpictures.

(4:2:0, 176 x 120 for NTSC and 176 x 144 for PAL). The uncom-
pressed bit rate for SIF (NTSC)at 30 frames/s is ~30.4 Mbits/s.

1.3.2 Group Of Pictures and I-B-P Pictures

In MPEG, each video sequence is divided into one or more
groups of pictures (GOPs). Thereare four types of pictures de-
fined in MPEG-1:],P, B, and D pictures, of which the first three
are shownin Fig. 4. Each GOPis composed of one or more pic-
tures; one of these pictures must be an I picture. Usually, the
spacing between two anchorframes(I or P pictures) is referred
to as M, and the spacing between two successive I pictures is
referred to as N. In Fig. 4, M = 3 and N= 9.

I pictures (intracoded pictures) are coded independently with
no reference to otherpictures. I pictures provide random access
points in the compressed video data, since the ] pictures can be
decoded independently without referencing to other pictures.
With I pictures, an MPEGbit stream is more editable. Also,
error propagation due to transmissionerrors in previous pictures
will be terminated by an I picture, since the I picture does not
have a reference to the previous pictures. Since I pictures use
only transform coding without motion compensated predictive
coding, it provides only moderate compression.

P pictures (predictive-coded pictures) are coded by using
the forward motion-compensated prediction similar to that in
H.261 from the preceding I or P picture. P pictures provide
more compression than the I pictures by virtue of motion-
compensatedprediction. Theyalso serve as references for B pic-
tures and future P pictures. Transmission errors in the I pictures
and P pictures can propagateto the succeedingpictures, because
the J pictures and P pictures are used to predict the succeeding
pictures.

B pictures (bidirectional-coded pictures) allow macroblocks
to be coded by using bidirectional motion-compensated predic-
tion from both the past andfuture reference 1 or P pictures. In the
B pictures, eachbidirectional motion-compensated macroblock
can have two motion vectors: a forward motion vector, which

references to a best matching block in the previous I or P pic-
tures, and a backward motion vector, which references to a best

matching blockin the nextI or P pictures as shownin Fig. 5. The
motion compensated prediction can be formed by the average
of the two referenced motion compensated blocks. By averaging
between the past and the future reference blocks, the effect of
noise can be decreased. B pictures provide the best compression
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Backward motion vector

 
 

 
 
 

Forward motion vector

Pastreferencepicture

FIGURE 5__Bidirectional motion estimation.

compared to I and P pictures. 1 and P pictures are used asref-
erence pictures for predicting B pictures. To keep the structure
simple and since there is no apparent advantage to use B pic-
tures for predicting other B pictures, the B pictures are not used
as reference pictures. Hence, B pictures do not propagate errors.

D pictures (DC pictures) are low-resolution pictures ob-
tained by decodingonly the DC coefficientof the discrete cosine
transform coefficients of each macroblock. They are not used in
combination withI, P, or B pictures. D pictures are rarely used,
but they are defined to allow fast searches on sequential digital
storage media.

The tradeoff of having frequent B picturesis that it decreases
the correlation between the previousI or P picture and the next
reference P orI picture.It also causes coding delay and increases
the encoder complexity, With the example shownin Fig. 4 and
Fig. 6, at the encoder, if the order of the incoming pictures is
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,..., the order of codingthe pictures at the en-
coderwill be 1, 4, 2, 3, 7, 5, 6,.... At the decoder, the order of

the decodedpictureswill be 1, 4, 2, 3, 7, 5, 6,.... However, the
display orderafter the decoder should be1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Thus,
frame memories haveto be usedto putthe picturesin the correct
order. This picture reordering causes delay. The computation of
bidirectional motion vectors and the picture-reordering frame
memories increase the encoder complexity.

In Fig, 6, two types of GOPsare shown. GOP1 can be decoded
without referencing other GOPs. It is called a closed GOP. In
GOP2, to decode the eighth B and ninthBpictures, the seventh

Encoder Input:
11 2B 3B 4P 5B 6B 7P 8B 9B 101 11B 12B 13P 14B 15B 16P+——

 
-<——__-______—_—__ 

GOP1 GOP2

DecoderInput:
114P 2B 3B 7P 5B 6B 10! 8B 9B 13P 11B 12B 16P 14B 15B———

GOP1

CLOSED OPEN

FIGURE 6 Framereordering.
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Best maiching macroblock

Future reference picture

P picture in GOP] is needed. GOP2is called an open GOp
meansthe decodingof this GOP hasto reference other |

1.3.3 Slice, Macroblock, and Block Structures

An MPEGpicture consists ofslices. A slice consists ofac
ous sequence of macroblocks in a raster scan order(fro
right and from top to bottom). In an MPEGcodedbitst
each slice starts with a slice header, whichis a clear co

Asa result ofthe clear-codewordslice header,slices are th
level of units that can be accessed in an MPEG codedbits

without decoding the variable-length codes. Slices areit
tant in the handling of channelerrors. If a bit stream contail
bit error, the error may cause error propagation becauseof|
variable-length coding. The decoder can regain synchronizat
at the start of the nextslice. Having moreslicesin a bitste
allowsbetter error termination, but the overhead will in

A macroblockconsists of a 16 x 16 block of luminan

ples and two 8 x 8 block ofcorresponding chrominance
as shown in Fig. 7. A macroblock thus consists of four 8%
blocks, one 8 x 8 Cb block, and one 8 x 8 Cr block. Eachco
macroblock contains motion-comipensated prediction info a
tion (coded motion vectors andthepredictionerrors). There
four types of macroblocks: intra, forward predicted, ba
predicted, and averaged macroblocks. The motion i?
tion consists of one motion vector for forward- and ba
predicted macroblocks and two motion vectors for bidire *
ally predicted (or averaged) macroblocks. P pictures cand
intra- and forward-predicted macroblocks. B pictures can
all four types of macroblocks. Thefirst and last macroblo
a slice must always be coded. A macroblockis design@?~
skipped macroblock whenits motion vectoris zero an¢ 7
quantized DCT coefficients are zero. Skipped macroblo
not allowed inI pictures. Nonintracoded macroblocks in Patt
pictures can be skipped. For a skipped macroblock,the €°%
just copies the macroblock fromthe previous picture:
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smmary of the Major Differences Between
1 Video and H.261

d with H.261, MPEG-1 video differs in the following

) MPEG-1 uses bidirectional motion-compensated predic-
tive coding with half-pixel accuracy, whereas H.261 has
no bidirectional prediction (B pictures) and the motion

tors are always in integer-pixel accuracy.
EG-1 supports the maximum motion vector range of

212 to +511.5 pixels for half-pixel motion vectors and
-1024 to +1023 for integer-pixel motion vectors, whereas

61 has a maximum range ofonly +15 pixels.
EG-1 usesvisually weighted quantization based on the

L that the humaneye is more sensitive to quantization
tors related to low spatial frequencies than to highspatial
quencies. MPEG-1 defines a default 64-element quanti-

ation matrix, butit also allows custom matrices appropri-
: ‘for different applications. H.261 has only one quantizer

theintra-DC coefficient and 31 quantizersforall other
ficients.

261 only Specifies two source formats: CIF (common
ediate format; 352 x 288 pixels) and QCIF (quarter

esfoe 144 pixels), In MPEG-1, the typical source for-
ey (352 x 240 for NTSC, and 352 x 288 for PAL).

Ever, the users can specify other formats. The picture
Bee as large as 4k x 4k pixels. There are certain pa-

‘ mberabit streams that areleft flexible, such as the
Ms ne a per picture (less than 4096), the number
PFitves) ine (less than 4096), picture rate (24, 25, and

rh, 8), and 14 choices of pel aspectratios.
vf G-1, I, P, and B pictures are organized as a flexible
P Of Pictures,
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14
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FIGURE 7 Macroblock andslice structures.

6. MPEG-I uses a flexibleslice structure instead of group of
blocks (GOB)as defined in H.261.

7. MPEG-1 has D pictures to allow the fast-search option.
8. In order to allow cost-effective implementation of user

terminals, MPEG-1 defines a constrained parameterset,
which lays down specific constraints, as listed in Table 1.

1.5 Simulation Model

Similar to H.261, MPEG-1 specifies only the syntax andthe de-
coder. Manydetailed coding options such as the rate-control
strategy, the quantization decisionlevels, the motion estimation
schemes, and coding modesfor each macroblock are not spec-
ified. This allows future technology improvement and product
differentiation. In order to have a reference MPEG-1 video qual-
ity, simulation models were developed in MPEG-1. A simula-
tion model contains a specific reference implementation of the
MPEG-1 encoder and decoder, includingall the details that are
not specified in the standard. The final version of the MPEG-1
simulation model is “simulation model 3” (SM3) [7]. In M3,

the motion estimation technique uses one forward or one back-
ward motion vector per macroblock with half-pixel accuracy. A
two-step search scheme, which consists of a full-search in the
range of +7 pixels with the integer-pixel precision, followed

TABLE! MPEG-1 constrained parameter set 

 Parameter Constraint

Horiz.size S720 pels
Vert. size 576 pels
Total No. ofMacroblocks/picture S396
Total No. ofMacroblocks/second 5396 x 25 = 330 x 30
Picture rate S30 frames/s
Bit rate 1.86 Mbits/s
Decoder Buffer 376832 bits—_—_——_—_——————
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602,

by a search in eight neighboring half-pixel positions, is used.
Thedecision of the coding modefor each macroblock (whether
or notit will use motion-compensated prediction and intra or
inter coding), the quantizer decisionlevels, and the rate-contro]
algorithm are all specified.

1.6 MPEG-1 Video Bit-Stream Structures

As shown in Fig. 8, there are six layers in the MPEG-1 video
bit stream: the video sequence, groupofpictures, picture,slice,
macroblock, and block layers.

A video sequence layer consists of a sequence header, oneor
more groupsofpictures, and an end-of-sequencecode.It con-
tains the setting of the following parameters: the picture size
(horizontal andvertical sizes), pel aspect ratio, picture rate, bit
ratc, the minimumdecoderbuffersize (video bufferverifier size),

constraint parametersflag (this flag is set only when thepicture
size, picture rate, decoder buffer size, bit rate, and motion pa-
rameters satisfy the constraints bound in Table 1), the control
for the loading of sixty-four 8-bit values for intra and nonintra
quantization tables, and the user data.

The GOPlayer consists of a set of pictures that are in a con-
tinuousdisplay order. It containsthe setting of the following pa-
rameters: the time code, whichgives the hours-minutes-seconds
time interval from the start of the sequence; the closed GOP
flag, which indicates whether the decoding operation requires
pictures from the previous GOP for motion compensation; the
broken link flag, which indicates whetherthe previous GOP can
be used to decode the current GOP; andthe user data,

The picture layer acts as a primary coding unit. It contains
the setting of the following parameters: the temporalreference,
which is the picture number in the sequence and is used to
determine the display order; the picture types (1/P/B/D); the
decoder buffer initial occupancy, which gives the numberofbits
that must be in the compressed video buffer before the idealized
decoder model defined by MPEG decodesthe picture(it is used to
prevent the decoder buffer overflow and underflow); the forward

Video sequence |

Sequence header GOP GOP GOP

[ Picture header

Slice header Macroblock Macroblock Macroblock sis Macroblock Slice layer

[Macrobiock header | BlockO | Block 1|Block2|Block3|Block 4 Macroblocklayer
— ; on r
[Differential DC coefficient|AC coefficient|AC coefficient|AC coefficient sinks End-Of-Block Blocklaye

FIGURE 8 MPEG-} bit-stream syntax Sayers.
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motion vector resolution and range for p an
backward motion vector resolution and ran
and the user data.

The slice layer acts as a resynchronization unit. It conta
slice vertical position wheretheslice starts, and th
scale that is used in the coding ofthe currentslice "s

The macroblock layer acts as a motion compensa a
It containsthesetting of the following Parameters: th , 3
stuffingbits, the macroblock address increment, the ee
type, quantizer scale, motion vector, and the coded ly
tern, which defines the codingpatternsofthesix blo
macroblock. 1

The blocklayeris the lowest layer of the video sequenc
consists of coded 8 x 8 DCTcoefficients. When a macro)
encodedin the intra mode, the DC coefficientis encoded
to that in }PEG (the DC coefficientof the current riage
predicted from the DC coefficient of the previous mai
At the beginning ofeachslice, predictions for DC
for luminance and chrominance blocksare reset to |
differential DC values are categorized according to the
lute values and the category informationis encoded using
(variable-length code). The category information indi
numberofadditional bits following the VLC to repre
prediction residual. The AC coefficients are encoded's
that in H.261, using a VLC to representthe zero run le
the value of the nonzero coefficient. When a macroblé

coded in nonintra modes, both the DC and ACcoeffic
encodedsimilarto that in H.261. q

Abovethe video sequencelayer, there is a system layerint
the video sequenceis packetized. The video and audio bits!
are then multiplexed into an integrated data stream. Ul
defined in the systemspart. i

dB Pic "
8 for B pic

1.7 Summary

MPEG-1 is mainly for storage media applications.
the use of B picture, it may result in a long end-to-«

GOP Sequence end code|Sequence fayer

Picture GOPlayer
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G-) encoder is much more expensive than the decoder
y ‘the large search range, the half-pixel accuracy in mo-

ion, and the use of the bidirectional motion estima-
BEOEG-| syntax can support a variety of framerates

a, E for various storage media applications. Similar to
Deo coding standards, MPEG-1 does notspecify every

e tion (motion estimation,rate control, coding modes,
tion, preprocessing; postprocessing, ctc.). This allows
suing technology improvement and productdifferen-

jon.

[PEG-2 Video Coding Standard
oduction

Background and Structure of MPEG-2
s Activities

EG-2 standard represents the continuingefforts of the
committee to develop generic video and audio coding

after their development of MPEG-1. The idea ofthis
d phase of MPEG work came from the fact that MPEG-1

for applications at ~1.5 Mb/s with input source
ich is a relatively low-resolution progressive format.

sher quality, higherbit-rate applications require a higher
yn digital video source such as CCIR601, which is an

format. New techniques can be developed to code the
video better.

PEG-2 committee started working in late 1990 af-
mpletion of the technical work of MPEG-1. The
le tests of video algorithms were held in Novem-
followed by the collaborative phase. The Commit-

it (CD) for the video part was achieved in November
1@ MPEG-2 standard (ISO/IEC 13818) [8] currently

. f nine parts. The first five parts are organized in
fashion as MPEG-1: systems, video, audio, confor-

8) and simulation software technical report. The
parts of MPEG-2 reached International Standard
In November 1994, Parts 4 and 5 were approved

1996. Part 6 of the MPEG-2 standard specifies a
‘digital storage media control commands (DSM-CC).

} the specification of a nonbackward compatible au-
8 was originally planned to be the coding of 10-

ut was discontinued. Part 9 is the specification of
Interface (RTI) to transport stream decoders, which
zed for adaptation toall appropriate networks car-
Soa transport streams. Parts 6 and 9 have already
4 Sendaoe Standards in July 1996. Like
fete ard, MPEG-2 video coding standard spec-

Manymien the semantics of the decoding
nti bing tet 'Ng Options wereleft unspecified to encour-‘nology improvement and productdifferen-

irc

3, which: Wasoriginally j igh-N digital tot ginally intended for HDTV (high
evision) at higherbit rates, was merged with

603

MPEG-2. Hence there is no MPEG-3. The MPEG-2 video cod-

ing standard (ISO/IEC 13818-2) was also adopted by ITU-T, as
ITU-T Recommendation H.262 [9].

2.1.2 Target Applications and Requirements

MPEG-2 is primarily targeted at coding high-quality video at
4-15 Mb/sfor video on demand (VOD), digital broadcasttele-
vision, and digital storage media such as DVD (digital versatile
disc). It is also used for coding HDTY,cable/satellite digital TV,
video services over various networks, two-way communications,
and other high-qualitydigital video applications.

The requirements from MPEG-2 applications mandate sev-
eral importantfeatures ofthe compressionalgorithm. Regarding
picture quality, MPEG-2 hasto be able to provide good NTSC
quality video at a bit rate of approximately 4-6 Mbits/s and
transparent NTSC quality video ata bit rate of approximately
8-10 Mbits/s. It also has to provide the capability of random
access and quick channel switching by meansofinserting I pic-
tures periodically. The MPEG-2 syntax also has to supporttrick
modes, e.g., fast forward and fast reverse play, as in MPEG-1.
Low-delay modeis specified for delay-sensitive visual commu-
nications applications. MPEG-2 has scalable coding modes in
order to support multiple gradesofvideo quality, video formats,
and framerate for various applications. Error resilience options
include intra motion vector, data partitioning, and scalable cod-
ing. Compatibility between the existing and the new standard
coders is another prominent feature provided by MPEG-2. For
example, MPEG-2 decoders should be able to decode MPEG-1
bit streams. If scalable codingis used, the base layer of MPEG-2
signals can be decoded by a MPEG-1 decoder. Finally, it should
allow reasonable complexity encoders and low-cost decoders be
built with mature technology. Since MPEG-2 videois based heav-
ily on MPEG-1. In the following sections, wewill focus only on
those features which are different from MPEG-1 video.

9.2 MPEG-? Profiles and Levels

MPEG-2 standard is designed to cover a wide range of applica-
tions. However, features needed for some applications may not
be needed for other applications. If we put all the features into
one single standard,it may result in an overly expensive system
for many applications. It is desirable for an application to imple-
ment only the necessary features to lower the cost of the system.
To meet this need, MPEG-2classified the groups offeatures for
importantapplicationsinto profiles. A profile is defined as a spe-
cific subset of the MPEG-2 bit-stream syntax and functionality
to supporta class of applications(e.g., low-delay video confer-
encing applications, or storage media applications). Within each
profile, levels are defined to supportapplications that have differ-
ent quality requirements (e.g., different resolutions). Levels are
specified as a set of restrictions on someof the parameters (or
their combination) such as sampling rates, frame dimensions,
and bit rates in a profile. Applications are implemented in the
allowed range of values ofa particularprofile at a particularlevel.
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TABLE2 Profiles and levels 

 

 

Profile

Simple Main SNRscalable Spatially High 4:2:0
Level 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 scalable 4:2:0 or 4:2:2

High 62.7 Ms/s 100 Mbit/s
1920 x 1152 80 Mbit/s for 3 layers
(60 frames/s)

High-1440 47 Ms/s 47 Msi/s 80 Mbit/s
1440 x 1152 60 Mbit/s 60 Mbit/s for 3 layers
(60 frames/s) for 3 layers

Main 10.4 Ms/s 10.4 Ms/s 10.4 Ms/s 20 Mbit/s

720 x 576 15 Mbit/s 15 Mbit/s 15 Mbit/s for 3 layers
(30 frames/s) for 2 layers

Low 3.04 Ms/s 3.04 Ms/s
352 Xx 288 4 Mbit/s 4 Mbit/s

(30 frames/s) for 2 layers

Table 2 shows the combination ofprofiles and levels that are
defined in MPEG-2. MPEG-2 defines seven distinct profiles:
simple, main, SNRscalable, spatially scalable, high, 4:2:2, and
multiview. The last two profiles were developed after the final
approval of MPEG-2 video in November 1994. Simple profile
is defined for low-delay video conferencing applications. Main
profile is the most important and widely usedprofile for general
high-quality digital video applications such as VOD, DVD,Dig-
ital TV, and HDTV.SNR(signal-to-noise ratio) scalable profile
supports multiple grades ofvideo quality. Spatially scalable pro-
file supports multiple grades of resolutions. High profile sup-
ports multiple grades of quality, resolution, and chromafor-
mat. Four levels are defined within the profiles: low (for SIF
resolution pictures), main (for CCIR601 resolution pictures),
high-1440 (for European HDTVresolution pictures), and high
(for North American HDTVresolution pictures). The 11 com-
binations of profiles and levels in Table 2 define the MPEG-2
conformance points that cover most practical MPEG-2 target
applications. The numbers in each conformancepointindicate
the maximum boundofthe parameters. The numberin thefirst
line indicates the luminance rate in samples/s. The number in
the second line indicates bit rate in bits/s. Each conformance

point is a subset of the conformancepointat the right or above.
For example, a main-profile main-level decoder should also de-
code simple-profile main-level and main-profile low-level bit
streams. Amongthe defined profiles and levels, main-profile at
main-level (MP@ML)is used for digital television broadcast in
CCIR601 resolution and DVD-video. The main-profile at high-
level (MP@HL)is used for HDTV. The4:2:2 profile is defined to
support the pictures with a color resolution of 4:2:2 for higher
bit-rate studio applications. Although the high profile supports
4:2:2 also, a high-profile codec has to support SNRscalable pro-
file and spatially scalable profile. This makes the high-profile
codec expensive. The 4:2:2 profile does not have to support the
scalabilities and thus will be much cheaperto implement. Mul-
tiview profile is defined to support the efficient encoding of the
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application involving two video sequences from two)
shooting the same scene with a small angle between they

2.3 MPEG-2 VideoInput Resolutions
and Formats

Although the main concern of the MPEG-2 committeeistogup
port the CCIR601 resolution, whichis the digital TV reso
MPEG-2 allows a maximumpicturesize of 16k x 16k p
also supports the frame rates of 23.976, 24, 25, 29.97, 30
59.94 and 60 Hz, as in MPEG-1. MPEG-2 is suitable fo

ing progressive video formatas well as interlaced video fon
Asfor the color subsampling formats, MPEG-2 supports
4:2:2, and 4:4:4. MPEG-2 uses the 4:2:0 formatas in MPE
exceptthat there is a difference in the positions ofthe chie
nance samples as showninFigs. 9(a) and 9(b). On one-am
MPEG-1, a slice can cross macroblock row boundaries.Thi
fore, a single slice in MPEG-1 can be definedto cover thes
picture. On the other hand,slices in MPEG-2 begin and
the same horizontal row of macroblocks. There are two typ

slice structure in MPEG-2: the general and the restrict
structures. In the generalslice structure, MPEG-2 slices HES
not cover the entire picture. Thus, only the regions et!
in the slices are encoded.In therestricted slice structure

macroblock in the picture shall be enclosedinaslice.

x : Luminance samples o : Chrominance sami a

xOxXOX xOXxXKOXxKxX 
(b)

2:0: foriFIGURE 9 Position of luminance and chrominance samples for 44055
in (a) MPEG-1, (b) MPEG-2.
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FIGURE 10 (a) Progressive scan, (b) interlaced scan.

MPEG-2 Video Coding Standard Compared
)MPEG-1

Jnterlaced Versus Progressive Video

(0 showsthe progressive andinterlaced video scan. In the
interlaced video, each displayed frameconsists of two interlaced

or example, frame } consists of field 1 and field 2, with
ing lines in field 1 located between thelinesoffield 2.

Mcontrast, the progressive video hasall the lines of a picture
yed in one frame. Thereare no fields or half-pictures as with

tlaced scan. Thus, progressive video requires a higher
rate than the framerate of an interlaced video, to avoid a

display, The main disadvantageofthe interlaced format
whenthere are object movements, the moving object may

distorted when we merge two fields into a frame. For
¢, Fig. 10 shows a movingball.In the interlaced format,
the movingball will be at different locationsin the two

when we putthe two fields into a frame, the ball will
=*istorted, Using MPEG-1 to encodethe distorted objects in

ames ofthe interlaced videowill not produce the optimal
Interlaced video also tends to cause horizontal picture

Bustodither and thus introduces more high-frequency noises.

showsthe interlaced video format. As explained earlier,
feos frameis composedoftwo fields. From the figure,d (field 1) occurs earlier in time than the bottom field
. Both fields together form a frame. In MPEG-2,pictures
Seine P, and B pictures, like in MPEG-1. To optimally

dla fia erlaced video, MPEG-2 can encode a picture either
, Ute or a frame picture. In the field-picture mode,
. os the frame are encodedseparately.If the first field

; . an I picture, the secondfield in the picture can be
‘<r as the second field can use the first field
‘ Picture. However,if thefirstfield in a pictureis a
“™ Picture, the secondfield has to be the same type of
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field1 field1

x field2 x field2
Oo oO
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Oo oO

x x
Oo °
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oO oO
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Oo oO

frame1 frame2

FIGURE 11 Interlaced video format.

picture. In a framepicture, two fields are interleaved into a pic-
ture and coded together as onepicture, similar to the conven-
tional coding of progressive video pictures. In MPEG-2,a video
sequenceis a collection of framepictures and field pictures.

2.4.2.1 Frame-Based and Field-Based Motion-Compensated
Prediction. In MPEG-2,an interlaced picture can be encoded
as a framepicture orasfield pictures. MPEG-2 defines two dif-
ferent motion-compensated prediction types: frame-based and
field-based motion-compensated prediction. Frame-based pre-
diction formsa prediction based on the reference frames. Field-
based prediction is made based on referencefields. For the sim-
ple profile in which the bidirectional prediction cannotbe used,
MPEG-2 introduced a dual-prime motion-compensated predic-
tion to efficiently explore the temporal redundancies between
fields. Figure 12 shows three types of motion-compensated pre-
diction. Note that all motion vectors in MPEG-2 are specified
with a half-pixel resolution.

Frame predictions in frame pictures: in the frame-based pre-
diction for frame pictures, as shown in Fig. 12(a), the whole
interlaced frame is considered as a single picture. It uses the
same motion-compensated predictive coding method used in
MPEG-1. Each 16 x 16 macroblock can have only one motion
vector for each forward or backward prediction. Two motion
vectors are allowed in the case of the bidirectional prediction.

Field prediction inaframe pictures:the field-basedprediction
in frame pictures considers each frame picture as two separate

iri frame 7 _ field field2 field1 field2
x x x x dv
— x a2

° ee 3° 0 dmv o Vv -
x7* X x x x7oO oO 0 xo VAo vowy x x yx dv2 Yx
we a A we ¢ 0: er° y, dmv } x

x got x x o oOo oO Oo <—oO
reference reference reference

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 12 Three types of motion-compensated prediction: (a) frame,
(b) field, (c) dual prime.
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FIGURE 13 Blocksfor frame-basedor field-based prediction.

field pictures. Separate predictions are formed for cach 16 x 8
block of the macroblock as shown in Fig. 13. Thus, field-based
prediction in a frame picture requires two sets ofmotion vectors.
A total of four motion vectorsis allowedin case ofbidirectional

prediction. Each field prediction mayselect either the field 1 or
the field 2 of the reference frame.

Field prediction in field pictures: in field-based prediction
for field pictures, the prediction is formed from the two most
recently decodedfields. The predictions are made fromreference
fields, independently for each field, with each field considered as
an independentpicture. The block size of predictionis 16 x 16;
however, it should be noted that the 16 x 16 block in the field

picture corresponds toa 16 x 32 pixel area in the frame picture. A
field-based predictioninfield pictures requires only one motion
vector for each forward or backward prediction. Two motion
vectors are allowed in the case of the bidirectional prediction.

16 x 8 predictionin field pictures: two motion vectors are used
for each macroblock. The first motion vector is applied to the
16 x 8 block in field 1 and the second motion vectoris applied
to the 16 x 8 block in field 2. A total of four motion vectorsis

allowed in the case ofbidirectional prediction.
Dual-prime motion-compensated prediction can be used only

in P pictures. Once the motion vector “v” for a macroblock in a
field of given parity (field 1 or field 2) is knownrelativeto a ref-
erencefield of the sameparity,it is extrapolated or interpolated
to obtain a prediction of the motion vectorfor the opposite par-
ity reference field. In addition, a small correction is also made
to the vertical component of the motion vectors to reflect the
vertical shift betweenlines of thefield 1 and field 2. These de-

rived motion vectors are denoted by dv1 and dv2 (represented
by dash line) in Fig. 12(c). Next, a small refinementdifferential
motion vector, called “dmv”, is added. The choice of dmvvalues

(—1, 0, +1) is determined by the encoder. The mation vector v
and its corresponding dmvvalue are includedin thebit stream
so that the decoder can also derive dv1 and dv2. In calculating
the pixel values of the prediction, the motion-compensatedpre-
dictions from the tworeference fields are averaged, which tends
to reduce the noise in the data. Dual-primeprediction is mainly
for low-delay coding applications such as videophoneand video
conferencing. For low-delay coding using simple profile, B pic-
tures should not be used. Without using bidirectional prediction,
dual-prime prediction is developed for P pictures to provide a
better prediction than the forward prediction.
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FIGURE 14 Frame/Field format block for DCT, 4

2.4.2.2 Frame/Field DCT. MPEG-2 has two DCT
frame-based and field-based DCT, as shown in Fig, 14,
frame-based DCT mode, a 16 x 16-pixel macroblock
into four 8 x 8 DCT blocks. This modeis suitable for the!
the backgroundorina still image that havelittle motio
these blocks have high correlation between pixel values
jacentscanlines. In the field-based DCT mode, a macro’
divided into four DCT blocks wherethe pixels from
field are grouped together into one block. This mode’
for the blocks that have motion because, as explained,miOlit
causes distortion and mayintroduce high-frequency noi sin
the interlaced frame.

2.4,2.3 Alternate Scan. MPEG-2 defines twodifferen!

scanning orders zigzag and alternate scans as showni
The zigzag scan used in MPEG-] is suitable for progr
ages where the frequency components have equal impo}
each horizontal and vertical direction. In MPEG-2,an allt
scan is introduced based onthefact that interlaced image
to have higher frequency componentsin the vertical
Thus, the scanning order weighs moreon the higher veruica
quencies than the samehorizontal frequencies. In MPEG=
selection between these two zigzag scan orders can be m
a picture basis.

 
 

Zigzag (progressive) Alternate (interlaced)
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FIGURE 15 Progressive/interlaced scan.
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|. coding is also called layered coding. In scalable coding,
; eo ; ei in a baselayer andseveral enhancement layers.
Mase layer is decoded, basic video quality can be ob-
She enhancement layers are also decoded, enhanced
ity (2.85 higher SNR, higher resolution, higher frame

> achieved. Scalable coding is useful for transmis-
hannel since the more importantlayers (e.g.,

Jayer) can be better protected and sent over a channel
er error performance. Scalable codingis also used in
sport over variable-bit-rate channels, When the chan-
dth is reduced, the less important enhancementlayers
transmitted.It is also useful for progressive transmis-

S<ohich meansthe users can get roughrepresentationsofthe
fast with the base layer and then the video quality will be

; more enhancementdata arrive. Progress transmission
for database browsing and image transmission overthe

1 be a
rnoisy

3-2 supports three types of scalability modes: SNR,spa-
d temporal scalability. Each of them is targeted at sev-
plications with particular requirements.Differentscalable
ean be combinedinto hybrid coding schemessuch as hy-

ial-temporal and hybrid spatial-SNRscalability. In a
[PEG-2 scalability mode, there can be twolayers ofvideo:

d enhancement layers. The hybrid scalability allows up
e layers.

SNRScalability
SNRscalability provides two different video qualities

Single video source while maintaining the samespatial
nporal resolutions. A block diagram ofthe two-layer SNR

€ encoder and decoderis shownin Figs. 16(a) and 16(b),
aly. In the base layer, the DCT coefficients are coarsely

zed. and the coded bit stream is transmitted with mod-
i ality at a lowerbit rate. In the enhancement layer, the

Base-layercoded
bit stream out

[ne]

Enhancement
layer coded

bit stream out

Q: Quantization
IQ: Inverse Q

 
{a)

DCT: Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT : Inverse DCT
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difference between the nonquantized DCTcoefficients and the
coarsely quantized DCTcoefficients from the lowerlayeris en-
coded with finer quantization step sizes. By doingthis, the mod-
erate video quality can be achieved by decoding only the lower-
layer bit streams while the higher video quality can be achieved
by decodingbothlayers.

2.5.2 Spatial Scalability

With Spatial scalability, the applications can support users with
different resolution terminals. For example, the compatibility
between SDTV (Standard Definition TV) and HDTV can be
achieved with the SDTV being coded as the base layer. With
the enhancementlayer, the overall bit stream can provide the
HDTVresolution. The inputto the base layer usually is created
by downsampling the original video to create a low-resolution
video for providing the basic spatial resolution. The choice of
video formats such as framesizes, frame rate, or chrominance

formats is flexible in each layer.
A block diagram of the two-layer spatial scalable encoder and

decoder is shown in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), respectively. In the
baselayer, the input videosignal is downsampledbyspatial deci-
mation. To generate a prediction for the enhancementlayervideo
signal input, the decoded lowerlayer video signal is upsampled
by spatial interpolation and is weighted and combined with the
motion-compensated prediction from the enhancementlayer.
Theselection of weights is done on a macroblock basis and the
selection informationis sent as a part of the enhancement-layer
bit stream.

The base- and enhancement-layer codedbit streams are then
transmitted over the channel. At the decoder, the lower-layerbit
streams are decoded to obtain the lower-resolution video. The

lower-resolution video is interpolated and then weighted and
added to the motion-compensated prediction from the enhance-
mentlayer. In the MPEG-2 video standard, the spatial interpo-
lator is defined as a linear interpolation or a simple averagingfor
missing samples.

Base-layer
coded Base-layer
bit stream in decodedvideo out

> VLD | >|12|IDCT bE >»coarse i |
q |

—[vwo}fiaL+>! Ioct atMCPEnhancement layer fine
coded Q
bit stream in Enhancement

layer decoded
VLC: Variable-Lenglh Coding video out
VLD : Variable-Length Decoding

MCP: Motion-Compansaled Prediction

(b)
FIGURE 16 SNRscalable (a) encoder, (lb) decodcr.
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VLC be
Enhancementlayer

coded bit stream out

1”
|

VLC
Base-layer

coded bit stream out

W : Weight 
| 2.5.3 Temporal Scalabilityi

|

|

The temporal scalability is designed for video services that re-
quire different temporal resolutions or frame-rates, The target

i applicationsinclude videooverwireless channel wherethe video
| frame rate may need to be dropped whenthe channel condition

is poor.It is also intended for stereoscopic video and coding of

| future HDTV format in which the baselineis to make the migra-
tion from the lower temporal resolution systems to the higher
temporalresolution systems possible. In temporal scalable cod-
ing, the base layer is coded at a lower frame rate. The decoded
base-layer pictures provide motion-compensatedpredictions for

| encoding the enhancementlayer.
2.5.4 Hybrid Scalability

Two different scalable modes from the three scalability types,
SNR,spatial, and temporal, can be combined into hybrid scal-
able coding schemes. Thus,this results in three combinations:
hybrid of SNR andspatial, hybrid of spatial and temporal, and
hybrid of SNR and temporal. Hybrid scalability supports up to
three layers: the base layer, enhancementlayer 1, and enhance-

} ment layer 2. The first combination, hybrid of SNR andspatial
| scalabilities, is targeted at applications such as HDTV/SDTV
| or SDTV/videophoneat two different quality levels. The sec-

ond combination, hybrid spatial and temporal scalability, can
| be used for applications such as high temporal resolution pro-
| | gressive HDTVwithbasic interlaced HDTV and SDTV. Thelast

combination, hybrid SNR and temporal scalable mode, can be
used for applications such as enhanced progressive HDTV with
basic progressive HDTVat two different quality levels.

|

|

 
2.6 Data Partitioning

Data partitioning is designed to provide more robust transmis-
sion in an error-prone environment. Data partitioning splits the
block of 64 quantized transform coefficients into partitions. The
lower partitions contain morecritical information, such as low-

57

Enhancement layer
coded bit. sinaam in

codedbit stream in

FIGURE 17 Spatial scalable (a) encoder,(b) decoder.
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frequency DCTcoefficients. To provide more robusttr
sion,the lower partitions shouldbe better protected or. 3
ted with a highpriority channel with a low probabilit
while the upperpartitions can be transmitted witha
ity. This schemehas not been formally standardized in’
butwasspecified in the information annex of the MPEC
document [7]. One thing to note is that the partition
are not backward compatible with other MPEG-2 bit‘stn
Therefore, it requires a decoder that supports the decod|
data partitioning. Using the scalable coding and data
ing mayresult in mismatch of reconstructed pictures:in:
coder and the decoder and thus cause drift in video qu
MPEG-2,since thereare J pictures that can terminateerro
agation, depending on the application requirements,100
be a severe problem.

2.7 Other Tools for Error Resilience

The effect of bit errors in MPEG-2 coded sequences’

pendingonthelocation of the errors in the bit st t
occurring in the sequence header,picture header, andslice
can makeit impossible for the decoder to decode thes
the picture, or the slice. Errors in the slice data that
important information such as macroblock header, be
ficients, and motion vectors can cause the decoder to
chronization or cause spatial and temporal error P!
There areseveral techniquesto reducethe effects ofer
the scalable coding. These include concealment mo
the slice structure, and temporallocalization by the
pictures/slices/macroblocks. a.

The basic idea of concealment motion vector 1s 10,
motion vectors with the intra macroblocks.Since th
roblocks are used for future prediction, they may a
video quality degradationsif they are lost or corrupt oN
mission errors. With a concealment motion vectou
can use the best matching block indicated by the 0!
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vector to replace the corrupted intra macroblock. This
ethe concealment performanceofthe decoder.
SEC, each slice starts withaslice header, which isa unique

jerp that can be found without decodingthe variable-length
e Theseslice headers represent possible resynchronization

safter a transmission error. A smallslicesize,i.e., a smaller
her of macroblocks ina slice, can be chosen to increase the
ency ofsynchronization points, thus reducingthe effects of
tial propagation of each error ina picture. However,this

sad to a reduction in codingefficiency as the slice-header
ead information is increased.
@ temporallocalization is used to minimize the extent

or propagation from picture to picture in a video se-
ce) e.g., by using intra coding modes. For the temporal
propagation in an MPEGvideo sequence, the error from
or P picture will stop propagating when the next error-
picture occurs. Therefore, increasing the number ofI pic-
slices/macroblocks in the coded sequence can reduce the
tion caused by the temporalerror propagation. However,
‘I pictures/slices/macroblockswill result in a reduction of

efficiency, andit is morelikely that errors will occur in
pictures, which will cause error propagation.

It

etailed coding optionsare notspecified. In order to have
ince MPEG-2video quality, test models were developedin
-2. Thefinal test model ofMPEG-2 iscalled “test model5”

! ]. TM5 wasdefinedonly for mainprofile experiments.
He Motion-compensated prediction techniques involveframe,

nd dual-primeprediction, and have forward and back-
c tion vectors as in MPEG-1. The dual-prime was kept
‘Profile butrestricted to P pictures with no intervening

res. A two-step search, which consists of an integer-pixel
hfollowed by a half-pixel search,is used for motion esti-
The modedecision (intra/inter coding)is also specified.

file was restricted to only two quantization matrices,
ult table specified in MPEG-1 and the nonlinear quan-

Ss, The traditional zigzag scan is used forinter coding
alternate Scanis used for intra coding. The rate-control

i a TMNSconsists ofthree layers operating at the GOP,
ae, and the macroblock levels. A bitallocation per pic-
ined at the GOPlayer and updated based on the
_ |88s and the complexityofthe pictures,

o

: LEG-2 Video and System
“am Structures

; Beacture of the MPEG-2video bit stream is shown
Withon EG-2 sequencestarts witha sequence header

heMPR 7 of sequence. MPEG-2 syntax is a super-
~* syntax, The MPEG-2 bit stream is based on

609

 Sequence Extension |} GOP ||| ExtensionExtension & User Header & User

,| Picture Picture Coding|| | Extension Picture SequenceHeader Extension & User data =| End

FIGURE 18 MPEG-2data structure and syntax.

 
  

 
   

the basic structure of MPEG-1 (refer to Fig. 8). There are two
types of bit stream syntax allowed: ISO/IEC 11172-2 videose-
quence syntax or ISO/IEC 13818-2 (MPEG-2) video sequence
syntax.

If the sequence header is not followed by the sequence ex-
tension, the MPEG-1 bit-stream syntax is used. Otherwise, the
MPEG-2 syntax is used, which accommodates more features
but at the expense of higher complexity. The sequence exten-
sion includes a profile/level indication, a progressive/interlaced
indicator, a display extension including choices of chromafor-
mats andhorizontal/vertical display sizes, and choices ofscalable
modes. The GOP headeris located nextin the bit-stream syntax
with at least onepicture following each GOP header. Thepicture
headeris always followed by the picture coding extension, the
optional extension and user data fields, and picture data. The
picture coding extension includesseveral important parameters
such as the indication of intra-DC precision, picture structures
(choices of the first/second fields or framepictures), intra-VLC
format,alternate scan, choices of updated quantization matrix,
picturedisplay size, display size of the base layer in the case of the
spatial scalability extension, and indicator of forward/backward
reference picture in the baselayer in the case of the temporalscal-
ability extension. The picture data consist ofslices, macroblocks,
and data for the coded DCT blocks. MPEG-2 definessix layers
as MPEG-1. However, the specification of some data elementsis
different. The details ofMPEG-2 syntax specification are docu-
mented in [8].

2.10 Summary

MPEG-2 is mainly targeted at general higher quality video ap-
plications at bit-rate greater than 2 Mbit/s. It is suitable for
coding both progressive and interlaced video. MPEG-2 uses
frame/field adaptive motion-compensated predictive coding and
DCT. Dual-prime motion compensationforP picturesis used for
low-delay applications with no intervening B pictures. In addi-
tion to the default quantization table, MPEG-2 definesa nonlin-
ear quantization table with increased accuracy for small values.
Alternate scan and new VLCtables are defined for DCT coef-

ficient coding. MPEG-2 also supports compatibility and scala-
bility with the MPEG-1 standard. MPEG-2 syntax is a superset
of MPEG-1 syntax and can support a variety of rates and for-
matsfor various applications. Similarto other video coding stan-
dards, MPEG-2 defines only syntax and semantics. It does not
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specify every encoding options (preprocessing, motion estima-
tion, quantizer, rate-quality control, and other coding options)
and decoding options (postprocessing and error concealment)
to allow continuing technology improvement and productdif-
ferentiation. It is important to keep in mindthatdifferent im-
plementations maylead to the different quality, bit rate, delay,
and complexity tradeoffs with the different cost factors. An
MPEG-2 encoderis much more expensive than an MPEG-2 de-
coder, because it has to perform many more operations(e.g.,
motion estimation, coding-modedecisions, and rate-control).
An MPEG-2 encoderis also much more expensive than an H.261
or an MPEG-1 encoderas a result of the higher resolution and
more complicated motion estimations(e.g., larger search range,
frame/field bidirectional motion estimation). References [11—

25] provide further information on the related MPEG-I and
MPEG-2 topics.
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Introduction

ig the past two decades, we have witnessed an increasing
ber of multimedia applications and services in many areas,

ing entertainment, education, and medicine. Multimedia
Ologies improve interpersonal communication, promote

T understanding of complex ideas, provide increased access
bilities to information, and allow higherinteractivity levels
the media.

‘Yast amountofdigital data that are associated with mul-
@ applications, and the complex interactions between the

ttypes ofdata, such as text, speech, music, images, graph-
‘Video, make the representation, exchange, storage, ac-

manipulation ofthese data a challengingtask. In order
ide Interoperability between different multimedia appli-

© and promotefurther use of multimedia data, there is a
Standardize the representation of, and access to, these
en already been significant work in the fields of

Tissfon |en by means of compression, storage, and
ect ms geHowever, there has beenlittle emphasison

y ia ility and manipulation. The newgeneration
able, we multimedia applications require that the

Pressed a and manipulate multimed ia data in both
‘ ternati compressed forms. This has fueled several

‘onal standardization activities, such as those of
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the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG),officially known as
Working Group 11 of the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29 technical com-
mittee. MPEGis currently developing two emerging standards:
MPEG-4, which is standardizing an object-based coded repre-
sentation of multimedia data, and MPEG-7, whichis standard-

izing a multimedia content description interface.
MPEG-4, like the MPEG-1/2 [1, 2] and ITU-T H.263/

H.263+ (3, 4] standards, which are discussed in Chapters 6.4
and 6.1, respectively, offers high compression performance lev-
els, making much moreefficient the storage and transmission of
audiovisual data. However, the other key objectives of MPEG-
4 are to enable content-based access and providefunctionalities
suchaserrorresilience, scalability, and hybrid coding of synthetic
and natural data [5,6]. On the other hand, MPEG-7is expected
to enable effective and efficient content-based access and manip-
ulation of multimedia data, and to provide functionalities that
are complementaryto those of the MPEG-4 standard. With the
use of an MPEG-4/MPEG-7 compliant system,it will be possi-
ble to randomly access, manipulate, and process individual ob-
jects within a scene. For example, consider the video scene given
in Fig, 1. Using an MPEG-4/MPEG-7 compliant decoder, the
user will be able to search for podiumsthat are similar to the
one in the video scene, or search for fish that are similar to
the one shown on the screen. The user can also search for cur-

tains that have a texture similar to that of the background. Next,
besides providing a comprehensive description of the emerg-
ing MPEG-4 and MPEG-7visual standards, we show,through
examples, how MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 will together enable
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FIGURE 1 Anaudiovisualscene. (See color section, p. C-28,)

manydesired functionalities and provide a complete multimedia
solution.

2 The MPEG-4 Standard

The MPEG-4 standard addresses system issues suchas the mul-
tiplexing and composition of audiovisual data in the systems
part [7], the decoding of the visual data in the visual part [8],
and the decoding of the audio data in the audio part [9]. The
initial goal of MPEG-4 was to provide tools and algorithms
for very low bil rate coding of audiovisual data. However, the
scope has changed considerablyin order to address the require-
ments of the new generation multimedia applications, which
include multimedia communications (broadcast and interper-
sonal), Internet, interactive video games, video surveillance, and
multimedia databases [10,11]. Besides the need to achieve high
compression performancelevels, these applications require in-
teractivity with individual objects, hybrid coding of natural and
synthetic objects, and a high degree of scalability and errorre-
silience [6, 12-14]. MPEG-4 addressesall of these requirements
by providing the following functionalities: (1) improved cod-
ing efficiency by providing compression tools that are optimized
for objects with a wide range of source material and bit rates,
(2) object-based interactivity by enabling a high degree of user
interaction with the individual audiovisual objects, (3) generic
codingby providingtools for the efficient representationofboth
natural and synthetic objects, (4) object-based and temporal ran-
domaccess, (5) temporal, spatial, quality and object-based scal-
ability, and (6) robust operationin error-prone environments.

2.1 Audiovisual Object Representation

An object-based representation is necessary to enable the above
functionalities. MPEG-4 achieves object-based representation
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by defining audiovisual objects and coding then, ;
bit stream segments [6,7, 15]. An audiovisual (ann inta§
consists of a visual object component,an audio ow
nent, ora combination of these components, The y
of the audio andvisual components of individual ie a
suchthat the audio componentcan be (1) synthede Sq
and (2) mono,stereo, or multichannel(¢.g., surroiae
and the visual component can benatural or synthena
amples of AVOsinclude a sound recorded witha mnie 1 :
speech synthesizedfrom a text, a person recorded bi he
camera, and a 3-D image withtext overlay, “=

MPEG-4 supports the composition ofa sect of audioyie
jects into a scene, also referred to as an audiovisual
order to allow interactivity with individual AVOs within,
it is essential to transmit the information that descril
AVOsspatial and temporal coordinates. This informatio
ferred to as the scene description information and is tra
as a separate stream and multiplexed with AVO elemen
streams so that the scene can be composed atthe user
This functionality makesit possible to change the come
of AVOs without having to change the contentof AVOs,

An example of an audiovisual scene, which is comp
natural and synthetic audio andvisual objects,is prese
Fig. 1. AV objects can be organized in a hierarchical{
Elementary AVOs,suchas the blue head and the associa
can be combined together to form a compound AVO,i
ing head.It is possible to changethe position of the AVOs
them or make them visible, or manipulate them in a numl
ways depending on the nature oftheir characteristics. Forg
ple,if it is a visual object, the user can zoom and rotate!
an audio object, the user can changeits pitch, as wellashisa
listening point. Also, the quality and spatial and tempo
olutions of the individual AVOs can be modified. For exa

in a mobile video telephonyapplication, the user can
higher frame rate andspatial resolution for the talking)
than those of the background objects.

Audiovisualscenesare reconstructed andpresentedby
visual terminals at the receiver’s end. As seen from

audiovisual terminalreceives the bit stream from a netw
storage device, demultiplexes the bit streamto retrieve Ol
tary streams, decompresses the primitive AV objects, ane
performs composition and rendering of the reconstri
objects by using the corresponding scene description 9
tion. An AV terminal also manages upstreamdata trans
user commandsthat require server-side interaction.

2.2 The MPEG-4 Visual Standard:

Technical Description

The emerging MPEG-4 visual standard, officiallyfi
ISO/IEC 14496~2 [8], aims at providing standardized ©
cessing elements thatallowefficient storage, transi on
manipulation ofvisual data [16]. While the MPEG-4¥4 é
dard, like its predecessors,defines onlythe bit stream sy® a
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FIGURE 2 An audiovisual terminal. (See color section, p. C-29.)

e oding Process, the precise definitions of some compli-
Acoding algorithmsare presented in two verification mod-

for synthetic and natural hybrid coding (SNHC) [17],
HE other one for natural video coding [18]. Although the

4 standard does notdefinethe encodingprocess,both the
a8 and decoding processes are discussed in this chapter.
=*tentrepresentations and compression algorithms may

um solutionsfor different applications, bit rates, and
. Therefore, MPEG-4 provides four different types of

ols: Video object coding for the coding ofa naturally or
ly Originated, rectangular, or arbitrarily shaped video

esh object coding for the codingofa visual object repre-
@ mesh structure; model-based coding for the coding

od nue representation and animation of the human face
Yi and still texture coding for the wavelet codingofstill

the, .allowing sections,we first describe each ofthe MPEG-4
0itcoding tools. Next we discuss the scalability and

~ ~stlence tools, followed by a presentationofthe appli-

cations and profiles of the MPEG-4visual standard.Finally, we
provide an example thatillustrates how MPEG-4 can beused for
the coding of rectangular and arbitrarily shaped video objects.

2.2.1 Video Object Coding

A video object (VO)is an arbitrarily shaped video segmentthat
has a semantic meaning. A 2-D snapshot of a VO at a partic-
ular time instantis called a video object plane (VOP). A VOP
is defined by its texture (luminance and chrominance values)
and its shape. MPEG-4allows content-based access to not only
the video objects, but also temporal instances of the video ob-
jects, ie., VOPs. In general, MPEG-4 coding of a VOP involves
coding of motion, texture, and shape information. However,
when the VOPis a rectangularly shaped video frame, MPEG-4
video coding becomesquite similar to that specified in MPEG-1/
MPEG-2 [1,2] and H.263 [3]. In fact, an MPEG-4 visual termi-
nal must be able to decodeall the bit streams of H.263 baseline
encoders.
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FIGURE 3 VOPprediction types.

To enable access to an arbitrarily shaped object, such an object
hasto be separated from the background andthe other objects.
This process is called segmentation, andit can be performed in
real time during encoding(on line), or in nonreal timeprior lo
encoding(offline). The segmentation process is not standard-
ized in MPEG-4. However, there are a number ofautomatic and

semiautomatic tools available for segmentation [19]. Also,it is
possible to generate image sequences that are segmented ini-
tially by using techniques such as chroma keying [20], in which
a uniquecoloris used to separate the background from a video
object.

MPEG-4video object coding consists of shape coding (for
arbitrarily shaped VOs), motion compensated predictionto re-
duce tempora! redundancies, and DCT-based texture coding of
the motion compensated prediction error data to reducespatial
redundancies. The video codingis performed at the macroblock
level. VOPs are divided into macroblocks, such that they are rep-

:Texture coderi 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

Mode
selection

FIGURE 4 Basic block diagram of an MPEG-4video coder.
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resented with the minimum number of Macroblockg
bounding rectangle. Similar to MPEG-1 and MPEG.2
supports intracoded (1), temporally predicted (p) and
tionally predicted (B) VOPs,all ofwhich are illustrated b

Figure 4 showsthe basic VOP encoderstructure. Theat
consists mainly of two parts: ahybrid of a motion sin“a
predictor and a DCT-based coder, and a shape coder.
first part, motion estimation and compensationare Per
(except for I-VOPs) on texturedata, followed byDcr
tization. Then,the difference betweenthe predicted dai
original texture data is coded byvariable length codin
Motioninformation is also encoded byusing VL¢,
VOPis reconstructed as in the decoder,thatis, by apply
verse quantization, applying inverse DCT (IDCT), and.
the resulting data to the motion compensatedpredictio
The resulting VOPis then used for the prediction offuture
The shape coder encodesthe binary shape and thetra
information of the object. Since the shape of a VOP na
change significantly between consecutive VOPs, predictiy, i
ing is employedto reduce temporal redundancies. Thus, 7

multiplexed with the headers to form the coded VOP b:
At the decoder end, the VOP is reconstructed by combi
tion, texture, and shape data decoded from thebit strea

2.2.1.1 Motion Vector Coding. In the bit stream, the:

are predicted by using a spatial neighborhood of three M)
and the prediction error is variable length coded. Motion’

 Scan/
Variable

Length

 
  

Bit stream
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tricted MVs, where MVsare allowed to point

the coded area of a reference VOP, overlapped motion
seation, and the use of four MVs per macroblock.

ve the VOPsare, in general, arbitrarily shaped, there may
ce corresponding pixel available for the prediction of the
oor In order to guarantee that every pixel ofthe cur-

\P can be predicted, someorall of the boundary and
“blocks of the reference VOP have to be padded by ex-

n. The boundary blocks are padded byfirst repeating
ary pixels in the horizontal direction, and then repeat-

=boundarypixels in the vertical direction while averaging
hose values were obtained by horizontal padding. When

rence pixel belongs to a block that is completely outside
OP, then the blockis filled by extended padding, where

: e assigned average values that are determined by the
boring blocks.

of unres

Texture Coding. Intrablocks, as wel) as motion com-
tion prediction error blocks, are texture coded. Similar to
3-1/MPEG-2 and H.263 (described in Chapters 6.4 and6.1,
tively), DCT-based coding is employed to reduce spatial

lancies. That is, each VOPis divided into macroblocks

ated in Fig. 5, and DCTcodingis applied to the four
minance and two 8 x 8 chrominance blocksofthe mac-

s, If a macroblock lies on the boundary of an arbi-
y shaped VOP, then the pixels that are outside the VOP

padded before DCT coding. For intra-VOP boundary mac-
Oks, paddingis performed as described in the previoussec-
whereas for residual blocks, the region thatis outside the

 

 
 

 
 

 
 ance, but at the expense of an increased implementa-

aeomplexity. Macroblocksthat are completely inside the VOP

 
 

ofthe blocksis followed by quantization,zigzag scan-
endvariable length coding. Note that adaptive DC/AC pre-

methods and alternate scan techniques can be employed
lent coding of the DCTcoefficients of intra blocks,

Bounding

Boundary
blocks

Outside block

 5 vo ;Ocks, P enclosed in a rectangular bounding box and divided into
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Boundary

blocks

Transparent
block

Opaque
block

FIGURE6 Binaryalpha plane.

2.2.1.3 Shape Coding. MPEG-4 supports coding ofshape in-
formation to enable content-based access to individual video

objects in a scene [6, 8, 18, 20]. MPEG-4is the only video cod-
ing standard that supports shape coding, besides H.263+4 [4],
which provides some limited shape coding support by means
of its chroma-keying coding technique. Because ofits limita-
tions on shape rate control and its unstable performance for
complex shapes, the chroma-keying coding technique was not
considered for shape coding in MPEG-4 [20]. Polygon-based
and bitmap-based shape coding techniques were found to be
better candidates. Becauseof its high compression performance
and low complexity, a bitmap-based shape coder was adopted.

In bitmap-based shape coding, the shape and transparency of
a VOPare defined by their binary and gray-scale (respectively)
alpha planes. A binary alpha plane indicates whether or not a
pixel belongs to a VOP. A gray-scale alpha plane indicates the
transparencyofeachpixel within a VOP. MPEG-4providestools
for both lossless and lossy coding ofbinary and gray-scale alpha
planes. Furthermore, both intra shape and inter shape coding
are supported.

Binary alpha planes are divided into 16 x 16 blocks,as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. The blocks that are inside the VOPare signaled
as opaque blocks and the blocksthatare outside the VOParesig-
naled as transparent blocks. The pixels in boundary blocks(i.e.,
blocks that contain pixels both inside and outside the VOP) are
scanned in a raster scan order and coded by using context-based
arithmetic coding. In intracoding, a context is computedfor each
pixel using 10 neighboring pixels, which are shownin Fig. 7(a),
by using the equation C = )>,cx 2*, wherek is the pixel index,
and c, is “O” for transparent pixels and “1” for opaquepixels.
Pixels from neighboring blocks are used to build the context if

  Pixels ofthe Pixels of the

current block previous block

Pixels of the
curent block

pixel to be
coded

(a) (b)

FIGURE 7 Template pixels that formthe context of arithmetic coderfor (a) in-
tracoded and (b) intercoded shape blocks.
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Sprite (panoramic imageoftheaan
caneFestgroinP=rae7eeacea=
es|

BeaicalbeseieTiere?

FIGURE 8 Sprite coding of a video sequence. (Courtesy of Dr. ThomasSikora.) (See color section, p. C~30,)

the context pixels fall outside the current block. The computed
contextis used to access the table of probabilities. The selected
probability is used to determine the appropriate code space for
arithmetic coding. For each boundaryblock,the arithmetic en-
coding processis also applied to the transposed version of the
block. The representation that results in less coding bits is con-
veyed in the bit stream.

In inter shape coding, the shape ofthe current blockis first pre-
dicted fromthe shape of the temporally previous or future VOP
(depending on the VOP coding type) by performing motion es-
timation and compensation in integer pixel accuracy. The shape
motion vector is then coded predictively. Then, the difference
between the current and the predicted shape block is arithmeti-
cally coded. The contextfor an intercoded shape block is com-
puted by using a template ofnine pixels from both the current
and temporally previous VOP shape blocks, as shownin Fig. 7(b).

Lossy coding of the binary shape is achieved by either not
transmitting the difference between the current and the pre-
dicted shape block (in inter shape coding), or by subsampling
the binary alpha planebya factor of2 or 4 prior to arithmetic
encoding(in both intra- and intercoding). In order to reduce the
blocky appearance of the decoded shapecausedby lossy coding,
an upsampling filter is employed during the reconstruction.

Transparency of pixels can take values in the range of 0
(transparent) to 255 (opaque). If all of the pixels in a VOP
block are opaqueor transparent,then no transparency informa-
tion is transmitted for that block. Otherwise, gray-scale alpha
planes, which represent transparency information, are divided
into 16 x 16 blocks and coded the same wayasthe texture in the
luminanceblocks.

2.2.1.4 Sprite Coding. In MPEG-4, sprite coding is used for
representation ofvideo objects that are static throughout a video
scene,or their changescan be approximated by warpingtheorig-
inal object planes [8,21]. Sprites are generally used for trans-
mitting background in video sequences. They are coded in the
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Agsbitrary shaped foreground VO

ESTa

Seeieeeraepons

same way as intra VOPs and arc savedin a buffer at the decod|
reconstructthe video sequences. An example ofa sprite is t
in Fig, 8. As seen here, a sprite may consist of a panorami
of the background,includingthepixels that are occluded)
other video objects. Such a representation can increase ¢
efficiency, since the background imageis coded only once’at
beginning of the video segment, and the camera mation,
as panning and zooming, can be represented byafew tran
mation coefficients in the rest of the frames.

2.2.2 Mesh Object Coding

A meshisa tessellation (partitioning) ofan imageinto poly
patches. Mesh representations have been successfully ;
computergraphicsfor efficient modeling and rendering
objects. In orderto benefit fromfunctionalities provided
representations, MPEG-4 supports 2-D mesh representatio
natural and synthetic visual objects, and still texture 08
with triangular patches [8, 22]. The vertices of the tria
mesh elements are called node points, and they can be us
track the motion ofa video object, as depicted in Fig. 9-1
compensation is performed by spatially piecewise warp
the texture mapsthat correspondto the triangular patch
representation provides a good modelfor spatially con
motion fields.

Aninitial 2-D triangular mesh can be either a unifo
or a Delaunay mesh. An example of a uniform mesh is

MeshA after motionA unforin, initial mesh object

VAVAVAVAVAVA

 ZAI)

AAAI] _,APTA Beece
VAVAVAVAVAVA BCA

FIGURE 9 Mesh object with triangular patches
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210 Mesh representation of a video object with triangular patches.
wsy of Dr. Murat Tekalp.) (See color section, p. C-30.)

9. A uniform mesh can be represented by a small set of
eters: the width and height of the mesh rectangle, and

type of the mesh structure. On the other hand, Delaunay
es provide moreflexibility by allowing initial node points
rat any location. The locationsofthe node points are coded

ntially with respect to the previously coded node point
dinate. The ordering of the node points is such that the
dary nodepoints are codedfirst, followed by codingofthe
rior nodepoints, As seen in Fig. 10, a Delaunay mesh can be
fed to the image content for a moreaccurate representation
video object. The selection process of the node points for
unay mesh and the tracking of mesh nodepoints are not

ified in the MPEG-4 standard.

Milar to VOPs, instances of mesh objects are called mesh
planes (MOPs). Thestructure(in the case of intracoding)

tion (in the case of intercoding) of MOPs are variable
coded into a nonscalable bit stream. The texture of the

eteSponding visual object has to be coded separately.

A Functionalities. A mesh-based representation of an
et enables many functionalities. It improves content-based

k aulon by enabling the mergingofsynthetic objects with
objects. It also allows us to transmit only selected key

. Which can be animated to construct intermediate frames
‘decoder. Moreover, mesh modeling can efficiently repre-
‘_motion, resulting in less blocking artifacts at
848 compared withthe block-based modeling,It also

feonentbased retrieval of video objects by providing
Bi: J€ct trajectory information and syntax for vertex-

Ject shape representation, which is moreefficient than
P Tepresentation.

Model-Based Coding
Lr
p peed Tepresentation enables very low bit rate video cod-Ica ae fae
Bons by Providing the syntax for the transmission

~~ “Meters that describe the behavior of a human being,
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rather than transmission of the video frames. MPEG-4 supports
the coding of two types of models [8, 23, 24]: a face object model,
whichis a synthetic representation of the humanface with 3-D
polygon meshes that can be animated to have visual manifesta-
tions of speech andfacial expressions, and a body object model,
whichis a virtual human body modelrepresented with 3-D poly-
gon meshesthat can be rendered to simulate body movements.

2.2.3.1 Face Animation. It is required that every MPEG-4 de-
coderthat supports face object decodinghas a default face model
that can be replaced by downloading a new face model. Either
model can be customized to have a different visual appearance
by transmitting facial definition parameters (FDPs). FDPs can
determinetheshape(i.e., head geometry) and texture ofthe face
model.

A face object consists of a collection of nodes,also called fea-
ture points, which are used to animate synthetic faces. The an-
imation is controlled by face animation parameters (FAPs) that
manipulate the displacementsoffeature points and anglesofface
features and expressions. MPEG-4 defines a set of 68 low-level
animations, such as head and eye rotations, as well as motion of
a total of 82 feature points for the jaw,lips, eye, eyebrow, cheek,
tongue,hair, teeth, nose, and ear. These feature points are shown
in Fig. 11. MPEG-4 also defines high-level expressions, such as
joy, sadness,fear, and surprise, and visemes for determining the
mouth movementsfor speech animation. High-level expressions
consist of a set of low-level expressions. For example, the joy ex-
pression is defined by relaxed eyebrows and open mouth, with
the mouth corners pulled back toward the ears. Figure 12 il-
lustrates several video scenes that are constructed by using face
animation parameters.

The FAPs are coded by quantization followed by arith-
metic coding. The quantization is performed by taking into
consideration the limited movements ofthe facial features. Al-

ternatively, DCT coding can be appliedto a vector of 16 temporal
instances of the FAP, improving compression efficiency, but also
increasing delay.

2.2.3.2 Body Animation. Similarto the case ofa face object,
two sets of parameters are defined for a body object: body def-
inition parameters (BDPs), which define the body throughits

tongue

LULL
man

teeth
 
© Feature points

FIGURE 11 Feature points used for animation.
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Joy Sadness Surprise

FIGURE 12 Examplesofface expressions coded with FAPs. (Courtesy ofJocrn
Ostermann.)

dimensions, surface and texture, and body animation parame-
ters (BAPs), which define the posture and animation of a given
body model. Body animationisbeing standardized in the Version
2 of the MPEG-4 standard.

2.2.4 Still Texture Coding

The block diagram of an MPEG-4still texture coder is shown
in Fig. 13. As depicted in the figure, the still texture is first de-
composed using a 2-D separable wavelet transform, employing
a Daubechies biorthogonalfilter bank [8]. The discrete wavelet
transform is performed using either integer or floating point
operations, Also, a shape adaptive wavelet transform can be em-
ployed for codingarbitrarily shaped texture.

The DPCM coding methodis applied to the coefficient values
of the lowest frequency subband. A multiscale zero-tree coding
method [26] is applied to the coefficients of the remaining sub-
bands. Zero-tree modeling is used for encoding the location of
nonzero waveletcoefficients by taking advantageof the fact that
if a wavelet coefficient is quantized to zero, then all wavelet coef-
ficients with the same orientation and the samespatial location
at finer wavelet scales are also likely to be quantized to zero. Two
different zero-tree scanning methods are employed to achieve
spatial and SNR scalability. After DPCM coding of the coeffi-
cients of the lowest frequency subband, and zero-tree scanning
ofthe remaining subbands,the resulting data are coded byusing
an adaptive arithmetic coder.

2.2.5 Scalability

Scalability meansthata bit stream consists of a separately decod-
able base layer, and associated enhancementlayers. This struc-

Lowest band 5uantizeQ
Discrete
Wavelet

Transform

Still texture
data

uantizeQ
Other bands

FIGURE 13 Block diagram ofthestill texture coder.
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ture is especially desirable for hetero
counter limitations such as constrain
olution, network throughput, and d
over, scalability provides improved error resiliey
the syntax for prioritized transmission, MPRG.F
ditional frame-based temporal,spatial, and quan
as well as object-based scalability, Object-base,
lows one to add or remove video objects, as w
the objects within a scene. MPEG-4 supports b
temporal object-based scalability. With the use of
ality, it is possible to represent the objects of inte
higherspatial or temporal resolution, while allocatine}s
width and computational powerto the objects: thar
important.

seneous en

ts on bit rate,¢
ecoder compl -

2.2.6 Error resilience

MPEG-4offers errorresilience tools to address the:
robustoperation overerror-prone channels. These tor
divided into three groups: resynchronization,data ps
and data recovery [8,27].

If an error occurs during the transmission ofthe
then resynchronization is required to recover data ang
the effects of errors. MPEG-4 allows resynchronizar
ploying a methodthatis similar to the group of macro
approach ofH.263 [3]. The differenceis that, in order
periodic resynchronization markers, the number ofm
in an MPEG-4 packet may bevariable, depending on|
ber of bits required to represent each macroblock.. Each
packet contains information such as macroblock n
quantizer, necessaryto restart the decoding operation
erroris encountered. ’

Data partitioning allows the separation between th
andtexture data, along with additional resynchronizati
ers in the bit stream to improvetheability to localize
This technique provides enhanced concealment capab
example,if texture information is lost, motion informa
be used to concealthe errors. Error concealment, how
standardized in MPEG-4.

Reversible variable length codes (RVLCs) can be¢
for the coding of macroblock texture information fo)
errorresilience. RVLCs can be decodedin boththe fo
backward directions. Thus, if part of a bit stream can
decodedin the forward direction because of errors, dat is
recovered partially by decodingin the backward direct

Ar
Cc  oding|Bit stream

    
  

Zero Tree

Scanning
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TABLE1 MPEG-4 visual profiles

Profile Group Profile Name
Simple
Simple scalable
Core
Main
N-bit

Simple face animation
Scalable texture

Natural video

Synthetic video

Simple basic animated
2-D texture

Hybrid

Hybrid (natural/synthetic)
yideo

plications and Profiles

s designed to address a wide range of multimedia ap-
which coverinteractive video communications(e.g.,

lephony and conferencing), noninteractive video com-
fons(e.g., video e-mailing and multimedia broadcast-

tal storage media (e.g., optical disks), content-based
video databases, video surveillance, and interactive

ames. Since the MPEG-4 syntax is designed to be very
andincludes many tools to enable a wide variety of ap-

:the implementation ofa decoder that supportsthefull
most often be impractical. Therefore, the MPEG-4 vi-

dard defines a numberofsubsets of the syntax, referred
files” (‘Table 1), each targeting a specific groupofappli-
orexample, the simple profile targets low-complexity
¢lay applications, such as mobile video communica-

= Main profile targets interactive broadcast and DVD
8; the N-bit profile targets surveillance applications,

alable texture profile targets applications that require
exture scalability levels, such as mapping texture onto

ideo games.

EG-4 Video Coding Example
mn; we present an exampletoillustrate the capabil-
PEession performancelevels of an MPEG-4 com-
encoder. We performed our simulations by using
oo encoder software [28] to encode the video

ream, which showsa fish that changes direc-

Bea” Ain segmented sequenceis coded fol-
eaaa of Operation that represent two dis-
Sah,a € simple profile and the core profile.

Thames abi givenin Fig. 14. The figure shows the
Fe ccimbe, wee to the two used profiles,

Pe informati its used to represent motion, tex-
me ton. In the example, the 100 frames

Ersteat encoded at 10 frames per second
ie: re quantizer of 10. Thefirst frameis

St of the frames are intercoded. In the

a4

‘eque
a
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Supported Functionalities

Errorresilient coding of rectangular video objects
Simple profile + frame-based temporal and spatialscalability
Simple profile + coding ofarbitrarily shaped objects
Coreprofile + interlaced video + transparency coding + sprite coding
Core profile + coding video objects with pixel depths between 4 and 12 bits

Basic codingof simple face animation
Spatially scalable codingofstill texture objects

Simple face animation + spatial and quality scalability + mesh-based
representationofstill texture objects
Codingofarbitrarily shaped objects + temporal scalability + face
object coding + mesh coding of animatedstill texture objectsnn

object-based codingcase(i-e., core profile), lossless shape coding
is employed. Figure 14(a) showstheoriginal input frame (the
first frame of Bream), and Fig. 14(b) showsthe reconstructed
frame after using an encoder that is compliant with the sim-
ple profile (no shape coding). In this example, the simple pro-
file coder achieves a 56:1 compression ratio with relatively high
reconstruction quality (34.4 dB). If the quantizer step size were
larger, it would be possible to achieve up to a 200:1 compression
ratio for this sequence, while still keeping the reconstruction
quality above 30 dB.

The Bream video sequence consists mainly of two objects: a
fish (foreground object), and a water background (background
object). Using the core profile encoder, we encode these two
objects into two separate bit streams. Figure 14(c) shows the
shape of the foreground object. We encode only thepixels that
are inside the shape, which are indicated by a darker color. Tex-
ture padding of the boundary blocks is shown in Fig. 14(d).
Figure 14(e) shows the foreground objectas it is decoded and
displayed. In this example, 10%, 14%, and 73%ofthe totalbits
are spent to represent the shape, motion vectors, and texture in-
formation, respectively. The rest of the bits are used for headers
and bit stuffing. These ratios would change depending on the
sequence. For example, if the shapeof the sequence is changing
rapidly, then morebits will be spent for shape coding.

Figure 14(f) shows the backgroundofthe sequence. The com-
bination of background and foreground objects is shown in
Fig. 14(g). A compression ratio of 80:1 is obtained. Since the
background object does not vary significantly with time, the
numberofbits spent for its representation is very small. Here,it
is also possible to employ sprite codingbyselecting background
as a sprite.

The PSNRversus rate performance of the frame-based and
object-based coders for the 100 frames of the Bream video se-
quenceis presentedin Fig. 15. As seen here,for this sequence, the
PSNRbit-rate tradeoffs of object-based coding are better than
those of frame-based coding. This is mainly due to the slowly
varying foreground and background objects. However, for scenes
with complex and quickly varying shapes, since a considerable
amountofbits would be spent for shape coding, frame-based
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Quantizer 10
‘oded frames 10 Frames/s

Motion bits 36 Kbits/s
Texture bits 180 Kbits/s

Shapebits 0 Kbits/s
Total bits 217 Kbits/s
PSNR 34.4 dB

Quantizer 10
Coded frames 10
Motion bits 18
Texture bits 92
Shapebits 13° Kt
Total bits 125 Kbit

PSNR 32.7 dBi

©) a ©)

Quantizer 10
Coded frames 10 Frames/s
Motion bits 8 Kbits/s
Texture bits 16 Kbits/s

Shapebits 0 Kbits/s
Total bits 25 Kbits/s
PSNR 41.4 dB

Motion bits 26 K
Texture bits 108 Kb
Shapebits 13
Total bits 150

PSNR 38.8 dB
 

(f) (g)

FIGURE 14 Illustration of MPEG-4 coding,simple profile vs. core profile: (a) original frame; (b) frame-based coded
frame; (c) shape mask for the foreground object; (d) coded foreground object (boundary macroblocks are padded);
(e) foreground objectasit is decoded and displayed; (f) background object asit is decoded anddisplayed; (g) foreground
+ backgroundobjects (e + f). (Bream video sequenceis courtesy of Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.) (See color
section, p. C-31.)

PSNRBit-rate Tradeoff

-in —

pQo

4 PSNR(dB) Loe} aA

—+e— frame based (no objects)
30 4# — + — foreground object

- + %& ++ foreground and background objects |
25 —eoot

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Bit rate (Kbits/sec)

 
FIGURE 15 PSNRperformance for the 100 frames of the Brean: video sequence,
using different profiles of the MPEG-4 video coder.
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ould achieve better compression levels, but at the cost
f ited content-based access capability.4

The MPEG-7 Visual Standard

sfthe current multimedia applications require that the vi-
a be effectively andefficiently accessed and manipulated.

ey text-based methods have been applied to the access and
; ation of visual content, where keywordsare associated

sch visual component.In order to overcomethe limita-

Reon introduced. Low-level features, such as texture, shape,
glor, and high-level features, such as composition informa-

tations. For instance, the same “shape” feature may be
nted by Fourier descriptors, geometric descriptors, etc.
ore, data accessibility and interoperability between these

nsare quite limited.
nified framework for content representation can overcome
Jove problems. Moreover, such a framework would be very
|in the evaluation of current systems by various research
dustry organizations, as well as for future research and de-
ment. Hence,it is not surprising that current international

-7 standardizationactivity is that visual data can have dif-
formats (e.g., uncompressed, compressed), different types
Still pictures, audio, video), can be described by using het-
heous feature representations, and can reside in different
Phical locations,

-7 requirements for the systems,visual, and audioparts
OM dy been developed [29, 30]. Here, we focus on the
Part of the MPEG-7 standard. Wefirst describe the cur-

in the access and manipulation ofvisual data, Next, we
peobjectives ofthe MPEG-7visual standard andits nor-

‘= components, Finally, weillustrate, through an example,
MPEG-7 will impact the CBAM ofvisual data.

~Based CBAM of Visual Data

fthe text-based search methods that have been proposed
aemployedin the search engines of the World Wide

are several types of text-based search engines, such
y. bel (e.g. Alta Vista, Lycos), catalogue-based (e.g.,
itePag »Meta- (e.g., Netsearch), and specialist (e.g., Big-

Ohtent Sea Search engines. Full-textsearch engines analyze
Search (a €s in order to find the desired text. Catalogue-

hSystem, sO known as index-search) engines use classifi-
“8 10 order to help the users identify thefiles that
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TABLE2 Examplesoftext-based search enginesfor visual content 

 Type Name Reference Data Format

Stillimages Icon Browser 33 GIF
Image Surfer 34 JPEG
Lycos Media 35 JPEG
Virtual Image Archive 36 GIF, JPEG
Yahoo Image Surfer 37 JPEG

Video Whoopie 38 MPEG,AVI, and others
Lycos Media 35 MOV 

have been marked by humanagents as being potentially useful
to a particular topic. Meta-search (also known as multisearch)
engines allow the users to search for keywords, using several
search engines sequentially or simultaneously. Specialist search
engines provide responsesthat are relevantto specific application
areas.

All of the above text-based search methodscan beapplied to
the access and manipulation of the visual content by assigning
keywords to each visual component [31,32]. Examples of such
text search engines used for CBAMofvisual content are shown
in Table 2. Someof the existing standards, such as HTML,pro-
vide methods to associate a text descriptor with a still image.
However, HTMLdoes not provide a mechanism for attaching
other sets of descriptors to images. The SGMLstandard over-
comesthis problem. Unfortunately, the vocabularyis restricted,
and similarity-based retrieval cannot be performed. Moreover,
humanassistance in describing the content and enteringthe de-
scription in the database is required.

3.2 Feature-Based CBAM of Visual Data

Feature-based methods have been proposed in order to overcome
the limitations of the text-based search methodsfor accessing
visual content. The features that are employed by the CBAM
methods can be divided into two classes: low-level and high-
level features [39]. The low-level features can often be extracted

automatically. However, the extraction ofthe high-level features
usually requires humanassistance.

Mostofthe current research in content-based access and ma-

nipulation ofvisual data has focused on using low-level features
such as texture, shape, and color [40, 41]. Texture-based CBAM
of visual data has been applied in [41, 42]. These systems use
texture analysis methodsthat are based onstructural,statistical,
spectral, stochastic model-based, morphology-based, or mul-
tiresolution techniques [43-46]. Shape-based CBAM methods
of visual data have been proposed [47,48] that employ various
boundary-based (e.g., chain codes, geometric, and Fourier de-
scriptors) or region-based (e.g., area, roundness) shape models.
Color features have been extensively used for the CBAM ofim-
age databases [49,50], becauseoftheir invariance with respect to
image scaling and rotation. The color features have beenfre-
quently represented by computing the average color, the domi-
nant color, and the global/local histograms[49].
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In many cases, using only one low-level feature may not be
sufficient to discriminate between several objects. Therefore,
combinationsof two or several low-level features, as employed
in (39, 51-55], can improvesignificantly the outcome of the
CBAM ofvisual data.

3.3 Objectives of the MPEG-7 Visual Standard

MPEG-7is the mostrecent standardization activity of the MPEG
group. The goal ofMPEG-7is to provide a standardized descrip-
tion that allows effective and efficient access and manipulation
of the multimedia content [29, 30,56]. MPEG-7 will standardize

a set of descriptors (Ds), a set of description schemes (DSs), a
description definition language (DDL), and schemesfor the cod-
ing ofthe descriptions[29,56]. MPEG-7 will not standardize the
tools that are used to generate the description (e.g., segmentation
tools, feature extraction tools) andthetools that use the descrip-
tion (e.g., content recognition tools). The MPEG-7 requirements
posedindirectly on the visual description tools would likely yield
effective andefficient tools for segmentation,feature extraction,
andvisual recognition.

3.4 Visual Description

In this section, we describe the normative components,i.e., the
Ds, the DSs, the DDL,and the coding schemes,ofthe visual part
of MPEG-7.

3.4.1 Descriptors

For a given visual content (e.g., images, video), a set of features
can be extracted. A feature is defined as a distinctive charac-

teristic of the content. In order to compareseveral features, a
meaningful representation of each feature (descriptor) and its
instantiation for a given data set (descriptor value) are needed.
Figure 16 illustrates the relationship between data, features, and
descriptors. Using feature extraction, one projects the inputvi-
sual content space onto the feature space. The result of the pro-
jection is a set of features [ fi, fo,..., fi,..-, fx] associated
with any item of the visual content, where N is the total num-
ber of features that are extracted. Then, each feature f; of the
feature vector can be represented by several descriptors. Exam-
ples of descriptors associated with the input features are pre-

AV content space Feat
(data)

FIGURE 16 Relationship among
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TABLE3 Examples of features and their descriptors

Feature Descriptor

Texture contrast, coarseness, directionality,
Co-occurrence matrix, DCT coeffic
Wold coefficients

Markoy Model,
ients, wavelet cq,

Shape geometrical descriptors (area, Perimeter,etc.) Fo
descriptors, chain code 7 =

Color color histogram, color moments
Appearance__text, Fourier coefficients

sented in Table 3. For instance, the shape feature ma a
resented by geometric descriptors or Fourier descriptee
of these descriptors are standardized in MPEG-7 (Le., thy 5
long to the standardized descriptor space). The projection
the visual data space to the feature space, whichis not§
dardized in MPEG-7,is not unique since different app)
may require different features for describing the sam
content. The projection from the feature spaceto the de
space, whichis being standardized in MPEG-7,is also not
since several descriptors maybe assigned to the samefeature
MPEG-7descriptor shouldbe relevant andeffective. This:
antees that the descriptor expresses precisely and completely
associated feature. Moreover, it should have expression
cessing efficiency. This guarantees the existence of an é
method for computing the descriptor value. Descriptor
bility with the application and with the data are also requi
Finally, the descriptor should provide a multilevel rep
tion of the associated feature. Other requirements are in
in [30].

3.4.2 Description Scheme

A description scheme (DS) is the pair {S, R}, where S if
structure consisting of several components, andRis th
relationships between the components of S. These compo
are descriptors, descriptors and other description schemes,
scription schemes.Similar to an MPEG-7 descriptor, an MPE
description scheme mustberelevant andeffective. Morcovels
must have expressionefficiency, extensibility, and scalability) vl
the application and with the data. DS relevance and effective
are guaranteed if the DS components and relationshipsbe
these components are also relevant and effective. Expres

La .
«* Descriptor space

asl ai dsvt ‘

Ire space ESSe a
——- descriptor space
foe thyl ‘y Bogen ds

i" ft 

 
data, features, and descriptors.
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Ae js guaranteed by obeying the parsimonyprinciple, i.e.,
eying the minimum numberofDS components and re-

oa hi s between these components. Finally, the DS should
og Itilevel representation of the data. Other MPEG-7iy a mu. "Ee nts are described in [30].uireme

2 Description Definition Language
escription definition language (DDL)is the language used

EF epecify the description schemes. MPEG-7 requires that the
Bp be explicit by following an unambiguous grammar. More-

: the DDL should have compositional capabilities, by allow-
DSsto be created andexisting DSs to be extended. Most

rtantly, the DDL should be platform independent[57].

4 Coding of the Descriptions
d description is a representation of the description that

efficient storage and transmission. MPEG-7will standard-
or resilient and low complexity methodsfor the efficient

ngof the descriptions [57].

MPEG-7 Example: A Generic Visual Scene

ithis section, we discuss how MPEG-7will provide solutions to
blemsassociated with CBAM ofvisual data. Consider the

isual sceneillustrated in Fig. 1. Suppose that we wantto
apicturethatis similar to the one showninthe figure by

DMitting the same query“retrieve all the pictures containing
to. two different CBAM systems: System A and System B.

em.A employs Fourier descriptors(coefficients ofthe Fourier
sformof the fish boundary) for shape feature representat-
Therefore, it will process the query by retrieving all the

‘in the library having similar (accordingto a specific sim-
measure) Fourier descriptors to those ofthe fish extracted

€ query. System B uses geometric descriptors(e.g., area,
mit ter) for shapefeature representation,andit will then pro-
eRe query by retrieving all the objects in the library having

8COmetric descriptors to those extracted from thefish.
“sponse of the systems A and B to the submitted query
early be different, even if both systems were to access the

€ digital library. This is due to the following two reasons.
2» € query may be processed differently by these systems.

Ple, System A mayaccept sketch-based queries, whereas
aaccept picture-based queries. Second, evenif the
€ to be processed in an identical manner, the different

edeemations and different similarity measures,
form nitely yield different results. This will likely pose

[PEG.7aof today’s CBAM applications. 7
= dessus the above problems by providing a stan-

feteoe interface. That is, if System A and Sys-
the sam, ~/ compliant, the shapefeature representation
at re in the sense that the two systems would use
tein ae Moreover, an MPEG-7 compliant system

a better retrieval performancelevel than that of

iN
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existing CBAM systems because of the following reasons.First,
MPEG-7 would attach descriptors only to the relevantfeatures.
For instance, no descriptors would be attached to the texture
feature for the black character shown in Fig. 1. Second, in an
MPEG-7 description, the relevant features wouldbe prioritized.
For example, a higher importance level would be assigned to
the shape descriptors than to the color descriptors for the fish.
Finally, MPEG-7 would provide a hierarchical] description of the
audiovisualscene,asillustrated in Fig. 17. This would allow for
coarse to fine representations of the audiovisual content and
improve the description’s accuracy.

4 Conclusions: Towards a Complete
Multimedia Solution

In this chapter, we have presented a comprehensive technical
description of the visual parts of the two emerging MPEGstan-
dards: MPEG-4 and MPEG-7. We showed, through examples,
how these standards will enable many desired functionalities,
such as efficient content-based representation, access, and ma-
nipulation ofmultimedia data, which are not addressed properly
by today’s multimedia standards.

MPEG-4 becomesan international standard in January 1999.
Asecondversion ofMPEG-4,whichwill be backward compatible
withthe first version and will feature more functionalities and

profiles, is expected to be completed by the end of 1999. The
work of MPEG-7, however, is still in its infancy. In fact, the
MPEG-7call for proposals has just been issued (October 1998).
MPEG-7 is expected to become an international standard in
September 2001 (29].

MPEG-4 achieves high compression levels, making effi-
cient the communication of multimedia content. Throughits
object-based representation and modeling tools (¢.g., mesh,
sprite), MPEG-4 allows us to combine graphics, text, and syn-
thetic/natural objects ina single bit stream. MPEG-4also features
scalability anderrorresilience functionalities enabling efficient
and robust transmission ofmultimedia data. MPEG-7will build

on MPEG-4, makinguseofthe object-based representation and
modeling tools, and providing complementary functionalities.
MPEG-7will facilitate, and even enable, the effective and effi-

cient content-based access and manipulation ofmultimedia data
by providing a standardized descriptioninterface.

A decoderthat is compliant with both MPEG-4 and MPEG-7
will enable efficient and highly interactive multimedia applica-
tions. Consider our example ofthe visual scene showninFig. 1.
While watching the TV, the user may wantto searchfor “shirts”
that have similar texture to the fish shown onthe screen. Be-

cause of the object-based representation provided by MPEG-4,
the “fish” object can beeasily accessed by the user. Also, since
MPEG-4 allows the embedding ofuser datain thebit stream,
it is possible to attach MPEG-7 standardized texture descrip-
tors to the corresponding object bit stream. Therefore, the user
can access a database without performing expensive decoding,
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FIGURE 17 Example ofdescription associated with the audiovisual scene.

segmentation, and feature extraction, which would have been
required with other representations (e.g., JPEG, MPEG-1/
MPEG-2). The user may also wantto search for video sequences
that contain persons who are “walking”. If the underlying bit
stream were compliant with MPEG-2, the only way to achieve
this would be to decode the bit stream, reconstruct the video

sequences, perform spatiotemporal segmentation, and estimate
the motion field correspondingto the person video object. On
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the other hand, the MPEG-4 mesh model can accurately "
sent continuous motion. Assuming MPEG-7 standardizes ®
motion, the corresponding descriptors can be used by Mt
to search for objects with similar motion trajectories. a
case is that in which the user wants to search for persons’ -
are “smiling”. MPEG-7 maystandardize descriptors that a a
pressed in terms of MPEG-4s FAPs, described in the prem
section. Sinceit is possible to tell the mood of the speaker WE
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sad, angry) by the FAPs, the search fora “smiling” person
be easily performed, again without performing expensive
esses, such as decoding, segmentation, and feature extrac-

BI These expensive processes have to be performed only once
‘ne encoder end, making MPEG-7/MPEG-4 compliantsys-
‘¢.well suited for manyapplications.
sgether, MPEG-4 and MPEG-7will provide a complete mul-
dia system solution by allowing the efficient and effective
esentation, exchange, storage, access, and manipulation of
‘media data. They are expected to enable key technologies

e new generation multimedia applications, revolutionizing
i multimedia world.
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